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Abstract 

 Over the past decade, drag has shifted from an underground art form for queer 

communities to being a mainstream attraction for heteronormative society. However, 

one’s ability to become a drag performer depends on their personal identities and 

subjectivities, as exclusionary practices gatekeep the borders of drag communities and 

businesses in Canada, on the bases of Indigeneity, race, gender, and sexuality. To 

consider the ways that drag within Canada continues the settler logic of elimination and 

benefits the goals of heteropatriarchal white supremacy, I conducted interviews with drag 

performers in Vancouver, a major city for drag performances and performers. This thesis 

will consider the nuances of Vancouver’s drag communities to understand how colonial 

and neoliberal logics have taken hold of drag spaces that perpetuate and uphold colonial 

violence, as well as how these logics are resisted through decolonial love and queer 

worldmaking.  

 Key words: homonationalism, homonormativity, settler-colonialism, drag 

performance, Vancouver 
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Introduction 

In the beginning of 2019, I began frequenting gay drag bars on Davie Street in 

Vancouver. At the time, I identified as a bisexual, cisgender woman and I had hoped that 

visiting these spaces would provide me some freedom to explore my own queerness and 

potentially find community. Since I had watched RuPaul’s Drag Race, I thought I knew 

exactly what to expect when entering a gay drag bar - entertaining drag performances 

featuring drag queens, adorned with sequins and lavish costumes. While the sequins were 

present, the shimmers of these sequins were dulled by particular feelings that welled up 

inside me upon entering these spaces. I did not receive the warm welcome that I had 

expected from the supposed 2SLGBTQIA+ community1 and, at times, I was treated with 

outright hostility.  

One evening, while attending a drag show with fabulous, feminine and 

flamboyant drag queens performing, I headed to the bathroom to relieve myself. The 

bathrooms were not separated by gender, but I believe that I was the only woman in line. 

While the line was short, I was not able to get into a stall quickly as each time a stall 

became vacant, a man that was in line behind me would cut in front of me, enter the stall 

and close the door before I had time to protest. Finally, as another man went to cut in 

front of me, the man behind me stops him and tells him to wait until after I have gone, as 

I had been waiting there for a while. Without missing a beat, the man that had intended to 

 
1 I do not use the acronym 2SLGBTQIA+, except to draw attention to attempts to collapse these 
communities into a homogenous ‘queer’ community, or when speaking specifically about only Indigenous 
communities, as I do not want to conflate Two-Spirit communities with colonial categories of sexuality. As 
explained by Hunt and Holmes: 
“While Two-Spirit people are increasingly becoming recognized, and thus “included” within queer 
communities, the deeply colonial nature of categorizing Indigenous people often goes unacknowledged. 
Simply adding Two-Spirit to the list of LGBTQ fails to fully account for the underlying systems of power 
and knowledge that continue to shape possibilities for solidarity between queer and Indigenous 
communities.” (2015, p. 160) 
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cut me in line turns towards me and says: “[w]ell aren’t you so tough, you fucking 

queen? Why don’t we see how tough you’d be if we ran into you by yourself?” He had a 

quick chuckle with a friend that had entered the bathroom with him, and then they both 

left the bathroom together. I entered the stall, but I did not find relief there.  

While the anger directed towards me had stung, I was left reeling from this 

interaction. Why had that man used ‘queen’ as an insult towards me, when we were there 

to celebrate and admire drag queens? Were queens only meant to stay on the stage? Is 

there a right way and a wrong way to be feminine or feminized in gay drag bars?  

Following that night, I continued to explore gay and queer public spaces in 

Vancouver and found that what I had experienced was not uncommon for many queer 

people that attempt to access such spaces. While I had previously assumed that gay, 

urban spaces were sanctuaries for all marginalized individuals, it became increasingly 

clear that acceptance is conditional and based on gendered, sexualized, and racialized 

hierarchies. I had been oblivious to these structures of power previously, as I was new to 

the queer community and based my understandings of 2SLGBTQIA+ spaces on the ways 

that the gay men in my life described their experiences at these venues as accepting, 

liberating, and exhilarating.  

As a white settler who was raised with relative class privilege, I was unaware that 

my whiteness was a “form of orientation” (Ahmed, 2004, p. 150) that made me believe 

“the world [wa]s available as a space for action” (ibid., p. 153). As space, and its 

designated use, is “shaped by race” (Frankenburg, 1993, p. 1), my whiteness allowed me 

to feel entitled to public spaces, believing that they were intended for me and my 

enjoyment. Attempting to navigate my queerness in public was the first time as an adult 
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that I had felt purposefully excluded from spaces based on others’ perceptions of me and 

my value. This pushed me to not only to consider the ways other individuals, with 

identifications different than mine, interact and are interacted with in such spaces, but 

also the histories that have allowed for such interactions to take place today.  

As a white queer settler who has lived in Vancouver and knows its urban 

geographies intimately, I seek to broaden scholarly discussions concerning the 

(de)colonization of queer spaces within academia and larger queer communities. While 

Indigenous queer and Two-Spirit communities work to reclaim "erotic sovereignty" and 

gender diversity within and across Indigenous cultures (Driskill, 2004; Rifkin, 2011), 

settler scholars have a responsibility to expose settler logic and hold settler GLB and 

queer communities accountable for the reparations required to fight in solidarity for 

Indigenous sovereignty. Rather than engage in settler discourses that claim to decolonize 

knowledge, but actually “problematically attempt to reconcile settler guilt and complicity, 

and rescue settler futurity” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 3), settlers must commit to 

“foregrounding embodiment as the entry point for representing Indigenous political 

ontologies” (Rifkin, 2011, p. 174). Canadian settler homonational discourses have failed 

to engage critically in this manner, nevertheless, by applying Two-Spirit critiques and 

honoring Indigenous knowledge, decolonial alliances are possible. Settlers must take up 

the task of decolonizing histories, as well as the present, to be able to work towards a 

decolonial future.  

How do drag bars and venues as gay spaces in Vancouver's West End, Gastown, 

and Commercial Drive, reproduce settler-colonial violence and oppression through 

gender, sexuality, and race-based exclusionary practices? As the settler “logic of 
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elimination” (Wolfe, 2006) has been central to the ongoing colonization of Indigenous 

people who have resided on Turtle Island2 for time immemorial by the Canadian state and 

society, it is crucial to consider settler histories in an effort to engage settler GLB and 

queer communities in radical, decolonial action. This logic of elimination works to 

identify Indigenous populations as “counterproductive” to the attainment of settler wealth 

and power, incentivizing their “dissolution” from areas that have been deemed potentially 

lucrative for settlers (ibid, p. 388). As urban and suburban geographies invite specific 

interactions (Hubbard, 2005), gay drag spaces are important to consider in relation to 

ongoing colonial violence and oppression because they are affectively demarcated for the 

enjoyment of specific gay citizens and, as such, “intimately related to the articulation of 

culturally sanctioned gender identities” (Namaste, 2000, p. 143). I will demonstrate that 

such processes are still operational in Vancouver’s drag bars and venues. Understanding 

the importance of gay urban space to colonial projects will be accomplished through 

considering the ways that Two-Spirit, trans, and gender non-conforming individuals3 are 

 
2 Turtle Island is the English translation of the name Indigenous nations gave to North America. 

3 While signifying different embodied gendered subjectivities, Two-Spirit, trans and gender non-
conforming identities are not necessarily or essentially mutually exclusive or absolute categories. The term 
Two-Spirit was officially formalized in the Third Annual Native American Gay and Lesbian Gathering, 
later fittingly renamed the International Two-Spirit Gathering, in Winnipeg in 1990 (Depelteau & Giroux, 
2016, p. 66). Two-Spirit is an umbrella term that denotes the presence of a masculine and feminine spirit 
within one individual (Driskill, 2010; Morgensen, 2011b; Depelteau & Giroux, 2016). The use of the Two-
Spirit label when considering subject formation and gender identity allows for fluid and decolonial 
understandings of queer indigeneity by refusing to subscribe to preconceived identities and the 
categorization of said identities created and sustained by white-settler, colonial politics of the LGBTQ+ 
community (Driskill, 2010; Morgensen, 2011a, 2011b). Settlers who are not cisgender, identifying as the 
gender one is assigned at birth, often use the identity labels of trans and gender non-conforming. For the 
purposes of this thesis, trans refers to individuals that identify with a gender different than the gender 
assigned at birth (McNabb, 2018). A trans individual may reproduce binary gendered expectations or they 
may not attempt to ““arrive” at a normative gendered end" (Green & Bey, 2018, p. 446). Alternatively, a 
non-conforming gender identity is meant to refer to any individual whose gender identity challenges binary 
logic; instead of identifying as either a man or a woman they identify as both, neither, or a combination of 
genders that cannot be simply reduced to 'man' and/or 'woman' (McNabb, 2018).   
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un/intentionally left out of events and affective economies that confer Canadian 

homonational citizenship and belonging.  

1.1  Major Research Questions  

My research is grounded in three central questions: first, how does the settler 

“logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006) as an intersectional power relation manifest itself in 

gentrified urban centred ‘gaybourhoods’? Specifically, I ask how do drag venues in gay 

spaces on Davie Street uphold and reproduce settler colonial ideals through logics of 

elimination? What impact does this have on Two-Spirit, trans, and gender non-

conforming people within these communities? Second, how is settler logic reified and 

reproduced amongst individuals occupying queer urban spaces? I am interested in 

considering how queer spaces in Vancouver produce a “homocolonial logic of 

elimination, whereby LGBT space is (re)figured as no longer exclusively subversive to 

state control and heterosexism” (Dhoot, 2015, p. 56). Specifically, I ask how drag venues 

on Commercial Drive and in Gastown legitimize governing settler-colonial 

systems? Third, I seek to understand how drag venues in gentrified gay spaces, such as 

Davies Street, resist settler-colonial violence? Moreover, I inquire into the ways that drag 

venues within queer spaces, such as Commercial Drive and Gastown, challenge settler-

colonial discourse. 

1.2 Theoretical Framework  

 My project draws on queer theory, queer of colour and Two-Spirit critique, while 

simultaneously engaging with interdisciplinary settler studies that are guided by critical 
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whiteness studies. To consider how gay spaces in Vancouver’s West End reproduce 

settler colonial hierarchies and violence, I will be following Scott Lauria Morgensen’s 

use of Foucauldian insight that contends “power is the very condition of agentive action” 

(2011a, p. 3). While this power can be used to create the “phenomena of subordination” 

(Foucault, 2008, p. 309), considering the reproduction of such power presents sites for 

the destabilization of hierarchical power relations. My project considers such relations 

within a Canadian settler colonial context, where interpersonal bonds are premised on an 

imagined community of similarity through what Sara Ahmed terms “affective 

economies” (2004). Affective economies operate according to settler colonial logics, 

allowing the creation and maintenance of 'us' and 'them' differentials and exclusion from 

ideological and physical spaces based on this distinction (Hubbard, 2005; Sedgwick, 

2003; Farrell, 2016). 

Various communities entail different expectations for how people will interact. 

Within urban gayborhoods, such as Vancouver’s Davie Street, violence is often enacted 

against those that do not align with homonormative ideals, while alternative urban areas, 

such as neighborhoods in East Van, celebrate and encourage the failure of these ideals 

(Namaste, 2000; Hubbard, 2005; Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019). The refusal to be 

integrated into homonormative society, or its attempted refusal, in specific urban 

geographies makes it necessary to consider the colonial conditions of queer social 

citizenship and its implications in how space is used and by whom.   

To challenge the structures of colonial homonationalism that allow for binary 

consideration of who is or is not accepted into civil society, I employ queer theory to 

provide a politics that encourages the fluidity and flexibility of personhood, joining other 
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scholars that have considered drag through this lens (Butler, 1990; Halberstam, 1998; 

Muñoz, 2009). I am especially attentive to scholars that have critically considered the 

relationship to gender and performance (Halberstam, 1998; Muñoz, 1999, 2009). There 

has been extensive scholarship that has considered the homonormative (Workman, 2020; 

Edgar, 2011) and homonational (Goldmark, 2015) framing of drag through RPDR, as 

well as considerations about how drag sustains and perpetuates harmful racial stereotypes 

(Strings & Bui, 2014; Jenkins, 2013; Zhang, 2016) that privilege whiteness (Hodes & 

Sandoval, 2018) and settler-colonial attitudes (Upadhyay, 2019). While this scholarship 

implies that the mainstream commodification of drag upsets its potential for subversion 

of heteronorms, there has also been scholarship that considers how drag financially 

sustains (Hankins, 2015) and allows for the creation, and continuation, of queer 

communities (Parslow, 2020) through the commodification of the art form.  

 I engage significantly with Muñoz in attempts to problematize white queerness 

and consider the ways that whiteness upholds selective homonormative belonging. This is 

due to the fact that whiteness is a “location of structural advantage” that informs the way 

“white people look at ourselves, at others, and at society” (Frankenburg, 1993, p. 1). 

Therefore, as a white person, I cannot attempt to critique whiteness without considering 

perspectives of those that do not occupy such racial privilege. I draw from queer of 

colour critiques to ensure that whiteness does not continue as a “set of cultural practices 

that are usually unmarked and unnamed” (ibid, p. 1), but rather as a violent structure that 

demands the subjugation of racialized others for the continuation of white supremacy. 

Additionally, as the ascendancy of whiteness is maintained by a “set of discourses on 

race, culture, and society whose history spans… the broader sweep of Western expansion 
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and colonialism” (ibid., p. 2), I cannot critique whiteness and its structures without 

considering Indigenous perspectives and experiences. 

I deploy the term ‘settler’ within this project to encompass specifically white 

individuals who occupy Indigenous lands. While settlers “are diverse” (Tuck & Yang, 

2012, p. 10), I do not attempt to ascribe the settler title to non-Native individuals and 

communities that are not white. As a white settler, I do not have the authority to label 

non-white occupiers of Vancouver, and Canada in general, as settlers. This is due to the 

fact that Black, Asian, and other racialized individuals and communities have been 

brought to Canada not of their own accord but to be used as laborers for colonial projects, 

and are subject to the conditions “of internal colonialism, such as segregation, 

divestment, surveillance, and criminalization” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 5). Although this 

context “may not fully disturb their conditioning by settler colonialism” (Morgensen, 

2012, p. ix), to label them as settlers would be erasing this history and making them 

appear as always complicit and willing in Canada’s settler state. 

It is important to differentiate between colonial and racist exclusionary and 

discriminatory practices, as subsuming Indigenous struggles for sovereignty into 

racialized discrimination and prejudice “obfuscate the distinctions between the two 

systems of dominance and the coerced complicities amid both” (Byrd, 2011, p. xiii). In 

fact, ignoring this distinction “effaces the foundations of conquest by racializing the 

Indigenous body” (Upadhyay, 2019, p. 487). Race is not a suitable or accurate lens to 

consider Indigenous oppression because “antiracism does not begin with, and reflect, the 

totality of Native people’s lived experiences” (Lawrence & Dua, 2005, p. 121). 

Specifically, antiracism does not reckon with the “generations of policies specifically 
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formulated with the goal of destroying [Indigenous] communities and fragmenting 

[Indigenous] identities” (Lawrence & Dua, 2005, p. 121). Any description of Indigenous 

peoples as “akin to other racialized peoples” on Turtle Island dramatically downplays and 

effectively “effac[es] the coloniality of Indigenous dispossession” (Upadhyay, 2019, p. 

488). 

For this reason, I place myself in conversation with Indigenous scholars Billy Ray 

Belcourt and Qwo-Li Driskill to interrogate settler colonialism and settler 

homonormativity. I seek to be highly attentive to the slippages of whiteness and 

appropriation of labour for intellectual gains. Two-Spirit, Indigenous theorist Qwo-Li 

Driskill's (2010) conceptualization of Two-Spirit critique opens the necessary space to 

analyze settler-logic and colonial histories in Vancouver's West End, as I aim to trace the 

ways that settler colonial regimes have been implicated in the formation of 

homonormative communities in Vancouver. Therefore, considering Indigenous 

perspectives and critiques of settler occupation of urban space, allows for the 

problematization of specific exclusionary processes that make it possible for “Indigenous 

territories [to be] territorialized into LGBT space” (Dhoot, 2015, p. 54).  

Two-Spirit critique, as a theoretical framework and interdisciplinary approach, 

encourages bringing together the distinct considerations of queer of colour critiques and 

Indigenous critiques, to strengthen queer resistance and queer world making endeavors 

through attentiveness to anti-racist and decolonial politics. Both Two-Spirit critiques and 

queer of colour critiques seek to understand, reveal, and challenge white, cis-

homonormative dominance within queer communities through revealing racialized queer 

subjectivities and experiences that contest the naturalization of white, cis-
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homonormativity in mainstream society (Ferguson, 2004; Muñoz, 1999; Driskill, 2010). 

The combination of critiques provides a clear look into, and simultaneously contests, the 

implication of whiteness in normative gender expectations and performances (Green & 

Bey, 2018; Lugones, 2010). Furthermore, the choice to engage with Two-Spirit critiques 

is needed to gain a decolonial "understanding of homophobia, misogyny, and transphobia 

in the Americas, just as an analysis of queerphobia and sexism is necessary to understand 

colonial projects" (Driskill, 2010, p. 73).    

Recent efforts to queer Indigenous studies and Indigenize queer studies have had 

success decolonizing aspects of non-physical space, such as reclaiming Two-Spirit 

identities and specific traditions associated with such identities (Driskill, 2016; Driskill, 

Finley, Gilley & Morgensen, 2011a, 2011b). Unfortunately, such success with physical 

urban space within Turtle Island has not been achieved. 

There has been a large migration of Two-Spirit and queer Indigenous people out 

of reserves and small towns towards urban spaces since the 1950s, when legislation 

changed to allow members of Indigenous communities to leave reserves (Depelteau & 

Giroux, 2016, p. 67). This migration is due to processes of settler colonialism that have 

"transformed traditions" within Indigenous communities that includes inscribing 

hierarchies rooted in heterosexual, male dominance (Denetdale, 2006, p. 20). Such an 

imposed system of governance forcibly puts modern conceptions of Indigeneity in 

conflict with Two-Spiritedness and queerness, forcing individuals residing on reserves 

with a stark choice. They can continue to live within reserve communities and "keep their 

gender identity/sexual orientation low profile" to avoid harassment and violence, or they 
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can escape to urban areas where they can find community among other like-minded 

individuals (Depelteau & Giroux, 2016, p. 67).  

Urban areas, however, have historically been anything but a refuge for Two-Spirit 

and queer Indigenous people because, like reserves, they operate according to the settler 

colonial “logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 387). Just as Indigenous communities 

have been excluded from mainstream Canadian society, Two-Spirit and queer Indigenous 

communities have been violently excluded from LGBTQ organizing, such as 

Vancouver’s Concerned Residents Of the West End, reporting experiencing being 

“whitewashed and isolated from one’s own culture” when allowed to engage in queer 

events organized by settlers (Depelteau & Giroux, 2016, p. 68).  

Experiences of exclusion experienced by specific populations from Vancouver’s 

gay urban spaces can be understood as emerging from the historical development of the 

‘gaybourhood’. Indeed, Vancouver’s West End neighbourhood of Davie Street is an 

example, of the “complex spatialities of power, desire, and disgust” that allow for “white, 

gay gentrification” through reifying settler-colonialism and excluding racialized, 

gendered, and sexualized others (Ross, 2012, p. 128). Davie Street was established as a 

white, gay haven while Indigenous, Two-Spirit, people of colour, non-binary (NB) 

people, especially if assigned-female-at-birth (AFAB), trans people, and women were 

displaced and relegated to the eastside of the downtown core (Ross & Sullivan, 2012; 

Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019).  

Those most directly harmed by this exclusion were sex workers, most of whom 

were Indigenous, queer and/or racialized and did not have the “class-bound, white 

privilege” that afforded white, wealthy queers “the luxury of (shameful) discretion” 
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regarding gender expression(s) and sexual acts (Ross & Sullivan, 2012, p. 615). Many 

sex workers that ended up on Davie Street found their way there due to lack of access to 

other income routes, resulting from stigma and discrimination from being queer and 

racialized people “without high school diplomas” and “in various stages of gender 

transition” (Ross, 2012, p. 131). It was common for Indigenous women during the mid-

20th century to not receive more than a grade eight education, due to their forced 

enrollment in the genocidal residential school system (McCallum, 2014, p. 32), and 

because they needed take on paying jobs to supplement their (family’s) income due to 

lack of financial support from the state (ibid, p. 32; Campbell, 1973, p. 123).   

Following the closing of indoor brothels and sex work venues in the late 1970s, 

roughly two hundred racialized Two-Spirit, trans and/or gender non-conforming sex 

workers “took to the streets of the West end” which affectionately became known by the 

sex workers and their clients as “the first tranny stroll in the city” (Ross, 2010, p. 198-

200). In response to the increased presence of Two-Spirit, and racialized trans or gender 

non-conforming individuals around Davie Street, gay, white, male residents of the West 

End politically mobilized to evict and displace sex workers in attempts to gentrify the 

neighbourhood (Ross, 2010; Irving, 2009).  

Scholars, such as Becki Ross, who focus on the urban migration of sex workers 

from Davie Street to the downtown Eastside of Vancouver have privileged 

homonormativity when analyzing the shaping of Davies Street as a primarily white, gay 

male space.  (Ross & Sullivan, 2012; Ross, 2010, 2012). However, I argue it is crucial to 

consider the forced movement of queer and racialized sex workers as a manifestation of 

colonial power, as “colonial rule comes into being by mobilizing gendered and sexual 
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power” (Morgensen, 2012, p. 5). Efforts to police racialized, sexualized and non-

normatively gendered bodies in Vancouver’s West End during the 1970s and 1980s are 

(re)productions and reifications of modern Canadian homonationalism inseparable from 

settler-colonialism as an ongoing structure. Settler-colonial processes have directly 

allowed for the subjugation of Indigenous people to settlers within queer communities 

and the maintenance of masculinist white supremacy within the Canadian nation.   

“Homonormativity”, a key concept developed by Lisa Duggan enables a deeper 

insight to the enmeshment of sexual citizenship and settler colonialism. Duggan defines 

“homonormativity”, as a “politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative 

assumptions and institutions”, such as marriage, monogamy, and familial capital 

accumulation, “but upholds and sustains them”, resulting in a “a demobilised gay culture 

anchored in domesticity and consumption” (p. 50). This has allowed settler “lesbian and 

gay civil rights organizations [to] become the lobbying, legal, and public relations firms 

for an increasingly narrow gay, moneyed elite” (ibid, p. 45).  

Homonormativity was clearly at work in organizations that were lobbying for the 

gentrification of Davie Street and its surrounding neighbourhood, such as the Concerned 

Residents of the West End (CROWE). CROWE, led by a gay, white man named Gordon 

Price, was a coalition of gay and straight, white individuals living and working in the 

West End that operated throughout the 1980s (Ross, 2010, p. 200). CROWE expertly 

utilized “affective economies” to reproduce settler colonialism in urban gay space, as 

emotions "align individuals with communities" and "bodily space with social space", 

allowing differential access to physical structures as well as to inclusion in social groups 

that gather in and around them (Ahmed, 2004, p. 119). By targeting “disaffected citizens” 
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through fear mongering narratives regarding the sexual, gendered, and racial deviancy 

embodied by sex workers that operated on Davie Street and the West End, CROWE was 

able to cultivate community through an affective commitment to Canadian normativity 

(Ross, 2010, p. 200).   

While this is a significant factor of the West End’s gentrification, considering the 

gaybourhood’s development in this manner erases the national scripts of belonging and 

citizenship involved in sexual sanctioning by the state. Indigenous, racialized trans and 

nonnormatively gendered sex workers were not just “unknowable” to the white cis gay 

men who occupied this residential neighbourhood and its commercial space (Ross, 2012, 

p. 609), they were also unintelligible to the national process of belonging to, and social 

enfranchisement within the Canadian nation. Although based in Vancouver, CROWE’s 

organization and political success encouraged similar movements across the nation, in 

cities such as “Calgary, Toronto, Halifax, Ottawa, and Niagara Falls”, to disenfranchise 

and deny citizenship to bodies whose sexuality, gender, or racial identity did not 

affectively meet the criteria for normative Canadian citizens (ibid, p. 609). As a result, 

political and physical altercations took place nationally, becoming “especially charged 

for non-white female and trans” sex workers within Canada (Ross, 2010, p. 202). These 

altercations were “more than… mere attack[s]” on these individuals; they were 

“fundamentally about policing one’s gender presentation in public sites” (Namaste, 2000, 

p. 147). The repercussions of CROWE’s efforts and tactics exemplify how “certain queer 

praxes have worked to normalize and invisibilize settler colonialism in the Canadian 

context” (Jackman & Upadhyay, 2014, p. 195).  
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CROWE’s gay members, as “predominantly white, middle-class residents and 

business owners” (Ross, 2010, p. 200), embodied the racial, gendered, sexual and classed 

criteria necessary for Canadian gay social citizenship that allows for “recognition and 

participation” within social structures (Phelan, 2001, p. 3). Operating under similar goals 

for supporting only becoming gay citizens, and accepting the permanent removal of all 

others, CROWE was one of the first groups to publicly trace the lines of, and actively 

demarcate, what constitutes modern homonational belonging in the Canadian settler-

state. CROWE’s impact reveals the ability for homonormative populations to leverage 

aspects of their identity to remove their “distance from cultural membership”, while 

emphasizing the distance for Indigenous and Two-Spirit people, people of colour, 

women, and trans and NB individuals and placing them in a position to be exposed to 

“renewed exclusion, scapegoating, and violence” (ibid, p. 5).  

Homonationalism is defined as the governing process that aims to carefully 

regulate “gayness, queerness, or homosexuality” with a “commitment to the global 

dominant ascendancy of whiteness” (Puar, 2007, p. 2). In the Canadian context, this 

creates specific white, queer neoliberal subjects that can be endorsed by the settler-

colonial state while being accompanied by a “simultaneous engendering and disavowal of 

populations of sexual-racial others” (Puar, 2007, p. 2). This “settler homonationalism” 

(Morgensen, 2011a) is a violent outcome of the “biopolitical regulation and sexual 

colonization of Indigenous peoples” in addition to “the normative constitution of modern 

settler queer projects” and/or nation (Jackman & Upadhyay, 2014, p. 200). These projects 

legitimate specific gendered bodies as national citizens, revealing how colonial 

modernity is upheld not only through the policing of race, but also the affective 
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regulation of gender, in “structural and interpersonal” manners (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 

5). White, gay men, as nonnormatively gendered subjects due their occupation of the 

other side other heterosexual/homosexual binary, are able to enter into “hegemonic 

bargains” (Chen, 1999) that emphasize their whiteness, conferring status due to white 

supremist culture of the Canadian state. Therefore, incorrectly sexual subjects can be 

interpellated into nationalist belonging, gaining acceptance through a form of “whiteness 

as property” (Harris, 1993).  

As I have been demonstrating, the West End’s urban space has greatly been 

influenced by the homonational, settler-state logic of elimination, as political 

mobilizations against Vancouver sex workers deemed racially, gendered and sexually 

deviant were justified as ways to avoid a “plunge in property values”, thereby 

maintaining and accumulating wealth for white West End residents (Ross & Sullivan, 

2012, p. 610). Implicit in this framing is the nativization of settlers to Indigenous land. 

Settlers, “persons defined in relationship to [Indigenous] peoples by settler colonialism” 

(Morgensen, 2011b, p. 134), are invested in the erasure of Indigeneity so that no other 

group can interact with a geography in a manner that would “interrupt the preeminent or 

sole nationality asserted by settlers” (Morgensen, 2012, p. 9). By claiming that the 

presence of sex workers would lower the property values of the West End, CROWE and 

the Canadian state, due to the sanctioning and bankrolling of CROWE’s political efforts 

(Ross, 2010), must be viewed as attempting to “transform [their] historic relation to [the 

West End] area to a natural one” that supports their claims as owners of the land they 

occupy, as well as caregivers for the area (Morgensen, 2012, p. 9).  
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It is common for the removal of sexual others to be framed as caring for the area, 

making nonnormatively sexualized individuals into dangerous pests that must be 

exterminated (Ross et al., 2010). This is crucial to consider in relation to present-day 

operations of Davie Street, as the urban colonization of Davie Street informed who are 

settlers, and who are threats to the national colonial project and naturalization efforts. As 

“geopolitical struggle becomes encoded and remembered as feeling” (Rifkin, 2011, p. 

179), CROWE’s attempts to affectively assert themselves as the rightful owners and 

benefactors of the West End’s land and space reveals their complicity in and reification 

of imperial colonization processes, with “the logics and narratives through which the 

assault on Native peoples is naturalized, euphemized, erased, and displaced into the past” 

(ibid., p. 179).  

Furthermore, settler-colonial logics of elimination are present in Vancouver’s 

eviction of sex workers in the 1980s as settlers are “intrinsically relational subjects”, 

defined by their ability to continue a “perpetual process of Indigenous replacement” with 

settlers (Morgensen, 2012, p. 12). This replacement most clearly occurred during the 

early 1980s, beginning with a bylaw that allowed area restrictions throughout the city for 

those “arrested for soliciting clients” (Ross, 2010, p. 202). A trans sex worker on Davie 

Street and Indigenous activist Jamie Lee Hamilton was given such a restriction and, as a 

result, was “forced to move out” of her home in the West End, effectively physically and 

socially displacing her (ibid, p. 202). Jamie Lee Hamilton was just one of many 

individuals who received area restrictions, exemplifying the violent settler-colonial logic 

that sexuality and gender expression can “serve as a basis for exiling people from 

inclusion” in a nation (Rifkin, 2011, p. 174).  
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The area restrictions denied Indigenous, otherwise racialized, and queer sex 

workers the ability to have their personhood based on an “embeddedness in a lived 

geography” (ibid, p. 176), whereby the land one occupies is “a feeling entity” with which 

humans are in “emotional interdependence” (ibid, p. 177). Instead, sex workers 

increasingly had “little to no purchase on the terms ‘community’ or ‘citizen’” in relation 

to the West End and its urban space, and Canada more broadly, as federal laws were put 

in place in 1985 that further penalized street solicitation “with new fines and extended 

jailtime” as a direct result of the organizing of groups like CROWE (Ross & Sullivan, 

2012, p. 613). These laws also worked to “[expand] conceptions of public space to 

include the interior of a motor vehicle”, so that sex work occurring in cars could also be 

penalized to the fullest extent possible (ibid, p. 613). This update to federal law, and the 

ideologies and beliefs that justified and encouraged the update, worked to take sex 

workers off the streets of the West End either by sex workers’ fear of persecution or 

violently by police. These actions undertaken by the Canadian state and its actors 

exemplify how processes of colonialism make Indigenous lands and communities into 

“natural sites of Western law”, to which “the totality of human life” must conform or be 

harshly penalized (Morgensen, 2012, p. 13). 

One of the most devastating blows to come from the colonial state interventions 

into, and subsequent removal of, sex work in the West End was the breaking up of a 

community that espoused decolonial goals and care (Hamilton, 2014). The “cross-

generational networks of kin” found in the West End sex worker community challenged 

normative understandings of womanhood and actively resisted “racist and sexist” 

assumptions made by sex workers’ clients and neighbours (Ross, 2012, p. 129). The West 
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End sex workers protected each other from physical, mental, and psychological harm 

through exchanging information and advice “about outfits, make-up, lovers, hormones 

and surgeries, housing, working safely, and making money” (ibid, p. 129). These 

networks of care and reciprocity were indicative of models of queer world making and 

opened spaces for acknowledging the centrality of Indigenous, Two-Spirit, people of 

colour, and trans and nonbinary individuals in such communities. Although CROWE and 

the City of Vancouver attempted to erase these communities and their histories, the 

legacies of the acknowledgment and celebration of Indigenous, Two-Spirit, people of 

colour, and trans individuals can be seen in Vancouver’s drag scenes and communities. 

As these networks of care were being dismantled in Vancouver’s West End, the 

Eastside of Vancouver was subject to its own version of state surveillance and control. 

From the beginning of the twentieth century, Vancouver’s Eastside has been the focus of 

urban planners whose goal was to revitalize the area and promote the idea of the proper 

Canadian citizen and family as productive consumers and property owners (Nelson, 

2020). Following World War II, the majority of single residence occupancy buildings 

(SROs) were located in the neighbourhoods of the Eastside of Vancouver (ibid; Kojima, 

1995), providing shelter to individuals and communities that did not accept or fit into 

state expectations of the white settler, heterosexual, (re)productive family (Nelson, 2020). 

The inability of many Eastside residents to engage with the ideals of Canadian national 

belonging allowed those individuals and communities to be “segregated by economic and 

household status”, ultimately “characterized by urban subcultures, and having unequal 

access to resources” (1995, p. ii). Unlike the West End, however, the Eastside has proved 

mostly resistant to attempts to gentrify the area for a moneyed elite. In the 1970s and 
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1980s, as CROWE was gaining traction in the West End, concerted “policy efforts” to 

maintain SROs in the Eastside were undertaken, as a part of a national response to curb 

and treat a country-wide “rise of visible homelessness” (ibid, p. v).  

As a result, non-traditional communities that challenged and, at times, defied 

normative ideals pushed by the Canadian state were able to take root in the urban spaces 

of Vancouver’s Eastside. The presence and reproduction of such communities caused the 

Eastside of Vancouver to be associated with degeneracy, and gendered, sexualized and 

racialized otherness from the Canadian expectation, a legacy that continues today 

(Nelson, 2020; Dean, 2015, p. 33). My research focuses on the West End and Eastside of 

Vancouver, due to their different histories of community creation and consolidation, and 

aims to reveal how settler-colonial logics of elimination is continued, or challenged, 

within different drag communities within Vancouver. 

It is crucial to look back at histories of homonormativity through the lens of 

homonationalism and settler colonialism, not because they mark a “new cultural 

phenomenon” (Ross, 2010, p. 209), but because they reveal how settler logic – 

operational through the politics of ‘gay neighbourhoods’ and 2SLGBTQQIA+ 

‘community’ (which is far from homogenous) – continues to reproduce settler-

colonialism and white ascendancy. Given the centricity of settler logic to the colonization 

of Indigenous peoples, critically examining settler histories is crucial in the effort to 

invite radical change from settler GLB and queer communities. Settler scholars must 

work to recognize the national structures of colonization and “respond by holding 

themselves accountable to alliance with [Indigenous] struggles for decolonization” of 

societal structures and geography (Morgensen, 2011b, p. 134). Part of this critical 
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reflective praxis requires scholars to engage in “critically examining” their “inherited 

power as settlers” especially when they incorporate theories, philosophies and other 

knowledge developed by Indigenous thinkers (ibid., p. 134). It is only through 

understanding how the settler-colonial present has previously impacted Indigenous 

communities and “how it continues to destroy Indigenous present/futures” (Paradies, 

2020, p. 439) that settlers can meaningfully engage with decolonial praxis. I engage with 

this practice to interrogate how settler queer and gay spaces uphold and challenge settler 

logics that uphold Indigenous elimination, white supremacy, and homonormative 

identification. 

 Two-Spirit subjectivities are key to “struggles for decolonization” due to the 

ability of Two-Spirit people to represent and embody a “repertoire of cultural 

memories”, that aid in the (re)vitalization of Indigenous teachings and cultures; honoring 

sexual and gender based fluidity (Driskill, 2011a, p. 99). The embodiment of Indigenous 

nonnormative gender and sexuality elicits precolonial memories of belonging and 

inclusion, acting as a resistance to settler-colonialism, and pointing to the importance of 

affective configurations to “bespeak the presence of unacknowledged political 

negotiations, historical trajectories, and social formations” (Rifkin, 2011, p. 173). 

Significant work has been made to recognize how Indigenous people and communities 

have “internalized the sexual values of the dominant culture” (Driskill, 2004, p. 51-52), 

resulting in critiques that demand sexuality and gender expression “[do] not serve as a 

basis for exiling people from inclusion” in a nation (Rifkin, 2011, p. 174). It is the job of 

settlers to build on such critiques of settler-colonial process and attempt to dismantle 
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them, through “identify[ing] patterns of resecuritisation and points of vulnerability” of 

such processes (Tedesco & Bagelman, 2017, p. 384).  

 Settler scholars have also engaged in discussions of relationships with space by 

making sure to question any “inherited authority to appear to tell truths” about or for 

Indigenous experiences (Morgensen, 2012, p. 696). Settlers, “persons defined in 

relationship to [Indigenous] peoples by settler colonialism” (Morgensen, 2011b, p. 134), 

are invested in the erasure of Indigeneity so that no other group can interact with a 

geography in a manner that would “interrupt the preeminent or sole nationality asserted 

by settlers” (Morgensen, 2012, p. 9).  

 Given the centricity of settler logic to the colonization of Indigenous peoples, 

settler studies is crucial in the effort to invite radical decolonial efforts from settler GLB 

and queers, through calling for action that “actively challeng[es] or disrupt[s] systems of 

knowledge that do not fully account for the lives of Indigenous people, queer and trans 

people, and many others whose lives are erased through epistemic and material violence” 

of Canadian settler-colonialism (Hunt & Holmes, 2015, p. 159). Settler scholars must 

work to recognize the national structures of colonization, ultimately “telling the 

unsettling truth” about settler-colonial Canadian modernity (Paradies, 2020, p. 439), and 

“respond by holding themselves accountable to alliance with [Indigenous] struggles for 

decolonization” of societal structures and geography (Morgensen, 2011b, p. 134). 

Building on such efforts, I have developed this research project with hopes to challenge 

the colonization of urban gay geographies and spaces, especially drag bars.  

Drag is a performance art that usually involves the exaggerated enactment of 

masculine and feminine gender norms and that brings into question binary 
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understandings of gender (Newton, 1972; Butler, 1990; Halberstam, 1998; Muñoz, 

2009).  Despite the subversive possibilities of such performances, mainstream drag 

histories that focus on affluent communities and commercialized drag venues often do 

not escape the logics of heteropatriarchal settler colonialism. Mainstream drag events 

often privilege performers who identify, and can be identified, as white, cisgender gay 

men when they are not in drag (Namaste, 2000; Ahmad, 2018; Ramirez, 2018; Jackman 

& Upadhyay, 2014; Horowitz, 2019).   

In the Canadian context, such projects emphasize white settler sexualities as 

legitimate and work to “indirectly or directly define queer modernity as not Native” 

(Morgensen, 2011a, p. 3). Additionally, these projects legitimate specific gendered 

embodiments as national citizens, revealing how colonial “Eurocentric modernity” 

(Stryker, 2006, p. 3) is upheld not only through the policing of race, but also the affective 

regulation of gender (Lugones, 2010). The consideration of affective economies is crucial 

to understanding how settler colonialism is reproduced in urban gay space, as emotions 

"align individuals with communities" and "bodily space with social space" (Ahmed, 

2004, p. 119), allowing differential access to physical structures as well as to inclusion in 

social groups that gather in and around them. My research highlights the white 

supremacist and settler-colonialist elements of homonationalism through an analysis of 

the exclusion of particular drag performers within key gay and queer spaces in 

Vancouver. 

The exclusion of Two-Spirit, trans, and gender non-conforming individuals from 

gay spaces and communities continues to occur across Canada, revealing how “invasion 

is a structure not an event” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 388) as colonization occurs through the 
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state’s endorsement of common attitudes and exclusionary tactics deployed by these 

oppressive regulatory structures (Ramires, 2018; Ahmad, 2018). The efforts to police 

racialized and non-normatively gendered bodies, especially within gay spaces (Namaste, 

2000), are reproductions and reifications of homonormativity and homonationalism that 

have developed from ongoing settler-colonialism. Such policing by event organizers, 

hosts, and other performers, for example, has directly subjugated of Indigenous people 

within queer communities and the maintenance of masculinist white supremacy within 

the Canadian nation (Morgensen, 2011a; Morgensen, 2012; Driskill, 2010; Denetdale, 

2006).   

Recent scholarship has focused on pop-up events intended for non-cisgender and 

racialized individuals that have temporarily provided alternatives to Davie Street 

(Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019; Ghaziani & Stillwagon, 2018), but little attention has been 

paid to the ways Two-Spirit, trans and gender non-conforming individuals interact and 

exist in these homonormative and homonationalist spaces of the West End. Consideration 

of how individuals engage with the spaces of the West End is important for 

understanding further how spatial organization and the wider appropriation of urban 

geography is brought into overarching governing discourses. This tracing is vital to 

comprehend how conceptions of space, and who is entitled to it, influences and allows 

friendly interactions and/or violent exclusions on the bases of settler-colonial ideals, that 

demand specific homonormative formations of race, gender and sexuality (Hubbard, 

2005; Namaste, 2000).  
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1.3 Methods and Methodology  

 Recent scholars have traced colonial attitudes and ideals in televised drag 

(Upadhyay, 2019) and others have critiqued how modern drag takes up queer of colour 

histories in a way that has appropriated its roots (Leake, 2018). This project aims to build 

on this growing literature by considering how colonial attitudes and appropriation of 

queer histories impacts drag communities in real life, and demonstrate how colonial 

ideals that privilege white, homonormative performers and identities operates specifically 

in the drag scenes of Vancouver. This is a crucial step to critiquing Vancouver drag bars 

and spaces, as “little scholarly work attends to the local, particular and often violent 

historiographies in settler colonies themselves on the ground”, including “the very micro-

conditions which underpin, produce and reinforce settler spaces” within the Canadian 

nation (Mar & Edmonds, 2010, p. 2). I aim to fill this lacuna of knowledge by 

considering the micro-conditions of Vancouver’s drag communities and scenes. The drag 

communities of Vancouver are important sites to consider when critiquing Canadian 

settler homonationalism and social citizenship, as my respondent Count Cupid shared, 

Vancouver drag is defined by “its microaggressions, not by its macroaggressions”.  

This qualitative study was conducted through semi-structured interviews with 

Vancouver drag performers and event planners. Using the social media site Instagram to 

contact interviewees, I interviewed thirteen drag performers that perform in gay and 

queer drag venues in Vancouver, and eight event planners/hosts for gay and queer drag 

events. I did not interview individuals who work at drag management companies, as a 

very select few performers are signed, and/or supported, by them. I also did not focus on 

the owners of drag venues as they often do not have any involvement in planning the drag 
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events held in their establishments. Drag event planners/hosts are given control of the 

venues for the night. Furthermore, by not focusing on business or property owners, it is 

possible to consider who feels entitled to perform in or occupy drag spaces, even if they 

do not own the space itself. Event planners were interviewed to assess their biases 

regarding who gets access to performance space. I believe analyzing such biases 

concerning choosing who can and cannot perform allows me to problematize their 

complicity in settler colonial reification processes. I interviewed gay and queer event 

planners to consider if distance from heavily gentrified urban areas also provides distance 

from colonial logic.  

The drag performers are a combination of trans, gender non-conforming and cis-

gender settlers and Indigenous individuals. Interviews with drag performers were crucial 

to understanding how biases and actions of event planners impact their lived realities, as 

well as how the performers also reinforce or challenge colonial logics, through their 

performances.  

I used the social media platform Instagram to reach potential respondents because 

it is increasingly used as a business platform for drag performers. Instagram enables drag 

performers to showcase themselves visually through the app’s photo and video sharing 

capabilities. I sent out sixty-two invitations to drag performers and hosts of varying 

identifications and had thirteen individuals agree to be interviewed. I chose to send 

invitations to anyone that was active on their Instagram (had updated it in the last year) 

and performing in Vancouver (I was able to confirm this as most performers have where 

they perform in their bio). When I began sending out invitations, I intended for my 

project to focus on settler biases and logics, so I did not originally send any invitations to 
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Indigenous performers. Instead, I focused on white hosts and performers, and hosts and 

performers of colour. I did not attempt to get a specific ratio of white participants to 

participants of colour as I wanted to understand how white settlers understand their 

relationship to settler-colonial attitudes and actions that uphold white supremacy in 

Vancouver’s drag scenes. After a few interviews, I realized my project would be 

incomplete without considering Indigenous perspectives when critiquing drag 

communities in Vancouver and reapplied to ethics to make sure Indigenous participants 

could be included. I did attempt to have participants of varying gender identifications and 

drag performance styles so that I could interrogate how gender and gendered performance 

impacts a drag performer’s reception by the hosts, planners, other performers, and the 

audience.  

My interview questions were created prior to understanding the need to 

incorporate Indigenous individuals in my project, and as a result the questions I asked 

were not specific regarding settler colonialism and racism. I did this intentionally, as I 

originally believed I would be interviewing almost entirely white settlers, and I did not 

want to trigger feelings of white guilt or make them defensive regarding their behaviours 

within, and observations of, Vancouver’s drag scenes. While my questions were not 

specifically related to settler-colonial processes, my invitation letter and consent form 

were specific with my intentions to analyze the interview transcripts for raced, gendered, 

and sexualized categorizations and hierarchies that uphold white supremacist, patriarchal, 

settler colonialism within Vancouver. I believe that these documents assisted in guiding 

the interviews to such topics. Additionally, the Black, Indigenous and Asian drag 

performers I interviewed often could not discuss their drag careers and their experiences 
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within Vancouver’s drag community without discussing the importance of settler-

colonial logics of white supremacy and homonormativity, as their ability to participate in 

drag is mediated by such logics.  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I interviewed my participants over Zoom. These 

interviews lasted between an hour to an hour and a half. I transcribed my interviews using 

the software NVivo. I removed from the transcripts any filler words that my participants 

used, such as “like”, “um”, “you know”, and repetition of words, unless they served a 

specific purpose in the participants’ narration. After reading the full interview transcript 

twice, I identified important themes and coded my interviews using NVivo. My 

participants chose if they wanted to use a pseudonym, which resulted in some choosing a 

pseudonym and others choosing to go by their drag name or real name. I will introduce 

my participants, as their race, gender, and sexual identifications are necessary to consider 

in relation to this project’s goals of tracing settler logic in gay and queer drag spaces. For 

reference, there is also an identification sheet in the appendices (Appendix C). 

Thanks Jem is an assigned-male-at-birth (AMAB), Two-Spirit, Indigenous person 

who does feminine drag. Xanax is a Métis, AMAB, nonbinary person who does feminine 

drag. Maiden China is a pansexual, trans-feminine, nonbinary person of mixed-Chinese 

descent who performs feminine drag. Count Cupid is a gay, trans-masculine, nonbinary, 

Korean person who performs masculine drag. Luther is a Black, nonbinary, queer person 

who does feminine drag. Toddy is a white, assigned-female-at-birth (AFAB), nonbinary 

lesbian who does non-binary drag. Fran Scene is a white, AMAB, nonbinary person who 

does feminine drag. Ziggy is a white, trans-masculine, nonbinary person who does non-

binary drag. Artemis is a white, AFAB, nonbinary person who does non-binary drag. T 
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Pot is a white, trans man who performed feminine drag. Lea Ven Detta is a white, 

cisgender gay man who does feminine drag. Christopher Page is a white cisgender gay 

man who does feminine drag. Performer X is a white cisgender, bisexual woman who 

performed masculine drag. At the time of interviewing, all participants, except for T Pot 

and Performer X, were actively performing in Vancouver. 

My thesis is grounded in methodology that considers settler colonialism by 

tracing “intellectual histories” (Warrior, 1994) of Indigenous people in efforts to survive 

colonial violence and engage in decolonial actions that allow for Indigenous sovereignty 

and decolonial joy. This method is useful for holding settler accountable to join in 

decolonial efforts as it understands “settler colonialism as a key condition of modern 

sexuality on stolen land” and aims to trace the histories that have allowed for continued 

attempts of Indigenous erasure (Morgensen, 2011a, p. 2).  

Throughout my interviews, I implemented a Black trans method so as to lessen 

any potential misreading or accidental erasure of trans and gender non-conforming 

experiences (Green & Bey, 2018). This method “names the work of charting the present 

absences in multiple sites of intersection by demanding a moment of critical presence”, 

and imparts the knowledge that “listening, understanding, and reading” experiences of 

trans and gender non-conforming folks is both political and intellectual (Green & Bey, 

2018). To address such absences, I consider how settlers discuss and relate to Indigenous 

individuals within drag communities, understanding that speaking for, as well as refusing 

to speak about, Indigenous topics are colonial devices that deny Indigenous sovereignty. 

Additionally, I include, properly consider and analyze Two-Spirit experiences with 

colonial structures and white supremacy that are relayed by my Two-Spirit participant, so 
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as to include Indigenous experiences and knowledges of the colonial present in my 

listening, understanding and reading (Driskill, 2010). As Two-Spiritedness has a large 

spectrum of meaning and history for each Indigenous nation, I understand that these 

experiences cannot be essentialized or made to seem universal. However, their inclusion 

is crucial to consider when tracing settler logic and its implications for Indigenous people 

within Vancouver’s drag scenes.  

This methodology provides glimpses of circumstances that “might not normally 

be seen”, as well as “understand how that seeing is being shaped” by one’s social location 

and identity, making it extremely useful for attempting to understand and unpack the 

manners in which normally invisible social structures, institutions, and power dynamics 

exclude Two-Spirit, trans and gender non-conforming individuals from urban, gay spaces 

(Green as cited in Green & Bey, 2018). The incorporation of Two-Spirit critiques with a 

Black trans method meshes with my theoretical approach, as it reaffirms the impetus to 

challenge settler logics within gay and queer urban spaces and communities.  

Utilizing such methods, I aim to consider how Vancouver’s West End and 

Eastside drag communities have become neoliberal business enterprises that reify settler-

colonial logics that demand the elimination of Indigenous life, love and community, 

while privileging whiteness and homonormative embodiments. The incorporation of 

neoliberal logics within gaybourhoods, mediated through the ascendancy of whiteness, 

also marginalizes queer of colour communities and can act as a barrier to establishing 

queer communities across difference. I also aim to trace the ways in which decolonial and 

queer world making is undertaken through avowals of love, care and community within 

gay and queer drag communities. I will consider these topics in the following order: in 
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chapter one I consider the current way that drag operates as a business within Vancouver, 

with a specific focus on the neoliberal aspects of drag and drag markets. A main focus of 

this chapter is who, and who is not, typically included in areas of drag that generate social 

capital and financial revenue. This chapter also considers the differences between the 

way that Vancouver’s West End and Eastside drag communities operate, due to the 

(im)permanence of venues and (in)ability to access resources. In chapter two I consider 

exclusionary practices of both the West End and the Eastside drag communities of 

Vancouver. Exclusion is specifically considered along settler-colonial ideals that 

privilege white performers and homonormative identities. Finally, in chapter three I 

demonstrate the inclusionary practices of drag communities within Vancouver. This 

chapter specifically considers the openings for decolonial and queer world making 

through actions that destabilize and unsettle settler-colonial logics of elimination, white 

ascendancy, and homonormativity. Importantly, this chapter reveals the resistance within 

drag communities to the harmful neoliberal and settler-colonial logics that are 

respectively traced in chapters one and two.  
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Chapter 1 

Tough Werq: Vancouver drag communities as a neoliberal enterprise 

 In recent years, there has been a drag explosion in mainstream society. Prior to 

2015, drag in Vancouver was nowhere near as popular, sought-after, or lucrative in 

mainstream society as it is today. Drag drastically shifted from an underground art form 

for gay and queer audiences to being a mainstream attraction for heterosexual audiences. 

This explosion of drag is due partly to the recent popularity of RuPaul’s Drag Race 

(RPDR) and the subsequent launch of the spin-off show RuPaul’s Drag Race Canada 

(RPDRC). RPDR has been airing for over a decade, with thirteen full seasons completed, 

while RPDRC just concluded its second season at the end of 2021 (O’Keeffe, 2021). The 

shows’ ability to cast drag as a neoliberal enterprise has assisted in the art of drag 

becoming a money-making venture for drag performers, as well as creating new markets 

and areas for employment in assisting drag performers, with varying levels of time and 

energy commitment for those involved.  

 However, not all performers are provided the same access to performance space. 

Many of Vancouver’s drag spaces conform to settler-colonial and homonormative ideals 

that privilege white, gay, assigned-male-at-birth (AMAB) performers. As hosts, event 

planners, and management companies have high levels of control regarding the booking 

of the event, drag artists are booked based on the hosts/planners’ biases. Often, these 

biases reinforce the settler “logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006) and support the 

ascendancy of whiteness and homonormative identifications. The history of gentrification 

and the establishment of the gayborhood in Vancouver’s West End allows for specific 

articulations of these ideals, while the impermanency of Eastside venues provides a less 
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stable scene for such ideals’ proliferation. It is my goal to demonstrate how certain 

individuals are impacted within Vancouver’s drag scenes by the continuation of 

neoliberal and settler-colonial ideals. This chapter aims to trace the manners in which 

drag operates in the West End and Eastside of Vancouver today, as a performance art and 

potentially lucrative business enterprise, paying close attention to potential alignments or 

rejections of homonormative and white supremacist logics. This is important to consider 

because drag is an expensive artistic commitment, meaning performers must be 

compensated to continue in this art form; exclusion from generating income is inherently 

exclusion from drag performance. As drag presents new markets, and opportunities to 

gain social and financial capital, it is crucial to consider who is privileged within these 

spaces and who remains disenfranchised from capital-generating areas of drag 

performance due to their race, gender, and/or sexual identity.   

 Previously, drag was not an occupation where people could earn a living doing as 

a full-time job; whereas, today many drag performers across Canada do drag as their only 

means of income. As one of my respondents, Toddy, noted: “a lot of people, when they 

start drag, don't want to be full time performers”. However, Toddy admits that they 

approached drag “in a different view”, treating it like an artistic business endeavor rather 

than performance for performance’s sake. Toddy is not alone in this approach, especially 

in the Vancouver drag scenes. Many of my respondents (Christopher Page, Fran Scene, 

Xanax, Artemis) spoke about how drag is often approached as a job or opportunity for 

employment by Vancouver performers, rather than as solely a form of artistic self-

expression. As Fran Scene, one of my respondents who is a prominent Vancouver drag 

performer, recalls: 
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[T]here was a time before I came along, and a bunch of others, where … drag in 

Vancouver - Davie drag, at least, was… kind of on its last legs. Like when [one of 

the major gay bars] closed down…there was like, I think …maybe one or two 

shows a week… it was like Friday and Saturday and that's it. And it was the same 

couple of queens booking their same old friends, kind of thing, and then 

something just happened around 2015 and things shifted, and a couple other 

people got opportunities. I got a weekly show on a Sunday and that became quite 

popular, quite fast. And, you know, [Vancouver drag troupe] stuff happened on 

Thursdays. And just all of a sudden, you know, there were drag shows seven 

nights a week, and some nights there was multiple that you could choose from. 

So, it just kind of exploded, which was crazy. 

 Considering her start in the Vancouver drag scene and how RPDR has influenced 

drag in Vancouver, my respondent Xanax shared:  

I was a part of the drag boom from season 9 of RuPaul’s Drag Race. So, … drag 

had just started getting credibly popular and more mainstream at that time. So, it 

was much more applicable to what we were doing in Vancouver… Even though 

our queer spaces are opening and closing, and continuing that trend, drag has still 

been very prevalent throughout and I’d say even more now. There’s shows 

everywhere. Not just in our queer bars and the queer street but in venues that 

wouldn’t typically have drag. So, I think the opportunities to perform are, much 

more than when I even started, but… there is a lot of opportunity to perform here. 

 While there may now be a plethora of shows happening every night in Vancouver, 

the opportunities to perform are not as easy to secure as Xanax’s statement may lead one 
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to believe. This chapter will consider drag communities and economies in Vancouver to 

understand how colonial, and neoliberal logics, dominate urban drag spaces, as well as 

how such logics are resisted through business practices that encourage sharing resources 

and space.  

1.1  Neoliberal Realness 

 Drag has always been a component of queer scenes and communities. Drag as it’s 

known today has its roots in the Black and Latine Ballroom scene beginning in 1960s 

Harlem. Black and Latine competitors, who were primarily LGBTQ people, would 

‘walk’ for trophies and prestige (Leake, 2018, p. 113). Although those within the 

community competed against each other, the heart of the Ballroom scene “lies in family 

and community activism, and likewise in celebrating those that teach [one] to shine” 

(ibid., p. 115). These communities were established “in response to racism” in 

mainstream drag ball communities and “grew out of resistance to homophobia”, giving 

gay and queer people of colour a place to express and celebrate themselves and their 

chosen family (Jones & Ellis, 2017, p. 41). More than just celebrating expression, these 

communities importantly provided housing and mentorship to queers of colour that 

otherwise would have little to no resources due to the intersection of racism and 

homophobia (ibid, p. 41). Traditionally, this occurred through the creation of drag ball 

“houses”, led by a house mother or father, that would ‘adopt’ individuals and provide 

them with housing and other forms of support (ibid, p. 41). 

 In the United States and Canada, these communities continue to flourish, with 

strong Ballroom communities in Toronto and Montreal (Lundy, 20204) and emerging 

 
4 This scholar has since changed their name to Jesse Tailor. Future scholarship by them will be found 
under this name. 
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communities in Vancouver (Van Vogue Jam, 2022; Vikander, 2019). While RuPaul, and 

his international platform, has brought drag into the mainstream, allowing for the 

celebration of specific forms of drag, he and his shows are also responsible for “flattening 

drag and Ballroom culture into palatable products for popular consumption” (Leake, 

2018, p. 116). The flattening of such histories and culture reveals how “[q]ueerness does 

not inherently transcend gender, sexual, and racial hierarchies”, allowing drag, “as a 

genderfucking creative praxis”, to be “co-opted within multiple colonial processes” 

(Upadhyay, 2019, p. 481).  

 While RPDR and RPDRC both espouse the importance of “pure, unfettered self[-

]expression” and being true to one’s inner self, there is also the expectation that one’s 

true self must be spectacular enough to generate value, whether that be financial or 

cultural capital, from drag artists’ public performance of self (Leake, 2018, p. 116). 

RPDR and RPDRC’s overwhelming focus on self-expression takes a blatantly neoliberal 

approach whereby “an individual is seen to be defined by their innate capacity to make 

free choices and choices are deemed to be expressions of individuality” (Luxton, 2010, p. 

174). In this way, performances that are lackluster or are not well received by the 

audience, are deemed to be an accurate depiction of the worth of the performer. Indeed, 

RPDR and RPDRC engage with, and perpetuate, the “neoliberal ideology that publicly 

embracing one’s identity differences is economically and culturally beneficial”, as long 

as the right differences are being displayed (Heller, 2020, p. 134).  

 The ‘right’ differences, however, often follow settler-colonial ideals about race, 

gender, and sexuality, in other words, differences that privilege white, cis-

homonormative individuals. RPDR’s and RPDRC’s ideals have had a massive impact on 
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drag in Vancouver, with three contestants from the latest season of RPDRC being popular 

performers on Davie Street (Nolfi, 2021). Davie Street follows very similar logics to 

RPDR and its spinoffs regarding what is acceptable in drag, and “can imitate and 

reproduce not only gender and sexual normativities but racial, ethnic, and national 

normativities as well” (Upadhyay, 2019, p. 482). Performers in Vancouver must embody 

what is becoming increasingly desirable, appealing to aesthetic ideals that are “dominated 

by the shadow of the nation-state and its mutable and multiple corporate interests”, 

expressed through drag bars on Davie Street (Muñoz, 2009, p. 29).  

 The drag bars in Vancouver’s gayborhood cannot be understood as simply local 

businesses, as they function to commodify aspects of “queer culture and heritage” in 

manners that do not disrupt colonial hierarchies and ideals (Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019, 

p. 876). As the commodification of homonormative culture “proceeds through 

speculative investments and tourism campaigns” that “require city officials[‘]” financial 

endorsement, gayborhoods, and the businesses that occupy them, are engaged in a 

“process of city-financed cultural authentication” for homonormative populations (ibid., 

p. 876). This is clear when considering the Vancouver Mural Festival (VMF), a three-

week annual arts festival that hosts many ticketed drag events throughout the festival. 

The VMF advertises on their website that the West End is one of the neighbours that is in 

partnership with them and explains the West End as a neighbourhood with a history of 

“championing a culture of celebratory inclusivity and prideful diversity” (VMF, 2021). 

As the VMF receives “granted funds from the City of Vancouver (generally Cultural 

Affairs and the Mural Support Program)”, with grant funds “mak[ing] up around 25% of 

[their] project budgets”, this framing of the West End works to further homonational 
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agendas through the endorsement of the West End as a gay haven, for financial profit 

(VMF, 2021). Importantly, the only drag event to be held during the day, as well as sell 

out, in 2021 featured a contestant from RPDRC season one and was the only drag event 

that featured a majority of white performers (VMF, 2021).  

 The implications of the internalization of the standards and expectations for drag 

in Vancouver that are exemplified in RPDR and RPDRC translate directly to real life. As 

explained by Luther, a Black nonbinary person who mainly performs on Davie Street: 

I think with Davie [Street], it's very much the RuPaul's Drag Race crowd. So, it's 

people, mostly young, straight girls, that have just seen the most recent season of 

Drag Race and [are] like 'yasss mama!' Haha. And they're just fully enamored 

with drag, which is great… I think it's just people that really enjoy Drag Race - 

and I enjoy Drag Race to some point - but I do think that Drag Race gives an 

unreasonable expectation of what drag is and can be, because they see all the 

lavish, lavish costumes and things like that and that's all for TV. And I'm not 

saying that queens aren't like that in real life. There's definitely a lot of queens 

here that do go all out and that's great for them.  

 Luther explains that drag queens working to get on RPDR(C) are constantly 

“trying to get as well-rounded as possible to really get to that level”. The desire to 

embody such specific ideals reveals the commodification of queer culture, as drag 

performance becomes essentialized as having certain skill sets and the ability to appear to 

conform to homonormative standards.  

1.2  Canadian Homonationalism 
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 While the Drag Race ‘level’ is something that many drag performers attempt to 

reach for both social and financial gain, RPDR and RPDRC have had other significant 

impacts on drag scenes in Vancouver. Corporate interest in drag performances and 

productions has created new markets for drag performers to access. For instance, as 

Canadian drag artists appear on television and are streamed across the world, demand for 

booking them for performance events has increased.  

 While attention and admiration for certain drag performances has increased, this 

does not mean there has been any “productive engagement with difference” (Muñoz, 

1999, p. 99), allowing for the uplifting and celebration of marginalized communities 

within larger LGBT, Two-Spirit and queer communities. Rather, difference is exploited 

by the “hegemonic order of consent”, whereby those with greater cultural capital and 

privilege have their positions “thoroughly normalized” through agreeing and endorsing to 

some degree “the hegemonic project’s vision of the social order” (Smith, 1994, p. 59). 

Indeed, corporate drag has become a “functional” way for some to accumulate capital, 

meaning that it “does not let us see anything in it except what capitalism has laid out in 

advance” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 104). This means that for those whose identities or 

performances do not compliment the hegemonic social order, are framed as “not only 

unrealized but also unthinkable” (ibid, p. 165). 

 Neoliberal and colonial narratives of homonormativity reproduced by RPDR and 

RPDRC resonate with many Canadians because Canada has established itself as an 

exceptional state concerning formal legal acceptance of gay and lesbian identities 

(Jackman & Upadhyay, 2014). However, to sanction certain identities as desirable and 

beneficial to the state, others were, and continue to be rejected. The Canadian state and 
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society have created and continue to uphold a “regulatory division between respectable 

citizens and threatening others – sexual others, racial others, or both” (ibid, p. 199). This 

is done by engaging in specific transnational discourses, policies, interventions, and 

media production and proliferation, such as RPDR and RPDRC, that enable the Canadian 

state, and its imagined citizens, to “atta[ch] themselves to, or be[] attached by, 

nonheterosexual, homonormative subjects” through affective economic interactions 

(Puar, 2007, p. 4). Indeed, emotional attachment and investment in specific signs and/or 

physical embodiments “crucially aligns the figures together and constitutes them as a 

“common”” (Ahmed, 2004, p. 119). The circulation of these signs and/or embodiments 

creates “relationships of difference and displacement” that becomes affective currency 

through their movement (Ahmed, 2004, p. 119-120). Signs and figures that are circulated 

and proliferated the most experience higher affective value, and the ability to call forth 

specific emotions and responses from those that witness or engage with them. As a result, 

emotions and their implications are “crucial to the delineation of the bodies of individual 

subjects and the body of the nation” (Ahmed, 2004, p. 117). Those without enough 

capital, unable to align themselves with the correct signs and figures, create “bad 

feelings” due to their “affective disjuncture” with mainstream society (Muñoz, 2009, p. 

24). 

 Therefore, as RPDR and RPDRC are the most prevalent media to consume 

regarding drag performance, especially for drag queens, drag has become a neoliberal 

market in which performers that align more with circulated images of drag gain 

precedence and power. These shows have encouraged a “magpie mentality” in viewers, 

“especially in white viewers”, as they “snatch up catchphrases and references as 
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appropriative accessories, as emblems of some hazy queer birthright that they’re entitled 

to adorn themselves with”, even as those that “paved the way get paid dust” (Leake, 

2018, p. 116). This is crucial when considering the development and proliferation of 

Canadian state of exception discourses as they “rationalize egregious violence in the 

name of the perseveration of a way of life and those privileged to live it” (Puar, 2007, p. 

9). 

 In relation to drag, these discourses excuse exclusionary and discriminatory 

practices within gay and queer communities against those who are not deemed to be part 

of the ‘common’ Canadian homonormative “imagined community” (Anderson, 1991). 

This imagined community is dominated by the idea that “to be normal, even to be 

normally deviant (queer, crippled [SIC]), is to be white” (Dyer, 1997, p. 12). As a result, 

white drag performers are most easily accepted into the corporatized, homonormative 

model of drag. Indigenous and racialized performers, contrastingly, become 

“commodities of labor” whose excess labor is extracted to benefit white settlers and their 

structures, while their personhood is denied (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 6).  Ultimately, 

Indigenous and racialized performers are “reconfigured/disfigured as the threat, the 

razor’s edge of safety and terror”, which justifies their exclusion from spaces under the 

guise of protection (ibid., p. 6). Therefore, by assimilating to specific demands made by 

heteronormative society, homonormative populations enact violent exclusion from 

affective and financial economies upon populations that are not able to assimilate to the 

degree required to secure their spot in the normative Canadian imagination, and the social 

acceptance and political benefits and protections that come with it. When included, 

unassimilable populations are only invited as a form of tokenism, so that the host and/or 
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planner of the event can gain social and financial capital through claiming they are 

committed to ‘diversity’. I will return to this in meaningful detail later in this chapter. 

 Indeed, Canadian “assimilationist gay politics posits an “all” that is in fact a few”, 

as individuals must have “enough access to capital to imagine a life integrated within 

North American capitalist culture” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 20). This capitalist culture is posited 

by its actors as unaffected by politics, instead framed as “a way of being reasonable, and 

of promoting universally desirable forms of economic expansions and democratic 

government” (Duggan, 2003, p. 10). However, to be ‘universally desirable’ requires 

meeting “ideals of human development” that privilege white people (Dyer, 1997, p. 152). 

As a result, the gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans, and/or non-binary (NB) individuals that can 

assimilate to mainstream society and find social and financial success tend to occupy a 

specific “class, race, and sexual fraction” (Puar, 2007, p. 28) of the population and work 

to aid in the “reproduction of racial and national norms”, as well as gendered norms, of 

otherness (ibid, p. 30). Indeed, the gay and queer individuals that are welcomed into 

mainstream heteronormative settler society, especially capital-generating areas such as 

corporate drag performance spaces, tend to be white men. Through aligning with white 

supremacist and colonial subjectivities, “[v]ery few places in the city will feel out of 

bounds” to white, gay men, as “they do not perceive themselves as… different from their 

straight neighbors” (Ghaziani, 2014, p. 40). This entitlement to urban space can be 

understood by considering who has historically been included, and assisted, in the 

gentrification of urban spaces into middle class business centres.  

1.3 Tracing Exclusion on Davie Street 
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  Performance spaces and hosts on Davie Street privilege performers who identify 

as men or nonbinary individuals who were assigned-male-at-birth (AMAB) outside of 

drag, who do what they understand as ‘female illusion’ drag. Similar to the gay 

populations Jack Halberstam addresses in Female Masculinity, the gay patrons of Davie 

Street “spend massive amounts of time and money ratifying and supporting the versions 

of masculinity that [they] enjoy and trust” (Halberstam, 1998, p. 1). As one participant, 

Thanks Jem, explains regarding the West End drag community: “Money talks in that 

sense, as a business. So, either your business is going to close or, you know, so that kind 

of tells you where, […] - because gays, that's how they speak - with their money.” 

Thanks Jem’s comment reveals how the “demarcation of public space is intimately 

related to the articulation of culturally sanctioned gender identities”, as those who are 

unable to earn money through their drag performance are unable to continue performing 

drag (Namaste, 2000, p. 143).  

 In addition to gender expressions, spaces on Davie Street, otherwise known as the 

West End, are also demarcated by sexuality. Xanax, a drag queen with plenty of 

experience performing and hosting on Davie Street, explains that:  

[t]he thing with most of the queer spaces here [on Davie Street], they 

are more geared towards gay men. And not so much what I would 

consider ‘fringe’ of the LGBTQ. We don’t really have a lesbian bar; 

we don’t have a lesbian night very much anywhere… there isn’t a 

space for them. There’s only a space for the white, cis man… 

everywhere. So, of course, the spaces we do have are tailored to 

them, so when the fringe element comes in, it’s kind of like ‘yeah I’ll 
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take your money’, ‘you may not have a good time, but I’ll have your 

money’. And that’s capitalism on the nose, but like that’s kind of 

like how [Davie Street] is going to be, regardless of where you go. 

 Xanax’s experience of Davie Street reflects how “the fringe of political and 

cultural production”, those who are not white, cisgender, gay men, are under “the tyranny 

of… homonormative” and colonial regulation (Muñoz, 2009, p. 26). This dynamic 

significantly impacts who gets to perform, as hosts and management companies consider 

who will make them the most money. Using one’s potential to accumulate wealth as an 

inclusion metric reflects the logic of elimination, as settler colonialism “destroys to 

replace” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 388). Those that are unable to meet the criteria for 

(homo)normative acceptance, such as Indigenous, Black, racialized, trans, or AFAB 

individuals, are removed from capital-generating circuits and replaced by ‘correctly’ 

racialized (i.e., white), gendered, and sexualized performers, while being forced to 

provide sustenance to white performers, often by providing free labour in the form of 

spotlight performances.   

 For the drag performers in Vancouver, these considerations of who is included in 

money-making areas of community, and why, are pertinent. Due to the manner in which 

“pre-existing racialized and politically and economically conservative processes of profit-

accumulation” are enacted in gay urban areas (Nast, 2002, p. 874), drag shows and queer 

events can be financially exploitative to performers who are racialized, transgender, non-

binary, AFAB, new to the scene, and/or not financially secure. Often, those who fall 

outside what mainstream, heteronormative society has deemed to be the parameters of 

money-making ventures are only included in the cast of drag shows as a ‘spotlight 
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performer’. Artemis, a non-binary, AFAB drag performer, explained in our interview that 

a spotlight performer is an individual “that's not getting paid to be there”. As spotlight 

performers are typically performers that are inexperienced or lack enough capital to 

secure a paid spot, Artemis explains that being a spotlight performer on Davie Street 

means that “you're [the spotlight performer] more just there… kind of filling a spot than 

you are, in their assumption, attracting people and stuff like that to come to the show.” 

Performers that are unable to assimilate to colonial expectations regarding racialized and 

gendered identities and aesthetics are thus excluded from income-generating areas of 

performance, earning only their time in the spotlight. 

 The ability for white, gay men to participate in settler-colonial processes, points to 

their exceptional status within gay and queer communities, as well as mainstream, cis-

heterosexual Canadian society, as they are distinct from others in their community who 

are denied access to resources due to colonial, class, racial, gendered, or sexual 

prejudices (Dryden, 2015; Puar, 2007, p. 3). White, gay men are framed as “good 

homosexual[s]” who can be granted “full inclusion within the “‘normal’ social order”, as 

long as that colonially imposed social order remains intact (Smith, 1994, p. 64). This 

works to create a meritocratic-based relation of domination and subjugation of others that 

justifies the ascendance of white, affluent, gay men as their access to resources is 

explained as their “mastery of linear teleologies of progress”, rather than the outcomes of 

colonial, racist, and classist standards for imagined citizenship (Puar, 2007, p. 3). As 

such, white, rich, gay men are produced in the Canadian imaginary as “queerly 

Canadian”, representing “both a subject position and form of politics that seeks to 

“queer” Canada by narrowly challenging grounds of homophobic exclusions”, all the 
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while “knitting “queer” into the neoliberal multiculturally imagined fabric of Canadian 

national identity” (Lenon & Dryden, 2015, p. 4). Those who are endorsed by the state are 

“not only complicit with a conservative, neoliberal Canadian nation” but uphold and 

sustain “Canadian national mythologies that inscribe whiteness as the embodiment of 

legitimate citizenship and belonging” (ibid., p. 5). As such, white, middle class, gay men 

are established as a symbol of modern Canadian exceptionalism within the colonial state 

and take up the necessary labour to maintain colonial-imposed hierarchies that grant them 

privilege.  

 This labour is endorsed by national narratives of progress, which “presumes the 

replacement of a primitive culture by modernity” (Morgensen, 2012, p. 14). In reference 

to the gentrification of Vancouver’s West End, CROWE and other West End residents 

with access to financial and/or cultural capital were called to assimilate to colonial 

attitudes in order to establish a space for themselves in the quickly changing urban 

landscape of Vancouver in the late 1990s. It is not uncommon that ““those that have 

access” to … cultural capital and material resources may constitute the very same 

populations that many would accuse of assimilation, living out queerness in the most 

apolitical or conservatively political ways” (Puar, 2007, p. 22). The choice to ““mimic”… 

rules of conduct and forms of governance” is enacted as an attempt to be accepted into 

normative society, and access the resources that accompany this acceptance (Ahmed, 

2004, p. 134).  

 As explained by Amin Ghaziani (2014), whose scholarship focuses on 

‘gayborhoods’ and their relationship with heteronormative urban space, the recent 

assimilation of white gays to colonialist mentalities and practices can be understood as 
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their attempt to generate “feelings of acceptance, comfort and safety” and enabled some 

“gays and lesbians to feel like they [were] a part of the mainstream, which remained 

elusive for so many of them in prior generations” (ibid, p. 39). By engaging in 

“hegemonic bargains” (Chen, 1999), consciously or not, white gay men are able to use 

their race and gender to gain privileges not afforded to gays and queers who are 

differently racialized and gendered. In this way, certain gay individuals were interpellated 

into assisting colonial efforts to participate in, and be recognized as part of, the colonial 

Canadian imagination. This ultimately created a national queer citizenship grounded on, 

and upheld by, colonial ideals. Indeed, the residents of the West End have, in the last two 

decades, “naturalize[d] settler colonialism” through the creation, reification, and 

upholding of “normative and national queer citizenship” (Jackman & Upadhyay, 2014, p. 

200). This normative and national queer citizenship is clearly tracible within the gay and 

queer urban geography of Vancouver. 

 One reason for the permanence and popularity of the gay drag venues on Davie 

Street is the area’s proximity to urban, capital-generating, heteronormative areas of 

Vancouver. Ghaziani (2014) suggests that gayborhoods are losing their significance, as 

laws and statutes that mandate the safety and protect the rights of gay and queer 

individuals (p. 39). Canada in the last twenty-five years, for example, has greatly 

improved the legal protections for gays and lesbians within their borders (Government of 

Canada, 2018). Such an increase in state-provided protection “allows gay people to feel 

comfortable and secure” (Ghaziani, 2014, p. 39), and cultivates the possibility for the 

sharing of space with heteronormative, settler society that was previously not possible 

due to homophobic discrimination and violence. In 1986 the federal government of 
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Canada stated that they would now be “including sexual orientation protection” for their 

citizens, that previously did not exist (Kinsman & Gentile, 2010, p. 393). While that “did 

not end discrimination”, it allowed for lesbians and gays to “make a complaint to a 

provincial or federal human rights commission” to receive justice for any discrimination 

(ibid, p. 393).  

  The inclusionary and exclusionary practices of the West End drag community 

reveal the contours of colonial construction of exceptional gay citizens (read: “good 

homosexual”) and queer others, “both for the subjects who are interpellated by or aspire 

to the tight inclusiveness of homonormativity offered in this moment, and for those who 

decline or are declined entry due to the undesirability of their race, ethnicity, religion, 

class, national origin, age, or bodily ability” (Puar, 2007, p. 10).  

 Indeed, the reshaping of Vancouver’s urban geography, and its occupants, 

allowed for more than the simple gentrification of the West End. In addition to making 

space for white, affluent, gay men to create venues, bars and other commercial ventures, 

CROWE, the city of Vancouver, and those that supported their efforts to move 

disenfranchised individuals and communities away from the West End, created the 

“necessary distinction between settler insiders and exogenous outsiders” that allowed for 

the “indigenization of … settler[s]” (Veracini, 2013, p. 35). The indigenization of settlers 

is crucial to the act of colonial nation-making as it attempts to transform an historic 

relation to an area, founded on imperialism and conquest, to appear as a natural relation, 

one that is undisputable. This can be seen in the West End, the ancestral home of the 

Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh people, as rich, white, gay men erected 
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establishments and structures to house their community, essentially making “their polity 

appear to be proper to the land” (Morgensen, 2012, p. 9).  

 This legacy continues, as Davie Street houses a number of bars, restaurants and 

clubs that have endured throughout the years, becoming close-to permanent fixtures of 

the area. This development is not unique to Vancouver, specifically, as the establishment 

of “gayborhoods” can be seen across many major cities that occupy Turtle Island 

(Ghaziani, 2014).  

 While Vancouver is no exception to the “expensive, consumption-oriented, white, 

and male-dominated” logics that control its gayborhood on Davie Street, West End 

residents have employed particular practices over the years that have allowed for the 

indigenization of the homonormative gay community in Vancouver, and its naturalization 

to the Davie Street area (Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019, p. 876). This is accomplished by 

implementing “practices of knowledge production that are content merely to cull 

selectively from the past, while striking a pose of positivist undertaking or empirical 

knowledge retrieval” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 27). In the last six years, the Vancouver city 

council continued the colonial project in the West End by renaming laneways in the area 

after, who they deemed were, prominent historical figures of Vancouver, and who 

“reflect the city” (Lee, 2016). This action reveals the “performative nature” of the past, 

where “rather than be static and fixed, the past does things” and greatly impacts the here-

and-now (Muñoz, 2009, p. 28). As the West End is “a neighbourhood named largely after 

white Anglo-Saxon men”, this renaming was lauded as a possibility to recognize the 

“contributions made by settlers, immigrants, women and First Nations” in recent history 

in Vancouver (Lee, 2016). Included on this list of honorees are Ted Northe, Dr. Peter 
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Jepsen-Young, Peter Basil Pantages, Kathleen Stovold, Vivian Jung, Rosemary Brown, 

Eihu (no last name) and See-em-ia (no last name) (CBC News, 2017). Notably, half of 

the honorees are white (Northe, Jepsen-Young, Pantages, Stovold), with only one of the 

white honorees being a woman. Furthermore, only one Indigenous person is included in 

the honorees. See-em-ia was the grand-daughter of Chief Capilano, a prominent figure in 

the Squamish nation (City of Vancouver, 2022). While it is appropriate for See-em-ia to 

be included in this list, as the renaming was claimed to honor individuals that have 

historically been important to the area, it is interesting to consider how recently those 

being honoured were alive and impacting the West End and its surrounding geography. 

See-em-ia, for example, is reported to have been born in 1838 and died in 1905 (Pilleri, 

2020). It is difficult to find a consistent death date of Eihu, See-em-ia’s husband, but it 

appears as though they lived just before, and during, the dawn of the Victorian era.  

 In comparison, every other honoree’s birth and death dates are easily locatable, 

with the next oldest honouree, Pantages, being born in 1901 and surviving until 1971 

(CBC News, 2017). The most recent honoree (in terms of both birth and death dates), Ted 

Northe (1938-2014), was a gay activist in the West End and has been credited with 

helping plan and sponsor Vancouver’s first Pride Parade (Takeuchi, 2014). While birth 

and death dates may seem trivial to some, they are crucial to consider as “[t]he time of 

the past helps mount a critique of the space of the present” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 116). While 

all the laneways were renamed during the same period of time, the laneway named after 

the most recently deceased honouree, the Ted Northe Laneway, has particular resonance 

with many involved in the gay and gay drag community of Davie Street. As one of my 

respondents, T Pot, remarked: “Davie Street… has a lot of Vancouver's, especially gay, 
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history linked into it... To the point that you have certain figures… like Ted Northe and 

all that. They have streets there and all that, right?” In this way, the renamed laneways do 

not unsettle or destabilize the colonial naturalization of the West End and the 

indigenization of its settler residents. Rather, these renamed laneways represent how 

those in the West End, and Vancouver in general, “continue to build their lives in a bout 

of historical amnesia” that attempts to erase Indigeneity from modern conceptions of the 

space and codes the history of the area as predominantly one of white, gay men 

(Belcourt, 2020, p. 44-45). As Indigenous scholar Billy Ray Belcourt (2020) states, 

“[n]ames are worldly” (p. 13) - they are affectively charged. As “it is the failure of 

emotions to be located in a body, object or figures that allow emotions to (re)produce or 

generate the effects that they do”, naming the area predominantly after white men denies 

the possibility of ideas and feelings of home and safety to be attributed to Indigenous or 

racialized individuals or communities (Ahmed, 2004, p. 124). This association, then, 

places white men in a position of familiarity with the area and its inhabitants, while 

positioning Indigenous and racialized people as unfamiliar and outside the histories of the 

area.  

 The naming of a space influences how that area is interacted with, influenced, and 

remembered. A currently contested terrain, the naming of space has caused many 

controversies in recent years across Canada. In Vancouver, the removal of a statue of 

John Deighton, commonly known as Gassy Jack and the inspiration for the naming of the 

‘Gastown’ area of Vancouver, is one example of such a controversy (Judd, 2022). His 

statue was ultimately removed after it became public, due to Indigenous grassroots efforts 

to educate people, that Gassy Jack acted violently against Indigenous people in his 
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lifetime and “married a 12-year-old girl from the Squamish First Nation” (ibid.). With 

these discourses in mind, the naming of West End laneways must be understood as 

reproducing the settler logic of elimination, in that the only Indigenous honorees from 

Turtle Island to be chosen had been dead for over 100 years at the time of naming, while 

settler honorees had been dead for less than a decade. Evidently, Indigenous people have 

“remembering refuse[d]” to them, framed as too far in the past to be relevant to 

modernity, in favour of remembering homonormative icons that continue to impact the 

West End and its settler residents’ collective imagination (Belcourt, 2020, p. 24). Who is 

included in the collective imagination is important, as T Pot explains: 

there's about a hundred performers in Vancouver. And with that, there's probably 

about twenty-five producers. So, there's a couple of shows on average going on 

every night in Vancouver, whether it's a one night only, a weekly, a monthly, a 

whatever, right? So, there's always the opportunity to perform. However, the 

problem is, is that they're all in cliques… they also have the ingenuity to, if that's 

the right word, I guess, to create their own shows and a show for them to perform 

in, which is great. Like, awesome, you know? But it leaves little room for the 

other part of the community to weave in, and unfortunately the other part of the 

community is the part that is usually left out. 

 Thus, the renaming of the laneways in the West End is not just about who is 

remembered in this space, but who gets to occupy it currently. As T Pot states, drag 

cliques control venues and drag spaces based on who they believe to be in their 

community. The renaming of the laneways, then, reinscribes who the community on 
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Davie Street is imagined to be, and imagined to be for; those erased from Davie Street’s 

history are also made invisible in Davie Street’s present. 

1.4 Davie Street Venues 

 The ongoing colonial occupation of Davie Street is accomplished through more 

than the naming of streets, as the gay drag venues on Davie Street enjoy a healthy level of 

financial stability. Only one drag venue on Davie Street has closed in the last five years, 

which reflects much success when compared to drag venues located in the Eastside of 

Vancouver where many queer drag spaces have closed permanently in recent years 

(Vescera, 2019). As Ziggy, a white, NB, trans-masculine, research participant, noted:  

[O]n Davie, they can have way more shows more often because they have those 

permanent venues…there's more often on Davie smaller shows, but they have the 

shows more frequently, whereas, Eastside, it's less frequent, but they're quite well 

attended because they're less frequent.  

 This statement demonstrates that the location of the venues greatly impacts the 

permanence of the venues, as well as one’s ability to host successful events and generate 

revenue from the event. Due to the frequency of events and location near the heart of 

Vancouver’s downtown core, Davie Street bars and drag venues offer a “social meeting 

place” for individuals seeking community (Hubbard, 2005, p. 126; emphasis removed). 

However, due to the permanent nature of these establishments, these spaces “alienate and 

alarm some” while “being a fundamental locus of others’ self-identity” (ibid, p. 122). For 

example, another participant, Maiden China shares that “the first time [they] ever went 

out [on Davie Street]… [they] definitely felt like no one wanted to talk to [them]”. 

Elaborating, they say: “if you’re not a cis, gay man, I think that bar and maybe the West 
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End in general, in terms of a night life scene, would feel a little exclusionary…” Xanax 

had similar impressions of Davie Street venues, sharing that the bar Maiden China was 

referring to does not always make everyone feel comfortable. They exclaimed that: “I 

don’t think it’s always the safest place to be, either. There’s a lot of things that can 

happen there that aren’t safe for any body and every body”.  

 Clearly, the permanence of the drag venues and bars on Davie Street represent the 

“hardenings of history into barriers in the present” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 135). These barriers 

are more than just physical structures, they also are the emotional and affective structures 

that individuals must pass through to be accepted by homonormative society. In this way, 

the establishments and venues on Davie Street have found that to “keep [their] place or 

stay[] in place”, they must limit the ability of dangerous ‘others’ to intrude on their 

homonormative haven (ibid., p. 137). Fran Scene provided an example of this, explaining 

how a prominent drag bar on Davie Street used to have restrictions on feminine-presented 

individuals, such as women and drag queens: 

I started doing a drag show there the year before the pandemic and that was like a 

big deal because about maybe like five, six years before that, they came out with a 

no high heels rule and weren't going to let you in the door if you were wearing 

shoes that had any sort of heel on them because, you know, their main customer 

base didn't like it or whatever, right? 

 By banning heels, the owners of this establishment attempted to “construct their 

own masculinity in the image of hegemonic masculinity”, attempting to seem 

impenetrable by feminine others (Chen, 1999, p. 588). Ultimately, Fran Scene explained 

that the only reason that this ban was lifted is because the owner of the drag bar next door 
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was a woman and she “was famous for wearing like, you know, very great, amazing 

[heeled] shoes. And she walked up to the door and, you know, she was like the bar owner 

next door, and she was just like ‘so you're not going to let me in? Like what, how stupid 

is that?’ And then they pretty much cancelled it [the heel ban]”. It is important to note 

that the heel ban was not removed due to a change of heart, but rather because the bar 

owner next door was able to use her positionality as a white woman with property to 

bargain for the acceptance of particular symbols of femininity. 

 Such bargaining is not uncommon in drag communities, as both the West End and 

Eastside drag communities of Vancouver can be understood as “borderlands” (Anzaldúa, 

1987). A borderland is defined as a “vague and undetermined place created by the 

emotional residue of an unnatural boundary” and is in “a constant state of transition” 

(ibid, p. 25). The West End is a borderland as it constitutes urban space where social and 

cultural boundaries between homonormative and heteronormative mainstream society are 

blurred. As many participants noted (Christopher Page, Lea Ven Detta, Luther, Xanax), it 

is very commonplace for heterosexual individuals, not actively or casually involved in 

the gay, queer, or drag communities of Vancouver, to take up space in the drag bars on 

Davie Street.   

 Alternatively, the Eastside drag community experiences their borderland 

positionality largely due to a continuous effort to encroach upon, and, even if 

temporarily, occupy heteronormative urban spaces. Part of the reason the West End and 

Eastside drag communities have inverse relationships with Vancouver’s borderlands, is 

due to the former having their spaces stolen by, and the latter stealing space from, 

heteronormative society, is that their ability to access resources and capital are mediated 
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through their ability to assimilate to settler-colonial structures of power. These structures 

demand the performance of white, cis-homonormativity for an individual to gain social 

capital and acceptance. Up to this point, this chapter has considered how specific 

individuals and communities are given a privileged status as “legitimate inhabitants” 

through naturalizing their ownership of the land they are occupying and aligning 

themselves, knowingly or not, with the ascendancy of whiteness and colonial impositions 

on gender (Anzaldúa, 1987, pp. 25-26). The following sections consider how the 

legitimation of specific inhabitants denies certain individuals from engaging in drag 

performance mainstream spaces and venues, as well as practices and organizing related to 

drag that work to reclaim space and destabilize colonial relations.  

1.5  Getting Booked, Sponsorships and Management Companies 

 Drag venues are either booked by the host of the event, or a management 

company that specializes in drag events. As a result, the opinions of hosts and heads of 

management companies regarding who is, and is not, profitable to them has a great 

impact on drag performers’ professional trajectories. As Fran Scene, a veteran host and 

event organizer, explains: 

[T]he bars on Davie Street, as someone who's had their own show at pretty much 

every single establishment that allowed drag before the pandemic, I've never been 

once told that I can't book a certain performer because they don't fit into the bar's 

idea of what drag is. So, in that regard, it's wonderful. You know, unless the 

person has done something awful at the bar like stolen, or had a moment and 

broke something or whatever, those are the only times it's ever been like, 'hey, 
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maybe reconsider before you book that person again'. But we've been able - as a 

show runner, I've been able to book whoever I wanted, whenever I wanted. 

 Once hosts and organizers have been able to secure a venue to perform in, they 

are given almost complete control over the lineup of the event and who is able to 

showcase their drag personas. This leaves drag performers at the whim of event hosts and 

organizers. Such a power imbalance can also be seen in the drag management companies. 

As explained by Christopher Page, a drag queen who mainly performs in the West End:  

And they [management companies] do – and, uh, they tend to have a little bit of a 

higher push with… getting a good mix of entertainers out for Pride and for… 

getting, uh, a broad spectrum of representation … But, at the same time, their 

focus is a lot less within Davie Street but more so within a general Vancouver 

crowd… So, with that, they tend to focus on - on performers that tend… to have 

been around a little bit more and have a more recognizable track record, and 

people that would draw in people not just from Davie Street, but from across 

Vancouver. 

 Christopher Page directs attention to the ways that ideas of belonging are 

relational and depend on histories and narratives of normative ideals and aspirational 

figures. For commercialized and/or corporate drag, the aspirational drag figure is a 

“sanitized and desexualized subject” that aligns with heteronormative narratives of 

progress and exceptionalism (Muñoz, 1999, p. 99). Importantly, as Christopher Page 

noted, those that are endorsed by management companies and chosen for mass 

consumption must appeal to heteronormative logics, as they want audience members to 

be ‘not just from Davie Street’ (read: heterosexual). The ability to assimilate to such 
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standards allows for the movement of drag outside of the gayborhood’s venues, towards 

geographical areas that have previously been reserved for solely heteronormative 

performances and events. Discussing a drag event that had been hosted at a bar on 

Granville Street, one of the main streets for heteronormative events and nightlife in 

downtown Vancouver, Xanax remarked: 

When I saw that, too, I was like ‘that’s venturing real close to Granville there’. 

But I think just… the people who put it on, I think it might have been [gay, white 

man who is manager at a large management group]. I think… he has many 

connections in Vancouver and he probably has a lot of connections with the bar 

owners and just people, in general. So, I wouldn’t be surprised if that was an easy 

‘hey let’s do this here, we have an interest’. 

 This statement enables us to gain a deeper understanding of the ways particular 

areas in downtown Vancouver, such as Granville, are still seen as off-limits to those that 

do not have the endorsement of gay, white, affluent men and/or management groups. 

Xanax’s trepidation regarding the event’s location displays how only some members of 

the 2SLGBTQIA+ community are able to “erase the scarlet letter of their 

homosexuality”, enough to make them seem “culturally similar” to those who embody 

heteronormative ideals, from whom they wish to take space and resources (Ghaziani, 

2014, p. 61). 

 In addition to management groups, drag performers who can generate “significant 

representation currency” within heteronormative and homonormative spaces, are able to 

access endorsements and sponsorships from corporations and drag management 
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companies (Puar, 2007, p. 4). As Lea Ven Detta, a drag queen who has mainly performed 

on the West End, explains: 

A lot of the shows on Davie Street are often sponsored by an alcohol brand. So, 

there's Absolut, there's Fireball, um Bombay, just to name a couple. They will pay 

the host and a couple of the performers, um, a certain income. And it doesn't 

matter what you make out the door sale, it doesn't matter, anything else. You walk 

away with a certain amount at the end of the night, plus your tips. Whereas a lot 

of the shows on the Eastside and I'll even say some Sunday shows on the West 

Side, uh you pretty much have door cover, and you work for tips. So, if you have 

two people come into the club that night, we'll say, that's five dollars each. You 

walk away with ten dollars that you have to split with the rest of the performers. 

 Therefore, corporate sponsorships provide a great deal of economic security to the 

drag performers who receive them, as they have a guaranteed amount of money that they 

will make in a night. Unfortunately, the criteria to be provided a sponsorship is exclusive, 

and leaves many without financial support. As Artemis, an Eastside, non-binary AFAB 

drag performer explains “they [corporations and agencies with sponsorships] only… 

employ cis, white, gay men, pretty much. So… it [the possibility to get a sponsorship] 

was never brought to my attention because it didn't matter.” This is significant as not only 

was Artemis unable to access the same resources as their cis, white, gay, male 

counterparts, they were never even informed that these resources existed. In this way, the 

hoarding of resources and the disclosure of resources to certain individuals, “re-

establishes distance between bodies whose difference is read off the surface” (Ahmed, 

2004, p. 126). In this circumstance, to deny financial resources is to greatly limit who can 
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and cannot engage with drag performance. Drag is an expensive enndeavor, which means 

that denying a performer access to income is also denying them aspects of their 

performance. As Christopher Page explains, “drag is something where people expect you 

to wear something new or wear something different or be able to have a good rotation of 

a few different things”. Emphasizing how crucial it is to recognize the financial costs of 

doing drag, Christopher Page elaborates: 

[I]t’s especially when you’re dealing with custom outfits, custom designs or 

trying to figure out either how to do different things for yourself, try to style wigs, 

try to get different jewelry and accessories, try to get different things. It does 

come down to separating things by cost, which again leans into where some of the 

mentality towards professionalism over expressionism within drag kind of starts 

to pop up … when people treat… drag a little more like work… it becomes harder 

to justify doing anything with drag without something [financial or social support] 

behind it. 

 Financial pressure for drag performers also increases depending on the 

performer’s body size. As Toddy stated: “I understand like my ability to, like, float 

between things in drag and the fact that I have, like, a tiny chest and like I am a small 

person. And, yeah, I understand my thin privilege within the drag world and the fact that 

things just fit me too. Yeah… And so, finances.” The ability for Toddy to be able to find 

clothing that fit them easily is crucial for keeping costuming costs low, as fat individuals 

must get custom costumes made to fit their proportions. 

 Therefore, when not sponsored, it is difficult to make up for the financial 

resources invested into one’s drag, or to continue performing without access to new 
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props, costumes, and other performance material. Indeed, there is a correlation between 

investing money into one’s performance and the likelihood for a performer to be booked. 

The lack of guaranteed payment places performers, and especially spotlight performers, 

in a precarious position of dependence on the audience, as the main source of income 

becomes their tips.  

 Depending on the audience for financial income and success requires tremendous 

amounts of effort and patience before the performer can reap any rewards. Thanks Jem, 

an Indigenous, Two-Spirit drag performer, shared that they have never had a corporate 

sponsorship, even though they have been doing drag for close to fourteen years. When 

discussing how they have started the shows that they hosted and organized throughout the 

years, they explained to me that they have had to wait, usually months, before they 

gained notoriety and had people eagerly awaiting their shows. Regarding their 

expectations when beginning a new show: 

My expectations are very low, but people after three months kind of - 'oh she 

didn't quit'. So. You know, 'oh, now I have time to come', and 'oh, blah, blah, 

blah, my friends are going to come with me', 'la dee da' and all this. So, that's kind 

of how that works. Unless there's money behind it and there's advertising, and all 

that stuff… I've never been in that position. I've always had to pay for it myself. 

Or get it done myself, or get help… Literally because the venue won't do anything 

except host you. So, I have to fill it, advertise it, mic check, sound check, lighting, 

cues, equipment, props. Worry about then looking beautiful and having all my 

outfits and worrying about other people. So, yeah. 
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 Similar to Thanks Jem, many performers within the East Vancouver drag scene 

do not have the same access to resources, venues, and/or mainstream acceptance as 

performers on Davie Street, due to racist, colonial and class-based exclusion. Instead, 

performers lacking the social currency to be deemed worthy are forced into neoliberal 

volunteer labour-exploitation, whereby “individuals and their households must absorb 

more of the work necessary to ensure [their] livelihoods and well-being” (Luxton, 2010, 

p. 163). As a result, these performers must get creative with how they organize their 

events.  

1.6  Eastside Venues 

 Rather than seek out venues similar to the gay drag bars and performance spaces 

on the West End, temporary “pop-up” events showcase much of Eastside Drag (Ghaziani 

& Stillwagon, 2018). Spaces utilized for pop-up drag events can range from restaurants 

and cafés to larger capacity venues such as theatre halls and warehouses. Maiden China, a 

repeat host and organizer for Eastside drag events, recalled how nervous they had felt 

“putting money on the line” for the show that they hosted, as they had to pay “for the 

venue and… the security and the performers and tech”, among other things, without the 

guarantee of a return on their investment. Toddy, also a frequent event planner in 

Vancouver, shared that they “don't like paying for venues”, and didn’t believe that they 

should have to. As a result, many of their shows occurred in restaurants and cafés, off 

their peak hours, as the establishments were happy to draw a crowd, and income, outside 

of their regular windows.  

 In addition to lowering entrance fees for drag performers, through discounted or 

free venues to perform in, the Eastside drag community also attempts to keep the 
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entrance fee low for audience members. Not only are door fees typically sliding scale, 

allowing audience members to pay what they can (even if they cannot pay at all), 

Eastside drag events also employ a unique tipping system. As Ziggy, an Eastside 

performer, explains: “they do a whole tipping thing where you can buy single dollars and 

shit. So, there's way more tipping, which is honestly so smart, and I think a lot more 

places should do [it]”. As tipping is an important aspect of interaction between the 

performer and the audience, and allows the audience to show their appreciation for the 

performer, the ability to split larger bills into single dollar bills for tipping makes these 

events accessible to those who do not have large amounts of disposable income.  

 The liberatory potential of these pop-ups cannot be denied. Indeed, the Eastside 

drag community expertly uses “temporary spaces to express a spirit of political resistance 

as they celebrate and play” (Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019, p. 875). These pop-ups 

provide space for community care and joy for individuals and communities that are 

regularly excluded from heteronormative and homonormative spaces. These events 

typically have a “high proportion of participants [that] identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 

transgender, or [T]wo-[S]pirited” (ibid, p. 875). These “ephemeral and spatially-mobile 

events” present possibilities of taking space away from hegemonic colonial structures and 

their actors, and “provide opportunities to express an oppositional ethos and to 

congregate with, and celebrate, imagined communities for groups who historically have 

been the most invisible” (ibid, p. 877). The ability to temporarily claim space is crucial, 

as under “the process of settler colonialism, land is remade into property and human 

relationships to land are restricted to the relationship of the owner to his property” (Tuck 

& Yang, 2012, p. 5). These drag pop-up events in Vancouver’s Eastside challenge the 
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colonial relationship between land and human, rejecting ideas of land ownership in 

favour of a relationship that foregrounds the sharing of space as a mode of joyful 

resistance. Count Cupid shared their experience performing at a pop-up event, whose 

directors were all East Asian: 

They paid me handsomely and they provide such a lovely space for me. And that's 

my favorite example of the gorgeous, queer, BIPOC [community.] [T]hat is... my 

favourite place. Like [this pop-up group] party … was my absolutely favorite 

place because I feel like I got to shed some of the things that I have - or not shed - 

but […] just because the space is created for QTBIPOC [queer, trans, Black, 

Indigenous, people of colour] and by QTBIPOC, it's very – there’s a lot of - I just 

felt safe. It was awesome. 

 Count Cupid made a point to express that “it also has notably been, maybe it's just 

the people who are nice to [Count Cupid] […] have been BIPOC, but it's been performers 

of color who are especially welcoming to [them]” in Vancouver drag scenes. Therefore, 

pop-up events provide an important opportunity to form community through the 

celebration of relationality, aesthetics, and ways of being that are not lauded in white, cis-

hetero or homonormative spaces. Indeed, these events present a unique stage for a refusal 

of colonial-imposed hierarchies that privilege white, heteronormative individuals above 

all else. As Xanax shared, the pop-up event they attended refused to share space with 

white, heteronormative communities: 

I mean, the one show that I was at, it was in the [location] and it’s a completely 

queer and POC event. It was for Black History Month, back in February of 2019. 

And I attended with my roommate at the time, Cleopatra Compton, who’s a 
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burlesque performer and a beautiful trans woman. But I was there with her, and it 

was a completely Black event, and it was spectacular. 

 Planners for these events specifically target communities that they believe have 

been disempowered within white supremacist heteronormative society and 

homonormative communities. Maiden China, a pop-up planner, shared how and why they 

began planning their pop-up events: 

I think the first thing that I hosted was actually not a drag-centric event. It was a, 

it was like a sex-centred event, so it was a sex party called Bottom. And the 

impetus for that was that there were other queer sex parties in the city that I felt 

were really centered around gay cis men and gay cis men are not the only queer 

people in the city that have sex, or like to have sex, or like to have sex in public, 

or like to have … sexual experiences that are shared with other people in a club 

setting. So that was the main thing. And also, I called it Bottom because just I 

hate this weird, indirect misogyny against people who are bottoms […] And so, I 

started that party. And there was drag at the second one I did… Yeah. It was also 

centred around the music that I wasn’t really hearing in the city […] Chicago 

House and New Disco. It didn’t end up being strictly that, because there aren’t a 

lot of DJs in the city that DJ that… it ended up kind of expanding from there, but 

yeah… I guess for those two reasons. A lack of this music scene that was being 

centered in the city and also that sexual identity experience. 

 Maiden China’s pop-up event reveals the central role that drag artists of colour 

play to create space and increase the ability of marginalized groups within gay and queer 

communities to celebrate themselves openly. Their choice to name the event ‘Bottom’ 
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politicizes the misogyny that is typically brought against people who are penetrated 

during sex. Maiden China’s event name choice also empowers these individuals through 

encouraging the organizing and gathering of a community to celebrate those that have 

typically been subjected to the bottom rungs of sexual hierarchies under hetero-

patriarchal settler-colonialism. The success of ‘Bottom’ demonstrates the vitality that 

exists within oppressed populations to produce alternative space and practices. The 

decision to highlight music made by people of colour allows for a joyous celebration of 

difference that refuses to allow white culture and music to dominate the temporarily 

queer space. Further, the creation of an event specifically designed to celebrate feminized 

queer people and practices challenges the power of white supremacy and settler logics of 

elimination, as feminized queers of colour transitorily take space for the celebration of 

their identity, and create lasting community and kinship among similarly excluded 

individuals.  

 While in many cases the use of spaces in the Eastside of Vancouver is ingenious, 

the finite temporality of many of the venues in Vancouver’s Eastside does not allow for 

stable economic gains for the hosts and organizers, or the drag performers. While true 

that drag performers engage in their performance for several different reasons, such as 

“an exploration of one’s gender identity, a gesture of political intervention, a creative 

solution to boredom, and/or a way to pay the rent”, the costs of drag are too high to not 

make money from performances (Namaste, 2000, p. 11). This means that it is draining, 

financially and emotionally, on the performers to put on performances that are not well-

received by the audience. As the venues in the Eastside are often not intended for live 

performances, of any kind, they are typically not equipped with the proper 
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accommodations and technology for drag performances. This can impact the reception of 

drag performances greatly. For example, Thanks Jem commented that they sometimes 

prefer working on the West End, as “on the West End, you'd have a kind of a back room, 

that has a door. There's a makeshift curtain door” between an area for the performers to 

get ready for their performance, and the rest of the bar and its patrons.  

 This is significant for Thanks Jem, as “queer Indigenous people experience 

multilayered oppression that profoundly impacts [their] safety, health, and survival” that 

they often have little power to remove themselves from (Driskill, Finley, Gilley & 

Morgensen, 2011b, p. 212). This is significant in the context of drag performance space, 

as getting into drag requires some degree of privacy due to the adornments being applied 

to one’s body. Such visibility, resulting from no back room, places them in a vulnerable 

position where they must undress and engage in the “process of becoming visibly non-

normatively gendered” in front of a room of strangers (ibid, p. 212). While this process 

could be viewed as revealing the construction of gender, it is important to remember that 

Thanks Jem does not want to be revealed in this way. By requiring them to expose their 

body to get exposure on stage, Thanks Jem is greatly compromised as a queer Indigenous 

person. Ultimately, forcing Thanks Jem to be seen by the audience in various stages of 

undress denies them access to space without settler surveillance and denies them 

sovereignty over their own body and dress.  

 While Eastside performers, many of whom are Indigenous, racialized, and/or 

trans, may not be able to remove themselves fully from the audience, many venues do not 

allow for the performers to display the full extent of their performance ability, either, due 

to lack of available technology such as lighting, microphones and sound systems, as well 
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as the physical space restrictions of the venue. Due to the fact that “strong affective 

reaction… is emergent rather than pre-given”, it is crucial for drag performers to be able 

to showcase themselves and their talents in the lighting, sounds, and setting that would 

best support them and their vision (ibid, p. 121). One respondent, Performer X, explained 

that they had been excited to book a particular theatre to host an event because it “had 

access to stage lights and stuff that if you’re performing in… pubs in East Van, you don’t 

necessarily get access to”. This lack of equipment has a direct impact on the calibre of 

performances available to performers in the area, as “individuals are only able to express 

themselves in space through their bodies” (Hubbard, 2005, p. 121) and their bodily 

adornments. As lighting, sound quality, and layout of the space greatly impact the ability 

for the audience to see, hear, and sensorily engage with the performer, lacking adequate 

equipment reduces the impact and theatricality of many performances.  

 Space restrictions of the venues in the Eastside also limit the quality of 

performances. Space is interactive and impacts audience participation with drag 

performers and, as a result, their tips. Space is a “material the body engages and works 

with” to produce value (Hubbard, 2005, p. 121). Emotions and feelings of belonging or 

disenfranchisement are “the felt and sensed reactions that arise in the midst of the 

(inter)corporal exchange between self and world” (ibid, p. 121). When using non-

traditional drag spaces, such as bars and restaurants, unfamiliar spaces can cause 

individuals to not know how to interact with a space and those that inhabit it. As 

Performer X explained: 

[The theatre space] was interesting because so few drag events happen in theatre 

spaces that audience members who – I think most of our audience was regular 
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drag performance attendees – I think there was a little bit of not knowing how to 

interact and also… you can’t bring in your alcohol into the theatre. So it was a bit 

more reserved, I think because of like ‘I don’t have a drink in my hand and I feel 

awkward’ and also ‘I’ve never seen drag in a theatre space’. So, a little bit more 

reserved. I think you have to kind of educate people on how to interact with drag 

in those spaces a little more, to warm them up. 

 Additionally, the lack of regular event spaces means that there are limited chances 

for Eastside performers to get in front of a crowd. Hosts on the Eastside are forced to 

either have extremely large casts or include more seasoned or well-known performers 

who will draw more of an audience, thereby, enabling the event to be more successful 

financially. As Performer X stated, East Van shows with large casts “weren’t models that 

make performers money. Let’s put it that way. You couldn’t- you can’t make performers 

money if you have twenty-five performers and you’re charging an affordable [ticket] rate 

and stuff like that”. Lack of financial resources forces hosts and organizers in the 

Eastside to either achieve inclusion or focus on a cost-benefit analysis of performers for 

survival purposes. Performer X shares that a big impetus for him to begin planning events 

was to be able to “make another space for them [Eastside drag performers] to get better 

money and like hone their craft, get longer on the stage… just have more time, more 

stage lights, more stuff”. It is important, here, to “recognize the way the pursuits of 

particular groups come to be framed within hierarchical, colonial, and national terms”, as 

access to these resources greatly impacts the quality of the performance, and the social 

and financial benefits that the performers may receive (Jackman & Upadhyay, 2014, p. 

202-203). For example, only Vancouver drag performers that perform on Davie Street, 
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with vast experience performing on stage with proper performance lighting and sound 

systems, have made it onto RPDRC and become representation for Canadian drag 

internationally. As the best resources are demarcated for those that perform in gay bars 

on Davie Street, those that do not have the social capital to access those spaces are denied 

the ability to fully express themselves artistically and the potential to earn money.  

 As I have demonstrated in this chapter, drag performance, as well as drag 

markets, consumers, and standards have changed significantly over the last decade. Drag 

has become more mainstream, due to RPDR and its spin-offs. As a result of this 

popularity among broader audiences, there are increasingly more demands for drag 

performers and performances. Event organizers and hosts capitalize on the increasing 

revenue that can now be generated from such events. Nonetheless, such events must 

feature particular drag performers and performances that uphold white supremacist 

heteronormative ideals. These ideals require performers to promote and continue white 

ascendancy, the settler logic of elimination, and homonormative ideals.  

 As I have traced throughout this chapter, the West End drag community, and its 

permanent drag venues, presents a strong foothold for colonial logics of white supremacy 

and homonormativity, and as a result, receive ample resources and sponsorships to 

continue performing drag. Contrastingly, the Eastside drag scene does not have access to 

permanent drag performance venues, or to identities that are enfranchised by ideals of 

white supremacy and homonormativity. As a result, the Eastside drag community is 

placed at a significant disadvantage and engages in creative occupations and uses of 

space in order to perform.  This chapter has considered the how exclusion of specific 

others is beneficial for the white homonormative drag performers. However, to fully 
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grasp the roots and implications of such exclusion we must pay attention to the new and 

nuanced ways that modern drag markets and communities exclude Indigenous, racialized, 

and nonnormatively gendered and sexualized subjects. 
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Chapter 2 

The Category is Exclusion: Considering how Vancouver’s drag scenes 

demarcate space along the lines of Indigeneity, race, gender and 

sexuality 

Homonormativity has been created as “a world of mediated difference and forced 

assimilation”, whereby only specific embodiments of nonnormative race, gender and 

sexuality are allowed entrance (Quiroga, 2000, p. 200). While the West End clearly 

engages with homonormative ideals, Eastside communities also can be seen attempting to 

solidify and secure their boundaries by appealing to ruling colonial logics concerning 

race, gender and sexuality. These logics privilege whiteness and cis-homonormative 

embodiments of gender and sexuality and allow for the exclusion of Indigenous and 

Two-Spirit drag artists, drag artists of colour, and trans and nonbinary drag artists. For 

this reason, critical considerations of the way colonial and “racial, gender, and sexual 

practices antagonize and/or conspire with the normative investments of nation-states and 

capital” (Ferguson, 2004, p. 4), utilizing Two-Spirit, queer Indigenous and queer of 

colour critiques, offered respectively by Qwo-Li Driskill, Billy Ray Belcourt and José 

Esteban Muñoz, will be the focus of the rest of this chapter. I engage with Driskill and 

Belcourt to consider how settler-colonialism imposes white supremacy and 

homonormativity upon Indigenous communities and individuals, and the effects of such 

an imposition. Muñoz, and the queer of colour critique he offers, provides important 

insights to critique white supremacist structures and homonormative ideals.  

It is crucial to unpack how exclusion from capital, both social and financial, and 

capital-generating areas of drag communities, continues the Canadian settler-colonial 
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project and has been sustained due to the “racialization of working populations as deviant 

in terms of gender and sexuality” (Ferguson, 2004, p. 15). This chapter aims to 

demonstrate how the West End and Eastside drag communities in Vancouver engage in 

exclusionary praxes demarcated by race, gender, and sexuality. These exclusions 

practices operate differently in the two drag scenes, but ultimately uphold settler-colonial 

ideals of whiteness and homonormativity. Understanding how the exclusion of 

nonnormative individuals from drag spaces works to further colonial hierarchies and 

structures is necessary, because such comprehension of exclusion enables us to strategize 

ways to resist.  

 As drag is a business and revenue-producing venture, in addition to artistic 

expression, drag “produces emergent social formations that exceed the racialized 

boundaries of gender and sexual identities”, as capital demands a heterogeneity of 

laborers (Ferguson, 2004, p. 11). Despite there being a push for a racially diverse cast of 

performers at drag events in Vancouver, most of the hosts and event organizers are white. 

While the presence of Indigenous drag performers and drag performers of colour should 

be celebrated, their presence must also be understood as working to the benefit of the 

host(s) and/or organizer(s) of the event. This is partly due to hosts and event planners 

having the most to gain from performances and events.  Successful events increase 

chances of being given the opportunity to produce, host and/or organize more events. 

This increased social capital can also lead to financial benefits. Considering this situation, 

Performer X shared that they “just don’t think that a bunch of white producers can put 

their heads together and solve the problem of systematic racism in the drag community” 

due to the power imbalance between producers, hosts and/or organizers and the 
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performers. As a result, Indigenous and POC drag performers’ (often poorly paid) 

presence and labor in white-produced or hosted drag shows ultimately reifies the power 

of whiteness, as white hosts are given credit for the diverse line-up that they ‘found’. 

Here, the work being celebrated is the ‘discovering’ of performers, not in the performer 

as a working artist. This narrative of discovery resembles settler-colonial discourses of 

finding new land to develop, and confers social capital to the host. Much of the 

heterogeneity of bodies within drag scenes in Vancouver, then, is due “to a large degree 

because of capital’s need to accumulate labor” (ibid, p. 15).  

 This need to accumulate diverse labor is tempered by “identitarian and economic 

hegemonies” that are “complicit with [the] ascendancy [of whiteness]” (Puar, 2007, p. 

31). For drag scenes in Vancouver, this means that while diversity is necessary, it is 

carefully mediated so that the dominance of whiteness is not challenged. Performer X 

admits that when they were planning their event with their co-host, they “would sit down 

and write a few people and then go ‘oh we’ve got all white people, who [among 

Indigenous performers or performers of colour] should we get?’” In this way, the 

Indigenous performers and performers of colour were chosen not for their individual 

merits and performance abilities, but rather to support white hosts’ goals of putting on a 

well-attended drag production.  

 Race is not the only diversity metric that is carefully mediated in drag spaces and 

venues. Gender is an important site to consider colonial implications in the drag 

communities of Vancouver. Indeed, current gendered expectations were constructed 

through colonial histories and have material effects on people’s lived realities in 

Vancouver. While Indigenous nations of Turtle Island lauded women and Two-Spirited 
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people, colonization sought to replace matrilineal systems of governance with patriarchal 

systems (Denetdale, 2006; Cannon, 2012). Indigenous leadership was, and continues to 

be, framed as “undemocratic and therefore illegitimate” (Perzyna & Bauder, 2022, p. 11) 

in efforts to subordinate Indigenous nations to Western systems of governance, and gain 

access to land and natural resources (Denetdale, 2006). The Indian Act and its unequal 

applications across genders (Canon, 2019) was a direct outcome of “capitalist and 

patriarchal knowledges” that aimed to police Indigenous bodies and “relegate women to 

the lower strata of the institutionalized gender hierarchy” (Cannon, 2012, p. 59). 

Attempting to enforce a strict binary of gender, “capitalist and patriarchal knowledges 

relating to the sexual division of labour combined to mandate… the loss of gender 

flexibility” and the celebration of such a flexibility (ibid, p. 59). Considering histories of 

colonization, the hermeneutics of gender, then, are not static and or standardized across 

bodies, proving the inability to universalize gender and gendered performance across 

subjects. As such, “virtually nobody” is able to perfectly perform the binary categories of 

‘man’ and ‘woman’ completely correctly, and “the categories gain power and currency 

from their impossibility” (Halberstam, 1998, p. 27).  

 The cost of setting impossible gendered standards is high. The imposition of 

settler colonial standards of masculinity on Turtle Island “inaugurated a modality of 

gender that produced men who self-destruct” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 17) through attempts to 

achieve and maintain a heroic masculinity formulated through conceptions of whiteness. 

Such an impossible standard of bodily control and self-autonomy cannot consider ideas 

of gender or race, as separate forms of discrimination, as colonial gendered expectations 

are the “outcome of gender and race discrimination” by white settler-colonial 
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heteropatriarchy (Canon, 2019, p. 121, emphasis added). The continued imposition of 

such violence presents today as “the trauma of colonialism [and] erupts in the minds and 

bodies of men, who then bombard the lives of women and girls, two-spirit peoples, and 

queers” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 15). The effects of this ongoing traumatic violence are present 

in West End urban drag bars and venues, as white gay men police the boundaries of who 

are and are not allowed to occupy urban drag performance spaces along specifically 

racialized and gendered lines.   

2.1 Indigenous and Racialized Exclusion 

In the West End, white hegemony is continued and perpetuated through 

discourses pertaining to the elimination of Indigenous people and people of colour from 

drag performance spaces. The main goal, for settlers, is to monopolize their “access to 

territory”, at the expense of Indigenous and racialized populations (Wolfe, 2006, p. 388). 

This goal may seem at odds with current calls for diversity within drag scenes from 

marginalized communities. However, settler colonial society demands to “recuperate 

indigeneity in order to express its difference – and, accordingly, its independence” as an 

agent of modernity and progress (Wolfe, 2006, p. 389). As a result, a select few 

Indigenous performers, and people of colour (POC) are tokenized as the necessary 

representational currency for settler projects to be uncritically accepted by white settlers, 

allowing them to serve as representational tokens for settlers who want to claim 

inclusivity, while retaining the ability to access performance territory and deflect 

attention from their exclusionary practices. This is clearly enacted by the drag community 

on Davie Street, as the ascendancy of whiteness is visible through the lack of performers 

of colour visible and celebrated within Vancouver’s drag performances and events.  
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Colonial demands for whiteness overwhelmingly impacted the experiences of 

Indigenous performers and performers of colour that I interviewed. As Maiden China, a 

Chinese performer remarked, Vancouver is a “pretty white city”. Luther, a Black drag 

performer, shared that they were one of “a handful of… visible minority drag 

performers” in the Vancouver area. While Thanks Jem, an Indigenous performer, 

revealed that they “would normally be performing with white people” to “rooms of white 

people”.  

The dissonance between the racial make-up of Vancouver’s population5 and the 

racial make-up of the West End’s gay drag bars can be understood as a by rote 

continuation of colonial attitudes to perpetuate the ascendancy of whiteness, through 

racialized and gendered expectations of the body and its adornments. While Indigenous 

and racialized bodies are “judged as suspicious, or as dangerous, as objects to be feared”, 

bodies that conform to standards of whiteness are allowed to be seen and celebrated 

(Ahmed, 2017, p. 143). As Thanks Jem noted, “[w]hite people are the first people to be 

narcissistic and delusional and believe that they should be up there [on stage]”. Apparent 

here is how “histories of racism are condensed in the very figure of the stranger … who 

does not pass by receding into whiteness” within Vancouver drag communities, only 

allowing a select few Indigenous and racialized performers the chance to be seen, but not 

necessarily celebrated, by hetero and homonormative society (Ahmed, 2017, p. 146). 

Racial representation is therefore limited on the stage, producing a silence that would 

 
5 Vancouver, as a city, is incredibly diverse in its residents. In the 2016 Canadian census, it was found that 
61,455 Indigenous, and 1,185,680 people who identify as a “visible minority” live in the metropolitan 
Vancouver area (Statistics Canada, 2017). As the survey was out of 2,426,235 respondents, the Census 
claims that most of Vancouver’s population is not white identifying. 
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allow a tokenized representation of racialized performers to falsely be believed to 

“equate… with reality” (Ferguson, 2004, p. 5). 

As Fran Scene explains, owners of the bars on Davie Street give almost full 

control to the hosts and organizers to book the drag performers for their events. In this 

way, drag bars on Davie present themselves as modern and forward-thinking 

establishments that are available as performance spaces for racialized and Indigenous 

drag performers, should they ever be found. However, as the “management and stuff is 

more so cis white men” (Luther), they have an investment in ensuring that most 

Indigenous performers and performers of colour remain lost and unintelligible when not 

benefiting white settler claims to the space. 

This can be seen in an experience of which Maiden China spoke that occurred a 

few years ago. They say: 

I’ve seen performers do things that are appropriative or racist, or- I’ve had people 

book me because they want me to be in a number and because they want me to 

play in the song. It would be someone who’s Japanese, and I’m Chinese, you 

know? And those kind of practices, where I’m like ‘okay, you went as far to 

[think] someone who’s white shouldn’t do this’ but you also put me in a monolith 

with every other Asian person […] and me being like ‘this is why this is wrong’ 

and them being like ‘okay, I respect that. I’m still going to do the number. I’ll just 

get someone else’.  

 In this situation, Maiden China was forced to either allow white settlers to define 

her drag persona through collapsing their racial identity into a monolithic, ‘Asian’ 

identity, or reject any opportunity to the perform. Either way, Maiden China, as a Chinese 
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drag performer, is forced to allow themselves to remain unintelligible within 

homonormative communities through lack of appropriate symbol circulation and 

representation. 

 Count Cupid’s experiences with drag planners and hosts in the West End 

demonstrates the ways that racialized performers are erased except for when it benefits 

settler claims to space.  Upon seeing a drag event being promoted that had only one 

performer of colour booked, Count Cupid messaged a white performer, who had also 

been booked for that event, to express concern. They express that they: 

[R]egretted it afterwards because… that's how you're meant to feel when you 

question a systemic thing. I've never not felt bad about calling out racism just 

because that's… how the system wants to make you feel... But … the reason I felt 

bad about sending ‘hey, this feels kind of like [Luther’s] … the one token Black 

person in the cast… [is because] … I texted somebody my discomfort about that. 

And then they didn't really respond. So, the lack of response there really made me 

feel like, ‘oh my God, is this - is my career over? Am I never, never, never going 

to get hired because I criticized… that the rest of the cast is white?’ 

 Count Cupid expressed great concern over the fact that they may have been 

“flagged for that” comment, permanently marked as oppositional to what I seek to 

emphasize is the entitlement of white settlers to the territory within drag scenes, and thus 

excluded from bookings and events. This lack of response reveals their subordinate 

status, as Indigenous and racialized performers can be ignored when voicing opinions to 

white hosts. Rather than experience such microaggressions multiple times, POC 

performers may “withdraw in anticipation that what happened before will happen again”, 
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rather than demand fair treatment (Ahmed, 2017, p. 24). This example reflects how 

racialized performers must “accept that potential of violence as imminent, and to manage 

[themselves] as a way of managing the consequences” of the violence enacted against 

them and their communities (Ahmed, 2017, p. 24). Indigenous and racialized performers 

must “at least marginally play dead to white anger and white sovereignty and white 

hunger and white forgiveness and white innocence” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 56), ultimately 

allowing white people to decide what the appropriate emotional response to encountering 

racism is, or risk exclusion. For drag performers in Vancouver, this means that 

Indigenous and racialized individuals’ experiences are not provided the same importance 

and credibility as the experiences and narratives of white event hosts and planners. 

Clearly, in the context of the West End, the ability for an individual to get booked 

relies, at least somewhat, on being able to align oneself with aesthetic components that 

are either unmarked, or heavily marked, by race. The costuming, makeup, and content of 

one’s performance must be taken into account when considering audience reception. The 

acceptance of one’s “[e]xternal bodily appearance including hygiene, comportment, 

attire, and fashion” are worth considering “because they tell us much about perceptions of 

social class, race, ethnicity, gender, time, and place” (Rutherdale, 2014, p. 118; 

Denetdale, 2006). Discussions regarding clothing and the body are “invested with 

racialized discourse”, as clothing has cultural histories and meanings that are connected 

to specific communities and subjectivities (ibid, p. 118). In this way, clothing gains 

“explicitly racialized meanings” and can be used as a signal for identify those that are not 

assimilating to the white, settler colonial project (ibid, p. 118).  For Indigenous and other 

performers of colour to don garments that align with white affective economies allow for 
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the increased acceptance of their wearer, as the acceptance of such garbs also denote the 

“success of colonization” as the “body [becomes] a text on which transformation [is] 

marked” (ibid, p. 118). Indeed, the ability of Indigenous groups on Turtle Island to 

conform to settler ideals of dress and beauty have historically been used to determine the 

progress of Indigenous nations (Denetdale, 2006).  

As Thanks Jem notes, they often did not feel welcomed by the audiences in the 

West End because the area was “exclusive in… the event style… And so, I never felt… 

comfortable, or welcomed… because I wasn’t doing… necessarily what white people 

wanted”. Thanks Jem performs in feminine drag, reminiscent of old school drag glamour, 

with well-styled wigs and polished makeup looks. Their exclusion from white space is 

not due to simply their drag performance, as they conform to mainstream ideals of drag 

aesthetics. Rather, their stage presence unsettles white audiences as their Indigeneity is 

read off their body and denies white audiences the comfort of not considering racial 

difference. Similarly, Maiden China notes that for earlier drag performances that they 

performed with their drag troop, of which the majority are people of colour and 

Indigenous, “a lot of people just didn’t understand exactly what we were doing”. Maiden 

China’s drag troop engages in makeup aesthetics specifically intended to blur gendered 

and racialized “facial features (i.e., eyebrows, contouring, facial proportions and hair, 

etc.)” (Calderón, 2020, p. 56). This is accomplished in part by using “white base paint on 

the face in order to control how the viewer perceives a drag person's identities” (ibid., p. 

56). By taking up such aesthetics, Maiden China’s drag troop simultaneously questions 

the naturalized superiority of white(ned) aesthetics by co-opting them for themselves.  
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For both Thanks Jem, and Maiden China and their drag troop, their gendered 

performances cause confusion to white audiences due to their racial (dis)identifications. 

“Misunderstanding here doesn’t mean confusion but rather a way of thinking” that denies 

colonial scripts of personhood and allows the individual to create themselves through 

disidentifications with normative conceptions of self (Belcourt, 2020, p. 49). Although 

Belcourt speaks to the Indigenous experience, his conception of misunderstanding can 

occur for people of colour, as well, as “they can also be victim to the same racial 

capitalism” that demands assimilation to white supremacist structures for the 

accumulation of social and financial capital “that impact[s] Indigenous peoples” (Perzyna 

& Bauder, 2022, p. 3). While greatly needed, decolonial assertions of self through drag 

performance can ultimately alienate the performer from those that are aligned with 

colonial goals and neoliberal projects of self-creation, as the performer effectively 

invades sanitized, neoliberal drag spaces and strips it of the “essentialized white purity” 

on which colonial mandates and ideals rest (Muñoz, 1999, p. 109).  

It is important to also consider how the presentation of one’s body can be a 

significant determining factor regarding how one is received in the West End. When 

discussing the types of performers at a specific bar on Davie Street, Count Cupid shared 

that they are “traditionally beautiful, traditionally socially compatible and… people who 

don't seem to have any problems … they have to hide their problems to be seen as 

glamorous and … part of the elite.” Rather than the glamour of Ballroom-style drag, 

Count Cupid is referring here to modern glamour, à la the Kardashians or MET Gala 

attendees. Thanks Jem noted that especially when they started performing in Vancouver 

roughly a decade ago, the West End was “very white muscle”. They follow this up by 
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saying that these white muscle men should not be seen as inherently good people, or 

without problems, as “the prettier they are, the crazier they are!” The link between body 

presentation, assimilation to traditional ideals of beauty, and social acceptance is clear in 

the statements presented. However, “[t]radition is not without political context” 

(Denetdale, 2006, p. 21); rather, conceptualizations of beauty are rooted in white, middle-

class aesthetics that exclude Indigenous and racialized bodies from the meaning 

stemming from such ideals (Gentile, 2020). For example, the impetus for a muscled, lean 

body is justified through the mythos of the superiority of white men, as their muscles and 

ability to control their appearance work as attempts to “resist being submerged into the 

horror of femininity and non-whiteness” (Dyer, 1997, p. 153). The excess that Indigenous 

and racialized individuals embody is a threat to whiteness as containment, discipline and 

other ideals that can be read off the body. Indeed, discourses of ideal white masculinity 

place importance on a “sense of separation and boundedness” from racial others, as their 

excess implies the potential of “being merged” (Dyer, 1997, p. 152). 

This is equally true for drag performers that attempt to embody feminine 

attributes, as conceptions of beauty are rooted in whiteness and intimately connected to 

Canada’s eugenics movement, as women were, and are, conceptualized as the breeders of 

the nation (Gentile, 2020, p. 28). As Korean and Indigenous performers, Count Cupid and 

Thanks Jem, respectively, are intimately aware of how whiteness informs beauty. Those 

attempting to engage with and perform acceptable versions of femininity must 

“[negotiate a] complex balance among sensuality, beauty, and good character” that is 

“usually achievable only by white women” and white drag queens (ibid., p. 22). The 

ways that Count Cupid and Thanks Jem discuss the patrons and performers on Davie 
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Street work as counter-narratives to white supremacist ideals of beauty and denounce any 

implied morality attached to achieving such standards. Count Cupid’s critique of the 

beautiful, supposedly untroubled elite is a radical move, as conceptions of feminine 

beauty require a specific “packaging and making of the self” that is intended to appear 

natural (ibid, p. 24). Their critiques emphasize how “discourses of race, class, beauty, 

moral superiority, and strength (weakness and flabbiness being emblematic of larger 

social and national problems)” are interconnected, and reveals how Indigenous and Black 

people, people of colour, and disabled people are unable to conform to beauty standards 

that demand “health, physical perfection” and, overall, whiteness (ibid, p. 28).  

Although counter-narratives to colonial impositions of traditional beauty 

circulate, “ethnocentric conceit”, “the troubling propensity of representing standardized 

white… beauty as a norm” while creating the “erotic representation” that “figure[s] 

nonwhite [bodies] as exotic kink” remains (Muñoz, 1999, p. 87). Indeed, for Indigenous 

people and POC, “[t]o be without beauty is an integral part of human life in Canada” 

(Belcourt, 2020, p. 40). Fran Scene explains that this occurs primarily because some of 

the older, white hosts and organizers in the West End have no desire to open up their 

spaces or amend their inclusion criteria, as “it’s not broken for [them]”. Rather, the 

inclusion of a select few Indigenous folks and people of colour that conform to white 

standards allows for white performers’ unchallenged assertion of colonial power and 

territory-taking in the West End.   

This territory-taking through careful tokenization is displayed when considering 

how racialized performers are often hired to do group numbers together, rather than 
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individual performances. Artemis explains the ways that event hosts claim territory in 

this way:  

I think they see… this group package… [the hosts are] like, ‘oh, it's one group, 

but that - there's seven people in that group. So, boom’. But they only do one 

performance, because they just perform as a group. And then, there's ten other 

individual performances of people that are all cis gay men, that are white.  

Artemis describes how non-white performers are denied the value as individual 

artists extended to white performers; they are only valuable as a group. This furthers the 

illusion of the lack of performers of colour in Vancouver, through limiting their 

representation and denies the alignment of racialized “bodily space with [the] social 

space[s]” of gay drag venues in the same manner granted to white bodies (Ahmed, 2004, 

p. 119). 

Tokenization “also holds queer of color organizing and theorizing to impossible 

standards and expectations”, as individuals must take on the tasks intended for many 

(Puar, 2007, p. 23). This ultimately traps Indigenous people and POC as “always 

beholden to spaces and actions of resistance, transgression, [and] subversion” (ibid, p. 

23). Performers of colour, Luther and Count Cupid, elaborate on how they are aware that 

the select inclusion of people of colour in drag performances and drag spaces is intended 

to challenge white hegemony, highlighting how their bodies are read as transgressive and 

subversive to white ascendancy and white claims to space. Luther, who stated that they 

are commonly put in the position of token Black drag performer, expressed that inclusion 

of racialized performers is “not super great right now, but it's on people's radars.” Luther 

states that their inclusion does “seem sort of ‘whatever’”, in the sense that their presence 
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in West End drag spaces points to a potential desire to decenter white performers and 

include more Black people and people of colour, but such potential has not yet been 

realized.  Count Cupid shared that it can be very tiring to see that “it’s the same people 

who are kind of representing these groups”, and that it can be hard, even for those being 

tokenized. They shared that those who get “through the border feel like shit for getting 

through the border”, as they understand that they are being used to prove resistance to 

white supremacy while still “being excluded in a particular milieu”.  

In comparison, the East side of Vancouver has, as Luther explains, a “variety of 

hosts and DJs and [organizers] that put events on”, achieving inclusionary praxes 

regarding “who throws parties or gets people together”. Performer X, a white performer 

and host that has organized several events on the Eastside, speaks to the racial 

representation among performers of the Eastside drag community. They estimate that: 

“[a]s far as race goes, it would probably be [a] fifty/fifty [split]. But fifty percent people 

are white and then fifty percent of people are all the other people”. Having slightly more 

space for Indigenous individuals and people of colour to perform drag does not exempt 

the Eastside of Vancouver from tokenizing practices, however. Performer X shares that 

during the planning of one of their events, they were aware of their own tokenizing of 

non-white performers. They explain that:  

[W]hen it came to making sure that we were racially inclusive, me and my co-

producer, we’re both white and I think it was really, really important not to put on 

a show of all white people. But it did feel a little bit… there were times where I 

thought ‘are we tokenizing?’ and I- it felt uncomfortable sometimes… we would 
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sit down and write a few people and then go ‘oh we’ve got all white people, who 

should we get?’  

 What is clear in this admission is that, even when trying to include Indigenous 

performers and racialized performers, white performers continue to be given “ultimate 

dominion over the territory in question”, in this case drag performance spaces (Wolfe, 

2006, p. 391).  

 As reflected above, there is still tokenizing of Indigenous and non-white 

performers, the presence of more Indigenous and people of colour in the Eastside drag 

community makes way for a different approach to territory by settlers, as they must 

negotiate themselves in specific ways to maintain their “reappropriation of a 

foundationally disavowed” Indigeneity and colonial racializing practices (Wolfe, 2006, p. 

389). The “white liberalist alibi” (Chow, 2002, p. 14), a common attitude in the Eastside, 

is one such way to secure white supremacy and settler domination over drag spaces as 

territory. The white liberalist alibi is “the particular formation of the contemporary, 

politically correct white subject, who imagines that [they have] already successfully 

disaffiliated from [their] culture’s previous, brutal forms of racism” (Chow, 2002, p. 14). 

In this way, white queer, NB and trans settlers-subjects frame racism and racial violence 

as something historic, as a way to “sculpt better, more cultured selves” that embrace 

difference (Belcourt, 2020, p. 66). This is a heavily privileged position, as it obscures the 

reality of Canada’s ongoing colonization of Indigenous people and subjugation of people 

of colour, harmfully excluding from this account racialized subjects’ “sense of freedom” 

(Quiroga, 2000, p. 223).  

 As one white, AFAB, trans, NB respondent, Ziggy noted:  
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I also think that the Eastside can come under more flack because they actually 

listen. Whereas on the West End, if someone is doing some racist shit, or 

whatever, nobody really says anything because those people aren't going to lose 

their power if you say anything, and they aren't going to listen to you. Whereas, 

Eastside has a lot more to lose and a lot more to prove. So, you can actually - 

there's more space to call out shit, which means that more shit gets called out, but 

it's smaller shit… And kind of because they've created this space where they are 

really accepting, and they do want feedback… but then it can become sort of… 

why are you attacking these people when we should be going for the people that 

aren't doing anything to better themselves? 

 Clear in this statement is the settler annoyance that Indigenous individuals or 

people of colour may demand more meaningful action than white organizers simply 

engaging in a “philanthropic process of ‘helping’ the at-risk and alleviating suffering” 

(Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 21). Such sentiments suggest that there is a limit to the effort that 

white event planners and hosts will expend to share space and resources with Indigenous 

people and POC. However, the responsibility for this situation is not attributed to white 

settlers for engaging in “settler moves to innocence” (Tuck & Yang, 2012), understood as 

attempts to blur the ways that settlers continue to uphold their claims to Indigenous land 

and life. Rather, blame is placed on the populations demanding proper decolonial action 

through “the repatriation of Indigenous land and life” (ibid, p. 21; emphasis added). This 

is crucial as “[b]lame isn’t a question just of emotion but also of the politics of space… 

Everywhere Canadians are forgiven for a history they continue to stage in the theatres of 

everyday life” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 100).  
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 The continuation of such a history is definitely present in the Eastside of 

Vancouver. Performer X, an Eastside performer and event planner, admitted that they did 

not engage fully in attempting to give space and share meaningful resources with an 

Indigenous performer. As they explain:  

[W]e did have an Indigenous performer booked around the time where all the 

Wet’suwet’en protests were starting. And… I think… the performing 

environment and the rehearsal schedule was quite insensitive to the trauma they 

were going through, and they ended up leaving the show, and I think being quite 

hurt by the experience of being in our show. 

 When analyzing Performer X’s recollection of organizing this event, it is evident 

that Performer X does not seem to have approached the Indigenous performer or asked 

them to discuss what made them uncomfortable to the point of wanting to leave the 

production. They surmise it was related to Wet’suwet’en protests, trauma, and hurtful 

experiences whilst cast to perform in the show. Additionally, Performer X did not attempt 

to ease the discomfort of the performer, rather they allowed the Indigenous individual to 

exit the space. When analyzed through Sara Ahmed’s approach to diversity work, 

Performer X fears “tarnishing something shiny” through difficult conversation regarding 

colonial violence (Ahmed, 2017, p. 147). Performer X and their co-host continued to 

work on the show as it had originally been planned rather than tarnish the image of the 

show, and the event planners themselves as diverse, through admitting wrongdoing and 

working to correct such actions. Rather than carry on with the event, Performer X could 

have made the event a fundraiser for Wet’suwet’en protests or changed the event in a 

meaningful way to give space to Indigenous experiences and voices. Performer X refused 
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to take the time to understand the Indigenous performer’s discomfort; instead, they 

inadvertently framed their reaction as a “threat to the easing of [the] progression” of their 

production, and disregarded an Indigenous person’s problem (ibid, p. 147).  

 The experience of white people not being willing to give up space and resources 

to Indigenous performers and performers of colour is blamed on those demanding 

Indigenous inclusion and support for Indigenous individuals and communities. As 

Thanks Jem shared, they “have a reputation of asking for too much, or wanting more, or 

feeling like [they] deserve to have a back room, or a ride to the club for safety, or [the] 

people who are working know what's going on [with the show]”. In these scenarios, what 

they are asking for is not too much rather, event organizers do not want to provide the 

material conditions for them to flourish. As Thanks Jem is a Two-Spirit person, they face 

intersecting oppressions as they are Indigenous and marked as non-normatively gendered. 

In their own words, “[b]eing a Two-Spirited person who's very hyper-feminized looking, 

even in drag, […] can be […] tumultuous”. Thanks Jem experiences interlocking 

oppressions as they are both Indigenous and hyper-feminine, making them extremely 

vulnerable to colonial violence that attempts to police Indigenous presence and visibility, 

as well as gender freedom and fluidity. While the resources that Thanks Jem requests, 

such as a dressing room and transportation to a gig, would benefit all performers in 

different ways, the fulfillment of such requests would provide Indigenous performers a 

degree of safety and inclusion that has historically been denied to them. Therefore, to 

deny resources and accommodations is perpetrating colonial violence as white LGBT 

community members continue to create “zone[s] of abandonment” that are not 
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emotionally, physically, or psychologically safe for Indigenous people to enter or 

perform (Belcourt, 2020, p. 83). 

2.2  Gendered Metrics of Exclusion 

 Just as racialized violence and exclusion is enacted in the name of securing 

territory for white settlers, gendered violence and exclusionary practices are implemented 

to ensure the continuation of the relationship between whiteness and cis-patriarchal 

homonormativity. One of the biggest divisions between the West End and Eastside drag 

communities is that the Eastside has more Two-Spirit, trans, non-binary and AFAB 

performers. Gender identities present and function in the Eastside drag communities as 

“the expansion of queerness beyond narrowly conceptualized frames that foreground 

sexual identity and sexual acts” (Puar, 2007, p. 10). 

 In this way, the approach to expressions of gender diversity on Davie Street 

directly points to “the solidification of gender binaries in modernity and its imposition on 

differently gendered societies”, as well as “the histories of economic and cultural 

domination of colonialism and neocolonialism and the endless navigation of these power 

networks by colonized peoples” (Puar, 2007, p. 17-18). Racialization heavily impacts 

how an individual can present gender-wise, with Black bodies being equated with 

excessive masculinity and Asian bodies equated with masculine lack (Halberstam, 1998, 

p. 2). Indigenous bodies are both “feminized and queered when put in the care of a white 

heteropatriarchal nation-state” (Finley, 2011, p. 35). Ultimately, only cisgender, white 

bodies are able to correctly embody any gender, as racialized and Indigenous bodies are 

already non-normatively gendered. By considering non-white embodiments of gender, 

gender categorizations are revealed as organizational tactics of an “aspirational structure” 
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that privilege, and imply the primacy of, white performances of gender over all else 

(Dyer, 1997, pp. 151-152). Indeed, because of the colonial “organization and regulation 

of the time, space and movements of our daily lives, our bodies are trained, shaped, and 

impressed with the stamp of prevailing historical forms of selfhood, desire, masculinity, 

femininity” (Bordo, 1997, p. 91). For those that are not white, there are extremely limited 

forms of selfhood, desire, masculinity and femininity that are viewed as acceptable and 

authentic within mainstream drag communities and performances. 

 Although drag performance requires some considerations of gender, the 

“containment of gender transgression” to a stage or performance space reduces drag 

personas and their gender performance to entertaining an audience (Namaste, 2000, p. 

11). For spaces in the West End, the audience is typically comprised of white gay men. 

This relegation of gender performance to the stage results in the implication that “gay 

men do not “perform” their identities: they just are” men (ibid, p. 11). The unwillingness 

to consider how gender is constructed while watching drag performances, reveals an 

“essential paradox of drag within gay male communities: at the precise moment that it 

underlines the constructed nature of gendered performances, drag is contained as a 

performance itself” (Namaste, 2000, p. 13).  

 This is apparent in the West End, as AFAB and queer masculinities have been 

“blatantly ignored”, demonstrated by the fact that very few AFAB performers are booked 

in the West End (ibid, p. 2). In fact, at a renowned Vancouver drag competition in 2019, 

Ziggy shared that one of the main judges “act[ed] like none of this [drag done by AFAB 

performers] has been happening. And has been very like… ‘where have you been?’ … I 

remember, he said that to a couple of different performers and they were like, ‘I just don't 
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perform on the West End. I've been here. I've been around. You just don't see me because 

I'm not at your place’.” Count Cupid noted that in Vancouver, there is “definitely a 

notable power dynamic between kings and things and queens” that results in a “marked 

difference” of who is booked for gigs, with drag queens being the preferred choice by 

many hosts, organizers, and promoters on and around Davie Street.  

AFAB non-binary people (NBs), women, and trans men are regularly left out of show 

bookings in the West End due to their gender expressions in and out of drag. On Davie 

Street, it is standard to have the majority of drag performers at an event put on “fishy” 

performances of female illusion drag and identify as men or AMAB NBs when not 

performing. Lea Ven Detta, a drag queen who has performed mainly on Davie Street, 

explains that fishy, or female illusion, drag means that a performer is “painted female so 

you wouldn't be able to clock them if they walk down the street. So, it's… 'that is a 

woman' kind of drag”. Alternatively, many AFAB NB and women performers choose to 

engage in performances that engender masculinities, either going very masculine with 

drag king performances or playing with elements of feminine and masculine with ‘drag 

thing’ performances. Artemis explained that ‘drag things’, as a term, has emerged 

recently in Vancouver drag communities, providing a nonbinary performance option for 

those that do not want to engage in the male illusion performances of drag kings or the 

female illusion performances of drag queens.  

 Many AFAB performers find much comfort in this new label. As Artemis, a 

queer, AFAB, NB drag thing, says, they “really associated… with it really quickly when 

[they] heard it for the first time”. Toddy, a lesbian, AFAB, NB drag thing, endorsed the 

label, stating that they “[l]ove that word” to describe their drag identity and performance. 
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Christopher Page, a gay drag queen, expressed cautionary excitement over the term 

because the label of ‘drag thing’ is a “big fuck you” to the idea of the gender binary and 

binary performances of drag. Identifying as a drag thing is a way to see “continuities [in 

gender] where others see divisions” through a “desire not to make [gender] categories 

‘safe’ in any way but rescue their liberatory potentials” (Quiroga, 2000, p. 193-194). The 

idea of ‘drag things’ upsets the naturalized gender binary, as it engages in a “different 

way of conducting social dialogue” that is “not so interested in the violence of identity 

but in its negotiation” (Quiroga, 2000, p. 195).  

 As a response to the challenge presented by NB AFAB individuals, many 

audiences at gay drag bars in Vancouver, especially on Davie Street, refuse to allow NB 

AFAB performers to profit from exposing their bodies, or revealing themselves as ‘not-

men’. Contrastingly, gay men who perform female illusion drag are celebrated for similar 

bodily exposure. As Artemis expresses: 

[I]t's a really weird thing because the cis, gay men profit off of… AFAB sexuality 

a lot of the time, … with fake chest plates [that look like breasts] … and then I 

come on stage with the exact same parts and everything and could do the exact 

same routine, and it's completely different, it's received completely different. And 

it's such a weird space to be in, because it's just… why do you hate what I do 

when they did the same thing? It's the same thing! What makes it so different? 

 Artemis, and many other AFAB performers’ experiences of rejection in gay bars 

and venues can be understood as a response to the “threat to the implicit masculine 

dimension of public space” (Namaste, 2000, p. 142). While not women, the presence of 

AFAB performers in drag bars threaten gay men who have carefully negotiated a 
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relationship with femininity that allows them to be viewed as normative. Indeed, 

“[e]lements of femaleness and femininity are highly regulated within gay male consumer 

culture” in personalized and specific ways, as to embrace femininity wholly would be to 

contradict colonial, patriarchal hierarchies of gender (ibid, p. 10). 

 In addition to AFAB NBs being socially excluded from drag scenes due to their 

perceived femininity, certain presentations of AFAB bodies, such as trans masculinities 

or nonbinary embodiments of gender, are often stigmatized heavily within Vancouver’s 

drag spaces. Toddy notes that “a lot of the drag things [in Vancouver], so many of them 

are trans masc” which they find interesting, as they are “someone who is nonbinary but 

doesn't want top surgery6”.  Trans masculine, or ‘trans masc’ people, refers to individuals 

that are AFAB but desire to undergo some form of transition whether that be changing 

their name and/or pronouns, taking hormones, or having top surgery (PFLAG, 2022). For 

Toddy, not wanting top surgery means that they need to be aware of how much of their 

body is visible as AFAB bodies have “different standards than AMAB bodies” and aren’t 

“legally… allowed to show certain things” like their nipples (Toddy). Toddy shared that, 

while they normally tape down their chest for aesthetic purposes, there have been 

instances where potential nudity was an issue. Laws in Canada regarding AFAB nudity 

vary between provinces and territories, however, even in provinces that do allow AFAB 

individuals to expose their chest, there is significant social stigma as many still view this 

baring of skin as a sexual act (Fischtein et al., 2005). The implied sexuality of an exposed 

AFAB chest, refuses settler-colonial requirements for “white, middle-class, respectable 

 
6 Top surgery is a surgery performed on an individual’s chest area. This is undergone as a gender-affirming 
surgery. For AFAB individuals, “this can be a chest reduction or a full removal”; for AMAB individuals “this 
can be an increase in chest size using saline or silicone” (PFLAG, 2022). 
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femininity” that uphold the “national discourse of white settler subjectivity” (Gentile, 

2020, p. 3). As a result, AFAB performers are separated from the white, gay men and 

“good homosexuals” that align with ideal settler subjectivities, as they come to represent 

a “dangerous queer” as their nudity allows them to be read as an “incorrigible pervert” 

who wishes to force themselves on the public (Smith, 1994, p. 64). In this way, AFAB 

individuals “disappear from view”, their bodies and performances are erased through the 

colonial interpellation of homonormative ideals that privilege men’s sexuality and nudity 

and condemn others’ sexuality and nudity as inappropriate and indecent (Namaste, 2000, 

p. 137).  

 It is exactly these inconsistencies and ironies that appear through the presence of 

AFAB NB and women drag performers that engender discomfort and discontent from the 

white, gay, cis-men crowds of Davie Street. They are not interested in “exposing the 

sham” of the supposed naturalization of male and AMAB masculinities (Halberstam, 

1998, p. 4). When considering her drag king performances on Davie Street, Performer X 

informed me that if she could, she would have made her performances more “accessible” 

to the West End crowd. Elaborating, she says that she did not think that people were there 

to “examine gender as a construct” or go “that deep” with considerations of gender. 

Rather, she thinks that if she had “grab[ed her] crotch more and [drank] a beer on stage… 

people would [have] probably really like[d] that”.  

 It is unsurprising that drag king performances on the West End do not go over 

well with an audience of predominantly white, gay men as, they negotiate social 

acceptance by taking up “mainstream definitions of male masculinity [presented] as 

nonperformative” (Halberstam, 1998, p. 234). The unwillingness to consider how gender 
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is constructed while watching drag performances, reveals an “essential paradox of drag 

within gay male communities: at the precise moment that it underlines the constructed 

nature of gendered performances, drag is contained as a performance itself” (Namaste, 

2000, p. 13). Further, Performer X is white, which means that he is taking on a hard task 

in attempting to perform white masculinity. This is difficult undertaking because “current 

representations of masculinity in white men unfailingly depend on a relatively stable 

notion of the realness and the naturalness of both the male body and its signifying 

effects” (ibid, p. 234). As a result, when drag kings and drag things take to the stage, 

white masculinity is revealed as a “power-laden aren[a] of contested knowledge”, 

threatening white men and their elevated social and political status (Morgensen, 2012, p. 

5) 

 For this reason, non-white performers have an easier time performing 

masculinities to an audience of white men, as “[m]asculinities of color… have already 

been rendered visible and theatrical in their various relations to dominant white 

masculinities” (Halberstam, 1998, p. 235). White drag kings and drag things who perform 

masculine presentations upset masculinity’s naturalization by revealing the construction 

of “essentialized white purity” (Muñoz, 1999, p. 109) and such an unsettling of 

masculinity is rarely rewarded.  

 AFAB performers do not get tipped to the same degree at shows in the West End. 

In addition, audience members and patrons behave rudely towards them concerning their 

gender in and out of drag. As Artemis explains: an “AFAB performer will come on and 

pull out a full choreographed dance routine with a reveal and will be just… living their 

best life and we'll get nothing. Or they'll get ten dollars. And it's - and you can tell it's 
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almost like people do it - feels really [pitiful], almost… people are doing it like, 'oh I'm 

going to give this to you because you're up in my face and but not because I want to give 

it to you’”. Toddy had similar sentiments, sharing that AFAB performers “have to work 

10 times harder” than AMAB performers, as they have to prove that their “existence has 

a place in this community” while not being able to “lean on the same tropes” of 

performing as drag queens. This is due to the fact that drag is “embedded in histories and 

power relations (Newton, 1996, p. 166) that have created “very different notions of 

gender performance for male and female embodiment” (Halberstam, 1998, p. 236). 

 Although AFAB performers must prove that they belong in gay men’s venues and 

events, racial hierarchies create privileges for white members within gay and queer 

communities, over Indigenous and POC AFAB performers. Artemis emphasizes this, 

saying, “even if you're a white [AFAB person], you end up being… tokenized in that way 

because you're still a minority in this scene”. However, they do make a distinction about 

the term minority, saying that when “referring to… white, AFAB people, I don't really 

like to use the word ‘minority’, even though we are minority, because I just -  we still 

have a lot of privilege over certain groups”.   

 Indeed, white AFAB performers have certain privileges over racialized AFAB 

performers, as non-white AFAB folks are more heavily tokenized by white, AMAB drag 

event hosts and organizers. As Count Cupid shared, they were the “only AFAB performer 

[at a show they performed on Davie] … It was the same for [them] last time [they were] 

there as well”. Count Cupid is not the only racialized AFAB performer that has 

experienced this. Artemis shared that they believe there is a type of streamlining of 

diversity occurring in the West End where “what's been happening a lot recently, 
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actually, is there's a performer who is POC and AFAB and they've been getting booked 

like crazy the last little while [for]… these cis gay man shows. And I think it's because 

they've [the hosts and organizers in the West End] realized that they can tokenize them 

[the AFAB, POC performer] in two ways. They can be like, ‘oh, we have an AFAB 

performer and a POC performer, that's great...  that's like we hit two birds with one 

stone’.” 

 While AFAB NB performers must prove they belong in gay drag venues and 

event lineups, cisgender women are cast as incompatible with drag. Count Cupid 

expressed that before they realized they were trans-masculine, they had ambivalently 

accepted being cis-gender and believed that they could “never do drag” with that gender 

identification. Performer X, a cisgender woman out of drag, shared that they “actually 

can’t think of anyone else that [they] remember performing with who identified as a 

cisgender… woman” in any Vancouver drag scene. Drag can be seen yet again as framed 

as incompatible with women, as Fran Scene, describing a situation they witnessed, 

recalled: 

I've had one of my drag children, she's a cis-female and she's of mixed race and 

she would perform at my shows and she's stunning in drag, like stunning. She's 

giving you the makeup, the looks, … the lip sync, everything. And I remember 

people would come up to her afterwards - not a lot of people, but one or two is too 

many. And they would come to her and just be like, 'oh, once I realized that you 

were a woman, I got bored'…And then someone would be like, 'oh, once I 

realized that you were a woman, I was like, oh, you're not a drag queen. You're 

just a woman who likes drag'. 
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Womanhood and drag performance in these narratives are cast as antithetical to each 

other. Considering how gendered socialization impacts AFAB people is necessary to 

understanding this phenomenon. For those socialized as girls in their adolescence, 

performing drag seems an impossibility as proper womanhood is centered around 

“restraint, punishment, and repression” of gendered performance (Halberstam, 1998, p. 

6). One of the main lessons taught to girls is how they should “restrict themselves 

through restricting how they use their bodies” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 25). While AFAB 

individuals have not always been girl- or woman-identified, their public performances of 

different forms of masculinities work “not to destabilize gender categories as such, but 

rather to destabilize male monopolies” on masculinity and excessive, public gender 

performance (Newton, 1996, p. 165-166). As the uncritical taking up white masculinity 

creates fears of “the flooding, invading character of women, the masses and racial 

inferiors”, and requires forms of violence to quell such fears (Dyer, 1997, p. 153), drag 

kings and drag things challenge this destructive and violent form of masculinity through 

their purposeful failure to perform femininity. 

Despite their privilege, in relation to drag kings and things, drag queens on Davie 

Street are also critiqued for their gender performance. Often, this gender policing presents 

in the drag queen’s choice of heel size. While seemingly trivial, the insistence of high 

heels implies that one must take on specific feminine symbols to ‘pass’ as a drag queen, 

echoing Simone de Beauvoir’s oft quoted assertion that “[o]ne is not born, but rather 

becomes, woman” through garb and dress (Beauvoir, 2009, p. 330). Both Luther and Fran 

Scene respectively reported getting comments about their shoes, always from audience 

members who “never ha[ve and] never will” do drag but who supposedly “know how it's 
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supposed to look” more than the queens themselves. As Davie Street drag audiences and 

communities are accustomed to ‘fishy’, or female illusion drag, drag becomes less of a 

performance of feminine failure or excess, and more about passing as a woman. The 

audience incorrectly assumes that drag functions as an art form in which there is a “self 

that masquerades as another kind of self”, with the intention of always “successfully” 

achieving this masquerade, becoming legible as a woman (Halberstam, 1998, p. 21). It is 

clear that West End audiences prefer those that adorn themselves with signifiers of 

femininity and ‘true’ womanhood.  

As a transgender man, T Pot’s experiences prove such expectations. T Pot was 

excluded from the West End when he began drag, but slowly gained acceptance as his 

gender performance in drag changed. Like AFAB NB and women, trans men are not 

welcomed with open arms in the West End, as they do not “slide seamlessly into 

manhood”, engendering discomfort from cisgender men due to the ambiguity of their 

gender, either during transition periods or as a performative choice, that reveals the 

constructed nature of masculinity and manhood (Halberstam, 1998, p. 154). In the West 

End, this legacy is apparent as T Pot was the first trans man to be employed at two of the 

largest establishments on Davie Street. He “transitioned very, very young”, and got 

keyhole top surgery, which he explains did not give him the chest “scars that a lot of the 

other [trans] guys have”. In fact, it was not until he gained more notoriety within the drag 

scene that T Pot decided to come out. This allowed him to pass through spaces designated 

for gay men without being clocked as trans, as his difference is “unmarked and 

unremarkable” (Ahmed, 2004, p. 122).  
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In spite of being gay-identified, T Pot found that “[i]n order to be gay”, and 

publicly accepted as such, “entire ranges of social attitudes and the construction of 

particular cultures, subcultures, and social relations [were] first necessary” (Padgug, 

1989, p. 60). While able to physically pass as a man on Davie Street, T Pot was unable to 

“become” one of the community fully as he cannot access the same privilege and 

resources  available to white, gay, cisgender men (Halberstam, 1998, p. 21). T Pot 

belabors his class status as a reason for exclusion from homonormative gay communities 

to the point that he admitted:  

I would consider my hairstyle, I would want to make it more feminine or more 

gay so I wouldn't get comments and everything because I don't dress like that and 

I don't have the money to keep up or anything. And I just kind of make do as I go. 

And I often get called the stuffy, stuffy, crusty old man… I hang out with a lot of 

cis, gay [conventionally attractive men], unfortunately… and I just don't have the 

same day to day as they do… I don't have that cute assistant manager job. And 

even if I tried, I couldn't get it. I literally spend more money probably on printing 

out resumes to hand out and running out minutes on my phone than I do - than I 

did in running [shows] each month, for the longest time. 

 T Pot’s personal experience connects to a trans history of labour marginalization 

that results in impoverishment for those unable to pass and more assimilated individuals 

(Irving, 2008, p. 39). T Pot’s inability to get work and financial resources acts “as a 

barrier to the full realization of [his] sex/gender identities”, as others look for “embodied 

expressions” of such identities to prove their authenticity (ibid, p. 39). Due to his class 

status, T Pot’s identification with white, gay manhood must be understood as 
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“simultaneously identifying with and rejecting a dominant form” of embodied gender 

(Muñoz, 1999, p. 108). As displayed through T Pot’s ability to conform to certain 

masculine ideals, while not trying to ‘keep up’ with other, more expensive and time-

consuming, ideals, “passing can be a third modality where a dominant structure is co-

opted, worked on and against” (Muñoz, 1999, p. 108).   

 For the same reasons that T Pot was ultimately accepted by the West End, he lost 

acceptance and support from the Eastside drag community. As Maiden China explains, 

Vancouver’s Eastside drag community is not interested in “presenting 

traditional…presentations of gender”. Lea Ven Detta agrees, stating that they need to get 

into “freaky” drag to be accepted at Eastside events and performances. For T Pot, 

however, this manifested as transphobia, as younger members of the East side community 

targeted him for his ability to pass as a cisgender man who performs fishy drag.  

 Describing the evolution of his drag, T Pot shares: “… before I was [T Pot], the 

trans F to M drag performer, I was just [T Pot] drag thing or whatever, because I had 

more of a club kid-y, … clown aesthetic when I started and then I kind of weaved into the 

more female illusion” drag. T Pot claims that the shift to female illusion drag “helped 

[him] tremendously” to fit in to the Davie Street community and to get bookings. While 

granting T Pot further access to resources and opportunities to perform, many NB people 

who had been following T Pot on social media took this as a betrayal of queer 

subjectivities and communities. These younger individuals accused T Pot of upholding 

the gender binary, directing their anger at white, cis-hetero-patriarchy towards T Pot, as 

they had issues with the “traditional kind of female illusion drag” and those that 

performed it. T Pot, however, said that it went beyond critiquing just gender performance 
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in drag, adding “it was like, you know, if I identified as a solid gender, I wasn't trans 

enough for people and that made me a traitor”.  

 This reaction from others can be explained as the possibility of passing as a binary 

gender makes all individuals who cannot, or do not want to, pass be “read as the cause of 

an injury” to normative subjects and mainstream society (Ahmed, 2004, p. 122). As T Pot 

moved towards masculine gender performance that aligned with hegemonic and 

normative ideals of white masculinity, his young NB and trans followers lost their co-

identification, their “fellow feeling” with T Pot, denying any ability to express love to T 

Pot through self-identification (Ahmed, 2004, p. 130). Since these queer and nonbinary 

youth could no longer identify with T Pot and his gender, he became undeserving of their 

admiration. Although many would consider NB and trans communities to be closely 

aligned, the potential ability of trans people to pass within, and into, hetero- and 

homonormative societies, can act as a powerful wedge between them. NBs can 

experience “anxiety and fear” that their trans peers will abandon lateral alliances to align 

with dominant forces, to gain resources and social standing. This fear allows for the 

“effect of borders” between NB and trans communities (Ahmed, 2004, p. 132). 

 What is revealed through T Pot’s dismissal from Eastside drag communities and 

spaces is the ways in which gender divisions, and one’s ability to embody normative 

gender identities, has caused extreme damage to trans and NB communities over time. 

The histories of discrimination and policing from the West End have caused trans and NB 

youths in the Eastside to “become more cautious” about those that seem dangerous 

(Ahmed, 2017, p. 24). As Lea Ven Detta explains, when she goes to events in the 

Eastside, some people are cautious of her. This is because “it's like an outsider coming 
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into their space so they no longer consider it a safe space. It's like a new person is coming 

in” (Lea Ven Detta). Whether the young individuals that were harassing T Pot came to 

their conclusions through their own experiences or what they have learned from others, 

their apparent hatred towards T Pot can be better read as their “[anxiety] about the 

potential to be broken” by the gendered systems with which they (correctly or 

incorrectly) believe T Pot aligns (ibid, p. 24).  

2.3 Sexual Violence and Demands for Sexuality 

 While violence is enacted against nonnormatively gendered individuals, through 

exclusion from spaces and resources on the West End, others are policed through sexual 

violence and provided compensation, social or financial, as an impetus to allow such 

behaviours to continue. Gay spaces, especially drag scenes, are an important part of a 

“geography of anxiety” regarding sexual advances between gay men (Belcourt, 2020, p. 

76). As Ziggy notes about the dating scene on Davie, “[t]here's kind of a hunter … vibe”. 

In this way, “[t]he queer citizen-subject labors to live in a present that is calibrated… to 

sacrifice [their] liveness” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 49).  

 This sexual violence takes on different connotations for drag performers. As 

explained by Luther, “when you're a drag persona, people think you're larger than life. 

And so certain … social expectations aren’t really followed with drag queens, and … 

vice versa … So, people [in drag venues] feel like they can say - and in some cases, like, 

do whatever to you”. As drag performers occupy an imagined subjectivity that is different 

than those around them, violent behaviours may be exhibited towards them, or by them 

towards others, as a way to assert power and control over the environment. 
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 For Fran Scene, sexual violence served as the cost for admission to the 

mainstream, West End drag scene. As they recall,  

I had never been offered an opportunity [to perform drag] before… And she [a 

major host] would come up to me and she would say 'oh, I'd love it if you… did 

my show one time'. And I'd be like, ‘that's amazing'. And then she would 

immediately … push me up against the wall and … try to kiss me and, you know, 

swat at my lower areas and stuff like that, and I'd be pushing her hands away and 

moving my face … I just remember … not wanting to upset this person for some 

reason, you know? 

 For Fran Scene, the opportunity to perform was presented as a transaction. She 

owed the person offering her performance space something in return for realizing her 

potential, when seemingly no one else did. Extremely important here is the “discovering 

power” attributed to the host that Fran Scene was dealing with, that allowed for them to 

have a “monopoly over” Fran Scene’s “transactions” in the West End drag community 

(Wolfe, 2006, p. 391). An incredibly colonial mindset, the host exerted power over Fran 

Scene due to the belief that since the host ‘found’ Fran Scene, they had control over her. 

 Considering violence from a different direction, drag performers are often 

assaulted by the audience. As Xanax relayed to me about one of their experiences: 

I was performing in a group number, on a stage, in a crowded bar, and it was my 

part of the song. And I was on the ground doing some tricks and stuff, and I had 

this person come up to me and straddle me while we were performing. And I’m 

like, it’s not even just like me walking around and interacting with people, like I 

was literally in the middle of a performance and I got straddled. She didn’t even 
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have money in her hand! [voice emphatic] And I was like ‘mama, why are you 

here? What are you doing?’  

 Visible in this statement is Xanax’s acceptance of settler-colonial practice 

whereby those with access to financial resources can “affix a price tag to anything… to 

strip it of its treacherous affectivity” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 106). Although the offending 

party did not have money in their hands, the above statement reveals that the sexual 

harassment experienced by Xanax would have seemed less severe to them had they been 

compensated for their discomfort. As Xanax clarified “You don’t touch things that aren’t 

yours, and unless you pay for it, it’s not yours”. Following colonial mindsets regarding 

sovereignty and ownership, “the right to buy always supersede[s] the… right not to sell” 

(Rosenthal, 1985, p. 36). Important to note is that the buyer is the one that sets the price 

of interaction. By allowing the individual committing harm to choose the price of 

reparations for the performer, “care is withheld or obliterated in an existential way, 

stripping some of sovereignty” of the individual for the pleasure of the (possibly) 

moneyed consumer (Belcourt, 2020, p. 84).  

 In this chapter, I analyzed how the drag communities within the West End and 

Eastside of Vancouver uphold and continue the Canadian settler-colonial project, through 

exclusionary practices that place a precedence on whiteness and binary considerations of 

gender and sexuality. By engaging with and taking up neoliberal ideals of “individualism 

and the rational, liberal humanist subject” (Puar, 2007, p. 22), drag communities across 

Vancouver exclude performers on the bases of colonially imposed expectations regarding 

race, gender, and sexuality. While Vancouver’s Eastside provides more space for 

Indigenous, racialized, nonnormatively gendered, and AFAB performers, performance 
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space is still mediated through homonormative demands for specific alignments of 

gender and sexuality intersect with settler logics of elimination, specifically the 

naturalizing of settler entitlement to drag spaces. 

 Despite these critiques of the Vancouver’s drag communities, “[i]t is important to 

remember that a critique of our homosexual present is not an attack on what many people 

routinely name as lesbian or gay” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 29) but, rather, a necessary 

intervention to challenge homonationalism and settler colonial logics that reproduce 

themselves through the social and financial exclusion of racial, gendered, and sexual 

others. This chapter has considered how homonormative and settler-colonial discourses 

and practices work to privilege white performers and encroach on Indigenous drag artists, 

performers of colour, as well as those who are trans and NB. This tracing opens 

opportunities to analyze and resist settler-colonial demands to monopoly over space.  

Keeping this in mind, resistance against these violent governing systems can be 

considered more aptly.  
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Chapter 3 

Serving Looks, Serving Resistance, Serving Each Other: Decolonial 

efforts and queer worldmaking within Vancouver’s drag communities 

 The Eastside and West End drag communities in Vancouver are shaped by 

homonationalism and settler-colonialism. As I demonstrated in chapter two, those who 

cannot perform the intersecting demands of whiteness, homonationalism and settler-

colonialism are marginalized within these drag communities while others are excluded 

from them. Nonetheless, drag communities and venues also provide fertile grounds for 

grassroots efforts to challenge and, in some cases, reject the gender, sexual and racially 

based hierarchal demands made by settler colonialism fully. In other words, drag 

performances as a form of queer cultural production enable individuals to express 

themselves beyond existing frames of governance. As queer of colour theorist José 

Esteban Muñoz explains, drag as queer cultural performance is “both an 

acknowledgement of the lack that is endemic to any heteronormative rendering of the 

world and a building, a ‘world making,’ in the face of that lack” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 118). 

“World making” is a crucial aspect of drag in Vancouver and presents opportunities to 

destabilize homonationalism and the naturalized claims settlers have to stage and perform 

in drag performances, as well as to occupy other gay and queer public spaces. 

Throughout this chapter, I aim to trace decolonial and queer world making efforts within 

Vancouver’s drag scenes. I pay special attention to how decolonial and queer world 

making efforts destabilize settler-colonial logics, white supremacy and homonationalism. 

My goal is to provide evidence that shows hope and alternative ways of living that 

challenge homonationalist settler colonialism. This is accomplished through highlighting 
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how drag performers, event hosts and organizers work together to build equitable spaces 

informed by values of creativity, sharing, and mutual support. These considerations are 

pertinent to understanding what further steps must be taken to continue to unsettle the 

structures and prominent discourses that perpetuate settler-colonial violence.  

 It is important to emphasize that there are, indeed, “queer complicities in settler 

colonialism”, as queerness is “part of a racially white-centred and white-dominated 

politics”, that has historically allowed for the “imprisonment of Indigenous activists, 

continued land theft, and irreversible ecological and cultural destruction of Indigenous 

territories” (Dhoot, 2015, pp. 50-51). I engage with queer of colour critique, especially 

drawing from José Muñoz, to consider queer futurities that do not center whiteness and 

challenge homonormative discourses and settler-colonial ideals rooted in white 

supremacy. I will be thinking alongside of Two-Spirit and queer Indigenous theorists, 

such as Qwo-Li Driskill and Billy Ray Belcourt, in attempts to avoid assuming queer 

theory and politics to be inherently decolonial. In addition, Two-Spirit and Indigenous 

scholars enable me to find openings to destabilize Canada’s settler colonial regime within 

Vancouver’s drag scenes and communities through considering the decolonial actions for 

which Indigenous thinkers and communities are demanding. My considerations will 

primarily focus on the “aesthetic and political practices that need to be seen as necessary 

modes of stepping out of this place and time to something fuller, vaster, more sensual, 

and brighter” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 189). I argue that opportunities to unsettle colonially 

imposed hierarchies and claims to performance territories are created through drag 

performances and spaces that allow performers to step outside of normative and colonial 

considerations of gender and dress, provide the potential to form communities, and 
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provide a platform for resistance. While research has been conducted into the ways some 

of these events ‘pop-up’ (Stillwagon & Ghaziani, 2019; Ghaziani & Stillwagon, 2018), I 

want to pay special attention to the ways in which colonialism can be ‘torn-down’ 

through decolonial and queer love, negative sentiments and passive resistance. 

 Passive resistance can be described as resistance efforts that “opt[] out of certain 

systems built around a dialectic between colonizer and colonized” (Halberstam, 2011, p. 

131). It is a “shadow archive of resistance, one that does not speak in the language of 

action and momentum but instead articulates itself in terms of evacuation, refusal, 

passivity, unbecoming, unbeing” (Halberstam, 2011, p. 129). Passive resistance, as 

“refusal or escape” from oppressive structures, “resonates with many patterns of 

minoritarian resistance” and enables “a certain mode of exodus, which is political action 

that does not automatically vector into a fixed counterdiscourse of resistance” (Muñoz, 

2009, p. 177).  

3.1 Challenging Normative and Colonial Standards of Gender and Dress 

 As drag requires that artists create an artistic persona, drag uniquely allows for the 

possibility to create and perform refusals of normative expectations of gender, race, and 

sexuality. Indeed, many performers have found that drag scenes and communities 

“helped [their] proto-queer self, the queer child in [them], imagine a stage, both temporal 

and physical, where [they] could be [them]self or, more nearly, imagine a self that was in 

process, a self that has always been in the process of becoming” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 100). 

Rather than accept colonially imposed hierarchies of race, gender and sexuality, drag 

provides a space to resist and reject subjectivities that align with heteronormative and 

homonormative ideals. As Toddy, a nonbinary drag performer, stated: “it's a mistake to 
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think that everything about queer culture is for gay men, whereas sometimes we're not 

doing it for them and we're not doing it for their benefit or even necessarily their 

comfort”. As Toddy importantly notes, embodying queerness requires a rejection of 

gendered norms, that many gay men uncritically accept. Rather than assimilate to raced, 

gendered and sexualized expectations becoming contained and legible to mainstream 

society, drag can queer performances on the stage and performativity of race, gender, and 

sexuality off stage. Drag can be a conduit to imagining other ways of living. It can be, 

what Indigenous scholar Billy Ray Belcourt (2020) so eloquently phrased in another 

context, “something with which to make a mess worth looking at, worth showing to 

others” (p. 23). 

 Recently, there has been a push to elevate considerations of the messiness of non-

normative gender identifications and expressions (Debney, 2021; Rodomar, 20227). This 

mess can be understood as identificatory processes that refuse to remain discrete and 

legible to settler-colonial and homonational categories of race, gender, and sexuality that 

privilege whiteness and middle-class aesthetics. We  “are made into subject[s] through 

processes of imprint upon bodies” that use specific ways of being to confer identity 

(Green & Bey, 2017, p. 443). However, these identities are revealed as “scripts” for 

normative belonging and acceptance, as individuals who “embody evidence” of inchoate 

identities challenge demands for discrete identities and performances of self (Green & 

Bey, 2017, p. 443). When challenged such scripts are revealed as “incapable of 

articulating the fullness” of human experience and do not account for those messy 

 
7 Within my own graduate program, two students with whom I was in a writing group addressed the need 
to challenge trans scholarship and politics with the lived reality of contradictions and negative/positive 
affects of being trans, and the purposeful unintelligibility of nonbinary subjectivities. 
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individuals “who endure, challenge, reinforce, despise, love, and sometimes encourage 

the naming” of themselves and their peers (ibid, p. 443). 

 ‘Unpolished drag’ represents one way that this mess is accomplished in drag 

scenes. Popularized on RuPaul’s Drag Race, the term ‘polished drag’ refers to drag 

aesthetics that hide the production of self and gender, thereby naturalizing gendered 

aesthetics. The process of becoming a polished drag performer “eliminates the signs of 

itself: to polish is to remove traces of polish” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 53). Polished drag is 

expected from mainstream audiences (McHarge, 2021), because it allows for the 

consumption of drag that simplifies gender, as it naturalizes certain aesthetics, such as 

bodily curves, specific makeup practices and hair placement as inherent to specific 

gendered performances. Gender is produced as a simple product – one that is determined 

and predictable through the process of naturalization. The reduction of gender to 

simplified aesthetics cannot be understood outside of settler-colonial gendered, 

sexualized and racialized norms. Such an imposition must be understood as an example 

of the ways that settler logics of white homonationalism and Indigenous elimination is 

reproduced within Vancouver’s drag scenes. As explained by Belcourt: 

Simplicity is a mode of being in the world available to those enmeshed in white 

structures of feeling. Simplicity is an affect that motors the cultural imaginary of 

whiteness, an interpretive strategy. Simplicity hides a flurry of forms of social and 

political violence that rip the lives of the marginalized from the freedom of a good 

life, from a life emptied of historically contingent turmoil. (2020, p. 144) 

 Complicating gender through particular drag performances has the potential to 

challenge structures of whiteness, such as homonationalism and settler-colonial logics, 
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that demand the legible and binary gender identities. Colonial categorizations require that 

individuals and their behaviours are not “expressed as particular desires but, rather, as 

discrete identities” that are made legible through their performance (Valentine, 2003, p. 

123). Indeed, gendered performances “which fail to make sense” in relation to the “basic 

logic of binary gender are rendered unintelligible” (ibid, p. 123-124). As demonstrated in 

chapter two, embodying this complication often renders performers precarious; 

nevertheless it also provides a location for unsettling whiteness and colonial categories of 

gendered performance through the “celebration of an aesthetics of amateurism” (Muñoz, 

2009, p. 106). Less polished drag allows for viewing the creation of one’s drag persona 

and reveals some of the ways that the performer is becoming their character. Indeed, the 

“performances of amateurism… signal a refusal of mastery and an insistence on process 

and becoming” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 106).  

 Amateur drag costs less to perform, thereby, allowing more people to participate. 

As Christopher Page explains, acquiring all the necessary makeup, costuming, wigs, and 

other adornments to fit the requirements for polished drag “can be fairly expensive”. In 

fact, Christopher Page admits that they “save[d] money on hair” at the beginning of their 

career by not wearing a wig, a crucial aspect to polished drag, refusing to allow that to be 

a deterrent to their performing.  

 While performers in the Davie Street drag community “want to be… more 

polished” (Fran Scene), the Eastside drag community has many openings for the 

aesthetics of amateurism. Fran Scene explains that East End aesthetics are: 

More kind of anything […] goes, you know, in a good – or in the best way 

possible. Whether it's music, song choices, looks […] and there are people that 
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are definitely … taking things seriously over there and out there, and it's also … 

all about having a good time as well.  

Elaborating on Fran Scene’s point, Lea Ven Detta shared that: 

I find that a lot of the seasoned performers in the East Side know who they are as 

their characters, and they're less judgmental towards it because they're just […] 

more open minded. I'm going to use the term ‘freakier’, free minded, but I mean 

that in the best way possible… East End drag is a little bit more exciting on the 

eyes. You might not feel what they're performing one hundred percent of the time, 

but I can always go to an East Side show and be wowed by the looks that they do. 

 The ‘wowing’ embodiment of gendered aesthetics in East Side drag performances 

is not limited to the stage or event space, as inspiring and exciting performances “do not 

disappear but instead linger in our memory, haunt our present, and illuminate our future” 

(Muñoz, 2009, p. 104). Viewing drag performances that fragment gender and move 

beyond the imperative to perform binary genders in specific manners, as seen in the 

performances of drag things, can translate to how one understands their own gender. Fran 

Scene realized she is nonbinary outside of drag through viewing and appreciating a 

nonbinary drag thing performer. She shared: 

I would say there was a time in my life before [this nonbinary drag performer] 

and a time in my life after [this nonbinary drag performer] … when I did [a large 

drag competition in Vancouver] and [they were] in it. That was the first time I had 

ever heard the term nonbinary, and anything like that. So, before that, you know, 

when I was growing up, I just knew I was different… and knew that I was weird 

or whatever, that something was off. And then the closest thing, the closest 
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language I had to describe it was like, 'oh, I'm gay'… and as my time has gone on 

and I've learned more and stuff … I haven't had great success as a [making voice 

deeper] "gay man" in my life either. And so that's why it's like […] when I first 

started drag, it just seemed like it was always drag queens and drag kings. And 

then post [that nonbinary drag performer], it was like drag things was a thing as 

well.  

 Fran Scene’s admission reveals the ways in which settler-colonialism polices 

boundaries around gender and sexuality, but also the power of witnessing gender 

difference. Fran Scene’s initial understanding of their difference through sexuality 

reveals the colonially imposed systems of categorization, as “[c]olonialism disciplines 

both Native people and non-Native people through sexuality” (Finley, 2011, p. 34). It is 

important to note the way that Fran Scene’s gender identity is impacted by encountering a 

nonbinary individual. This nonbinary performer revealed to Fran Scene a way of being 

that was “more queer-oriented” than had been previously presented to her, allowing her 

to reconsider her understanding of herself, and alternative ways of being in queer 

community. The difference Fran Scene recognized in herself as she was growing up, 

what she labelled at the time as being ‘gay’, provides an opening for decolonial and queer 

world-making endeavors. When Fran Scene was growing up, being gay was less accepted 

by mainstream society as it is today and those that claimed such an identity had few legal 

protections from violence. To admit same-sex desire in the recent past “had everything to 

do with a refusal of the world-as-it-was” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 29).  

 Due to the primacy of whiteness as an identificatory category (Ahmed, 2017; 

Puar, 2007) and movement of gay politics towards rights-based identity politics, 
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however, such a label lost its revolutionary potential as feelings of difference were co-

opted and streamlined into diversity politics. As elaborated on in the proceeding chapters, 

specific identities related to (homo)sexual difference have been absorbed into normative 

communities and understandings of neoliberal personhood, agreeing to “hegemonic 

bargains” (Chen, 1999) that aligned them with the ascendancy of whiteness and cis 

heteronormativity.  

 However, in Vancouver drag communities, many who were interpellated by the 

benefits of claiming a normative identity are becoming disillusioned by the deal they cut.  

Xanax’s experience with coming out exemplifies this. Xanax shared: “I came out as gay 

when I was fifteen, or bisexual, as we all do, and then slowly moved into the easement of 

the straights and let them have it, as we do”. Here, Xanax’s words take on a double 

entendre. Claiming a bisexual identity created an ‘easement’ for heteronormative society, 

as “erotic desires which fall outside the trinary of heterosexuality, homosexuality 

(either/or) and bisexuality (both/and), or which fail to make sense in terms of their basic 

logic of binary gender are rendered unintelligible” under colonial systems of 

categorization (Valentine, 2003, p. 123-124). However, Xanax’s early admission of 

sexual difference within binary terms also provided them an easement, in the legal sense, 

to heteronormative space. By presenting themselves as within the approved trinary of 

sexuality, Xanax conformed enough to homonormative ideals to be given access to space. 

Because they are Métis, this allowance for Xanax to use space is important to consider, as 

their brief alignment with settler-colonial sexuality provided them an opportunity to step 

into spaces and unsettle colonial scripts of homonationalism and white ascendancy. 

Ultimately, identifications of difference that are attributed to sexuality provide the 
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potential for decolonial reclamation of gender and sexuality through the hopeful 

deconstruction of colonial gender and sexual binaries.  

 Part of the decolonial process is understanding how these binaries operate to 

refute their operations. Performer X, a cisgender woman outside of drag, had important 

considerations about colonial expectations of sexuality disclosure and sexual minority 

self-identification narratives, outlining the demand for discrete and choate sexual 

identities for the conferral of social capital and rights: 

I lived a lot of my life as a straight person, and I actually do kind of see my 

sexuality as something that was once straight and then actually changed. Rather 

than being in the closet for a long time. […] I sort of came out as bisexual as a – 

when I was 27, or 26. So not that long ago, and pretty late in life. And, yeah, just 

that kind of narrative around being repressed or being in the closet and then 

finally coming out just didn’t really resonate with me which is interesting. And 

it’s also something that I don’t express to a lot of people. Because I feel that idea 

of ‘well I was straight and then I kind of became not straight’ you know, while 

it’s true to my experience can be kind of a damaging narrative to really go on and 

on about, overall… Because queer people have faced so much oppression for so 

long, so many of us had to use the fact that we were this way since we were born, 

there’s nothing we can do about it, as a way to fight for our humanity. 

 As Performer X astutely relays, acceptable gay identities are achieved through 

their consistency and immutable qualities. However, attempting to appeal to the Canadian 

state for rights in this method requires individuals to explain their difference solely 

through sexuality. This is revealed in other interviews with participants who identify as 
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cis men outside of drag. Lea Ven Detta and Christopher Page, for example, made sure to 

include that they were gay men when I inquired about their gender. They have come to 

understand, or at least explain, their difference not as an expression of their gender, but 

connected to their (homo)sexuality. As they cannot fulfill demands for “socially 

prescribed straightness” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 121), they attempt to make themselves legible 

through identifications that have been enfranchised by the state, whose “roots [are] 

respectively in yet another binary: that of sexuality and gender” (Valentine, 2003, p. 

125). 

 Settler resistance to these logics is necessary for decolonial efforts. It is crucial 

that settlers take up the work of dismantling colonial categorizations of gender and 

sexuality because while settlers “may feel bad, stressed, and repressed by self-

disciplining logics of normalizing sexuality, … Native people are systematically targeted 

for death and erasure by these same discourses” (Finley, 2011, p. 34). As Thanks Jem 

explains regarding their experience regarding their gender and performance outside of 

drag: 

I identify as Two-Spirit. But all the other pronouns and stuff - I don't - I didn't - I 

don't really care because I grew up with every pronoun being thrown at me, so, I 

don't know. It's cool to see that we're able to be beyond what it used to be. And 

that's cool, but I'm like, whatever. Try getting bullied for it for a long time. 

 Thanks Jem, while proudly Two-Spirit, does not engage fully with dialogue 

surrounding colonial categories of gender and sexuality, due to being violently targeted 

by these systems throughout their life. Since the “logics governing Native bodies are the 

same logics governing non-Native people” (Finley, 2011, p. 34), settlers must use their 
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privilege within these systems to upset the naturalization of gender and sexuality that has 

been imposed through colonization. This is a crucial step to holding the settler society 

accountable, beginning with themselves, for the present-day continuation of white 

supremacy and colonial violence. These efforts are present in Vancouver drag scenes, as 

Fran Scene elaborates:  

And so, as time has gone on from 2015 onward […] one thing I love about 

Vancouver is it seemed for a little while there every other month, it was some 

performer was announcing, 'hey, just so you know, I identify this way now and 

these are my pronouns' and everyone is feeling comfortable to be themselves and 

whatnot. So, I feel as though, as opposed to say, five, six years ago, it’s definitely 

changed to where […] people don’t just identify as kings and queens anymore. 

It’s like they’re […] performers and […] sort of more drag artists. 

 Further than just taking up different gender identities (i.e. they “don’t just identify 

as kings and queens anymore”), drag communities within Vancouver provide the space 

for comfortable exploration of such difference. Witnessing gender difference, not as a 

stigmatizing and marginalizing experience, but as something that brings people joy and 

community encourages others to (re)consider their relationship to gender and other 

colonially imposed, and naturalized, binaries. Indeed, many drag performers who have 

begun to refuse binary gender categories also grapple with the colonial co-constitution of 

gender and sexuality. As Count Cupid shared: 

I had to understand the construction and the presence of major binary gender roles 

to destroy them. But learning about them from an objective outside perspective 

and one that isn't marred by social, cultural things like religion and colonialism.  
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 Many participants, who identify as outside the gender binary, explained that they 

see gender and sexuality as interconnected governing relations. This is crucial for 

decolonial efforts as only a “[p]urposeful deconstruction of the logics of power rather 

than an explosion in identity politics… will help end colonial domination for Native 

peoples” (Finley, 2011, p. 34). This purposeful deconstruction is evident in the ways that 

some Vancouver drag performers consider gender and sexuality. The performers that I 

interviewed who critically reject gender norms, critiqued colonial sexual regimes as well. 

As Thanks Jem notes about their sexuality: “I am queer. I think it encompasses, because 

sexuality is on a spectrum and sometimes, I feel more feminine, sometimes I feel more 

masculine. So, it's all over the place.” Thanks Jem, due to their gender fluidity, cannot 

solidly identify with a sexual label as sexual identities require stable gender 

identifications to be legible. This is especially important for those that do drag. As 

Xanax, a Métis nonbinary person, stated, “[drag performance] definitely has guided me 

along in my gender journey. Because it is a journey. Nothing is solid ever”. Similarly to 

Thanks Jem, Xanax did not have a sexual identity with which they connected. When 

asked about their sexuality, they replied that “[they] exist. [They] truly exist and that’s 

about all that matters!” Rather than attempt to separate their sexuality from the rest of 

their identity, Xanax refused such an interpellation and redirected the conversation back 

to their full personhood. For respondents that speak in terms of sexual identity, they made 

sure to explain the parameters of their identification. Maiden China, a self-identified 

“trans-feminine” person, noted that they thought that they were pansexual at the time of 

our interview, saying “I think it’s an ever-evolving and ever-questioned thing in my head, 

but yeah. I think lately I’ve been revolving around pansexual.” Fran Scene, who describes 
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their gender as “nonbinary” in a “gender fluid” way, explained to me regarding her 

sexuality: 

Well, when I first came out, I used to, you know, ‘I'm a gay man', and now that 

my, sort of, gender has kind of shifted, I'm sort of just like - I'm just kind of a 

queer person, you know? And I kind of feel as though what I'm interested in and 

what I look for is changing as well, as time goes on. So, we're still working that 

out. [Laughs]. 

 Fran Scene’s admission that ‘we’re’ still figuring that out points to the 

destabilizing of discrete identities enacted through nonnormative gendered performance. 

It becomes clear through considering the statements above that for many drag performers, 

discovering their sexuality is less of an individual effort than a relationality between 

multiple people. This radically rejects individualist frames that position sexual identity as 

discrete and key to an individual’s personhood. Such comments allow us to witness how 

the refusal to consider gender and sexual identities as self-contained and constant is 

crucial for unsettling colonial understandings of self.  

 Returning to Fran Scene’s experience with meeting a nonbinary drag performer, it 

is important to note, that their seeing the nonbinary performer’s embodiment of 

difference had an impact that was not solely aesthetic. Fran Scene mentions that the 

contestants for that competition “were also really vibing behind the scenes”. It was not 

just seeing the performance that opened Fran Scene’s eyes to the world of the nonbinary 

but also the personal connection and love between herself and the nonbinary performer. 

The impact of their relationship reveals how “to be with others is to be undone by them, 

which is a state of being regularly intuited as love” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 116). Indeed, “[t]o 
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love someone is firstly to confess: I’m prepared to be devastated by you” (Belcourt, 

2020, p. 23). Fran Scene’s story reveals how her idea of herself was completely 

devastated by encountering that nonbinary drag performer, as it opened her up to 

possibilities and non-individualist ways of being. 

 Colonial expectations of gender and sexuality are not the only classificatory 

categories that drag challenges. Drag performance allows Indigenous, Black and other 

performers of colour to challenge colonial or stereotypical expectations of Indigeneity 

and race. An important way that this is accomplished is through the telling of stories 

through drag. As Artemis explained: 

[A] lot of shows are getting really good at either talking about political issues or 

having shows themed around political issues, which has been a really interesting 

way to bring awareness while also still doing drag and really expressing opinions 

and expressing just, you know, discomfort and just things that need to be talked 

about. 

 In this way, drag provides a platform for performers to tell political stories and 

narratives in an artistic and embodied manner. This is crucial as “[s]tories are wondrous 

things”, that have “dangerous” potential for world making and remaking (King, 2003, p. 

9). This is due to the fact that storytelling allows for the unique expression of one’s lived 

experiences and reality. Indeed, “[y]ou can’t understand the world without telling a story” 

(Vizenor, 1990, p. 156). Thanks Jem expertly utilizes the ability to tell stories to share 

their world through their drag. They elaborated:  

Sometimes people ask me to do spot calls, but I usually don't like newbie drag in 

my shows. It's not necessarily an open call, open mic type thing. I'm trying to look 
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for, not to say polish, but I have a theme and a story going on and you'll just come 

in and throw a monkey the wrench and I'm not looking for that tonight. 

 The ability for Thanks Jem to be able to tell their stories is a defining aspect of 

their drag shows, to the point that they specifically choose drag artists and performers 

that help them execute their vision. Thanks Jem’s shows often are held in venues on 

Davie Street; the ability for a Two-Spirit, Indigenous person to take up and control gay, 

urban space in such a way is worth noting. Indigenous people “are rendered unactionable 

in the present” have been framed as antithetical to modernity, and as an extension, 

symbols of modernity such as gay identities (Byrd, 2011, p. 221). Thanks Jem refuses an 

unactionable present for Indigenous peoples, as their story telling engages in “the process 

of reclaiming, reinventing, and reimagining [their] li[fe] as Native GLBTQ2” person as 

“a central mode of resistance” (Driskill et al., 2011a, p. 4).  

 Count Cupid, a trans-masculine, NB, South Korean drag artist also utilizes the 

ability to tell stories outside of myths that prop up white supremacy and naturalize 

racialized stereotypes. They specifically want to challenge notions of what it means to be 

traditionally South Korean, especially in the eyes of white audiences. I am quoting them 

at length because they so eloquently articulate their experiences of critical engagement 

with racialized stereotypes as a decolonial praxis. They explain that: 

I haven't done any performances that have really interacted visual, traditional 

things and I haven't done any Korean songs […] and because the […] music I 

interact with is very much done by white men, I love - My worst trait is that I love 

industrial metal and I love new metal and I love nineties metal. It's all white guys 

with dreadlocks who have really shitty backstories who are making [that] kind of 
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music […] So, I feel like part of that is fun for me as an AFAB Asian person to be 

reappropriating this music that's aggressive [and] for white men […] I guess 

there's that interplay there. But I think I'm not read as Asian because I don't 

present myself […] I'm gay first, goth second and then Korean third, is what I 

feel. It’s not what I – in my own perception of my life, everything is influenced by 

like my history and my heritage. But […] I also don't feel like I've been boxed 

into a certain thing, like a couple of people in the community have been. The [all 

Asian drag house in Vancouver] is great and I love them. And I'm really close 

with a lot of them, and I love what they do and, hopefully, one day they'll adopt 

me. But because of their status as the major Asian drag group/family, they get 

boxed into that quite often. […] I feel like with certain performers, they will go in 

expecting something that's very oriental-y, Orientalist, Orientalism-y? Whereas 

these Asian, queer Asian people can be more than what they're just - what you 

think they're supposed to be… I have plans to wear traditional stuff –[…] so 

hanbok is like traditional Korean clothing, the little jacket and then pants and a 

skirt. I want to get that done in pleather and then have spikes all over it […] And 

then have the hat and stuff. So, it's interacting with it […] Especially because 

pleather and PVC and hard [material] - it's normally made of cotton or silk, 

depending on how - what part of history and how rich you were […] historically, 

nobody wears studded leather hanbok. So, I want to do that. 

 Here, Count Cupid is engaging with queer utopia, as they place an “emphasis on 

means as opposed to ends” in a way that refuses the present or past to be “prescriptive of 

futurity” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 100). Their desire to engage traditional Korean garb with 
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pleather and punk aesthetic, at once rejects stereotypes of Asian femininity and lovingly 

embraces their heritage. This works to reinvent and reimagine what it means to be 

Korean, especially because punk performance is a “modality of performance that is 

aesthetically and politically linked to populism and amateurism” (ibid), Count Cupid’s 

taking up of punk performance works to “interrupt aesthetics and politics that aspire 

toward totality” (ibid, p. 100) and the simplicity of racialized stereotypes of Asian people 

reducing them to caricatures such as the passive and submissive Asian woman (Pike & 

Johnston, 2003, p. 36; Meyer, 2008, p. 285). Further, it is in the “bleak and angry 

territories” of  “[d]yke anger, anticolonial despair, racial rage, counterhegemonic 

violence, punk pugilism” that “not only self-shattering (the opposite of narcissism in a 

way) but other-shattering occurs” (Halberstam, 2011, p. 110). By blending traditional 

elements of Korean culture with punk sounds, movements and aesthetics, Count Cupid 

can move beyond colonial constructions of racial others and introduce themselves to the 

audience as someone, or even something, else. Their unapologetic performances of white 

anger upset orientalist constructions of ‘yellow-bellied’ Asian people, rejecting and 

refuting Asian stereotypes of femininity and passivity (Pike & Johnston, 2003, p. 36). 

This specifically unsettles white supremacy, as it denies settler formations of femininity 

and racialization. As “[s]ettler femininity is a racialized and gendered signifier of the 

civilizing process” (Gentile, 2020, p. 3), Count Cupid’s choice to take up metal music 

while maintaining Korean aesthetics rejects such a process and challenges its formation 

through remaining ‘uncivilized’.  

 In addition to complicating and rejecting expectations of gender, sexuality, 

Indigeneity, and race that privilege those in line with white, cis-heteronormative ideals, 
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drag provides the opportunity for Indigenous, Black, POC, trans, nonbinary (NB) and 

otherwise marginalized people to be received openly by the audience, creating new 

spaces and possibilities. As Christopher Page explains: 

I think the biggest impact [of doing drag] is confidence. The biggest impact is 

seeing that people are willing to watch you […] willing to understand you or try 

to understand you [and who] want to enjoy you.  

 Being cheered on by an audience can be extremely liberating and joyful for those 

who have been excluded from many affective circuits of belonging. The feeling of being 

understood, or having people want to understand you, cannot be overemphasized. Drag 

performance can act as more than just an expression of an individual identity and 

abilities. Drag performance allows for redefinition of self and expanding boundaries of 

self-hood. Luther provides an example of this, as they began performing as a way to test 

their personal boundaries, discover their limits and push beyond them. As they explain:  

[F]or me personally, I started doing drag just to prove to myself that I could do it 

just because I wanted to do it […] It didn't start off as like, 'oh, this could be a 

job', it was just like 'I just want to do this to say I did it, knock it off my bucket 

list', and then it ended up being fun. It ended up being something that I feel like 

I'm good at and was able to continue to do. 

 Count Cupid, similarly, utilizes drag performance to create distance from past 

versions of themselves and to be seen as the person they are becoming. They explain: 

I've looked at the drag scene, as well as just a queer community, as kind of a 

salvation from my past - or not a salvation because that's so epic and edgy and 

goth, I love that, wow. But it's been a chance for me to start fresh and to be myself 
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and to potentially... just - it's second puberty, you know? […] it feels like a new 

opportunity for me to reintroduce myself to people who have no idea who I am 

[…] Oh, and I'm cool now. In high school I was a frickin’ nerd, but I traded my 

brain cells for being hot. [Laughs]. 

 Here, Count Cupid is again engaging with racialized stereotypes for their own 

gain. Their trading of ‘brains cells for being hot’, in addition to their drag name 

referencing the cherub responsible for love and passion, emphasizes desire and sexual 

aggression. Through these actions, Count Cupid denies the “Lotus Blossom imagery” of 

passive AFAB Asian individuals (Pike & Johnston, 2003, p. 36), rejecting racist 

essentializations of being. This process can be long and experimental but it has proven to 

be worth it. As Thanks Jem elaborates: 

 [I]t took time, it took time. […] I was nobody, before, for a while. So, you 

know… Sometimes you're like ‘it's not going any fucking anywhere with it!’ So, 

you just keep doing it because tomorrow's a new day […] You get to try harder or 

try a different way and either get better or figure out something that's better for 

you. I had to pay dues, enter competitions, lose competitions, win competitions, 

do my own show, do chat shows, do innovative things. Do something - one thing 

really well. And then try other things or constantly try to do new music - but try to 

say who you are. 

 Evident in the stories shared by Luther, Count Cupid and Thanks Jem, is the way 

that drag performance provides a space for them to say “yes to the world again and 

again” through a “performance of creativity” that allows for self-invention (Belcourt, 

2020, p. 85). Such an increased volume of self-hood, and confidence due to the taking up 
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of space, afforded to marginalized performers and hosts from being celebrated by 

audiences allows for these individuals to bring other marginalized performers into the 

spotlight. As Luther, a Black NB drag queen, explains,   

[I]f I'm someone that's performing, I always want to at least have another person 

of color on the billboard or whatever with me. […] I feel like if I get an 

opportunity, I want another person of color to have that opportunity as well. So, 

that's just something that's very important to me. Also, just a comfortability thing. 

I think, all my life, because I was adopted, too, so all my life I've been surrounded 

by white people. So, it's just like, enough! [Laughs] It's refreshing for me to see 

people that may have similar ideas, sort of similar experiences, and just being able 

to share that with someone by being able to look at them and be like 'yeah, you 

probably get what I'm feeling right now'. And the ability to just give someone a 

look, and them knowing pretty much exactly how you feel. So, yeah, just making 

sure that there's at least another person of color, not only drag queens, but a drag 

thing, a drag king... And then trans people or nonbinary performers, I think is 

important, too. 

 Although Luther realizes that they are often tokenized as both Black and NB, they 

use the space they have been provided to uplift other racialized and/or gender variant 

individuals. While Luther’s inclusion may be intended to appease demands for diversity, 

equity, and inclusion, they are able to use their desirability as a performer as a grounds 

for community building. Similarly, T Pot, a white trans man outside of drag, also 

attempts to create space for marginalized groups of people within drag. He provides the 

reason why he started hosting events: 
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I wanted to create spaces. I wanted to kind of be - I wanted to have a place. I 

wanted to have a place where there was another - there was other trans people, 

like me. And trans women, non-binary, whatever, you know, anybody really. But 

I wanted it to kind of be because I didn't see that. 

 Both Luther and T Pot, as individuals that have been marginalized due to their 

race and/or gender, use their drag and their visibility to uplift and care for members of 

marginalized communities who are not afforded the same visibility and appreciation. 

Their careful approach enables an understanding of drag event organizing and hosting in 

terms of queer world making or as a social justice politic in practice. These marginalized 

performers and organizers who struggle to make room for themselves reach beyond their 

individual needs given their desire for community. With experiential knowledge of the 

ways that exclusion can debilitate other racialized trans, nonbinary and Two-Spirit 

performers, Luther and T Pot care for others through literally creating space for 

marginalized drag artists to stage their performances. This offers a glimpse of the ways 

everyday resistance creates space for challenging white supremacy and settler logics of 

elimination further. 

3.2 Drag as Community Forming 

 The blending together of people allows for them to be “indecipherable” (Belcourt, 

2020, p. 107) to those colonial and capitalist systems that demand discrete, individual 

identities. Ultimately, this “indecipherability turns out to be material for a commune of 

rebellion” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 107). This rebellion is articulated through drawing on and 

celebrating queer history, embodying ‘bitchy’ affect, engaging in critical conversations 

amongst themselves.  As the positive connotations of queer world making signal, drag 
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performers and event organizers marginalized within, or cast from, the more 

homonormative Davie Street scene engage in productive forms of resistance. In other 

words, these queens, kings and things imagine beyond mere reactions to oppression to 

create life lines, alternative knowledge of race, gender and sexuality, as well as places of 

belonging through forming and extending drag families and attempts to make drag spaces 

universally accessible.  

 While the popularity of drag-focused television shows and popular media has 

allowed for drag to reach mainstream audiences, they are also “responsible for flattening 

drag and Ballroom culture into palatable products for popular consumption” (Leake, 

2018, p. 116). This repackaging of drag culture and performance ultimately can erase 

important aspects of drag culture’s history, especially histories specifically related to 

Indigenous, Black, racialized, and trans and NB individuals and communities. While 

mainstream media attempts to erase queer histories through the staging of an inclusive 

present, many Indigenous, racialized, trans and NB drag performers refuse to have their 

stories erased. These stories are celebrated as “hard-won jewels” that connect individuals 

to “collective histories” that can be “return[ed] to again and again to take strength in their 

shine” (Leake, 2018, p. 117). When considering how drag histories live on in current 

Vancouver drag communities, Maiden China shared: 

I think a remarkable thing is that it does carry on a long tradition of what I like to 

call Drag Classic. Which is that old school, campy, glamour, that kind of drag 

[…] the pageantry drag. I think you don’t really get a ton of that in the East End, 

and I think there is something to be said about the history of drag through that 

kind of mode, or that lens. 
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 Considering the history of drag through the lens of pageantry, glamourous ‘Drag 

Classics’ provide the opportunity to critique current presentations of drag, as “[q]ueer 

restaging of the past helps us imagine new temporalities” and ways of being that do not 

operate through colonial ideals (Muñoz, 2009, p. 111). Presently, mainstream depictions 

and embodiments of drag are “entirely occupied by colonial figures, language, logics and 

identities” that leave little room for ideations or hope of decolonial, queer futurity 

(Halberstam, 2011, p. 131). As Thanks Jem explains: 

[D]rag started out with like BIPOC humans who weren't skinny, they were 

wearing these sequined gowns. I was like I didn't know they even came in this 

size. Like they were as big as Aretha Franklin, and they were belting out just 

whatever, some of them even sang live! […] But then I saw a lot of white people 

[…] you know, doing the same numbers every week. And that's where I was like, 

well, I need to see a better drag representation and I guess I have to be that 

representation. 

  Clear in Thanks Jem’s personal history of drag is their deployment of the histories 

of queerness and “past decadence to critique the banality of our presentness” (Muñoz, 

2009, p. 111). Their need to honour and respect the histories of those that came before 

them acts as a catalyst for them to use their drag performance to work for change. It is of 

the utmost importance to remember and celebrate queer history and the Indigenous, 

Black, racialized, queer and trans people that made it, through remembering their 

personal stories, engaging in specific forms of drag and gendered performance, and 

highlighting the communities they created, as “[w]ith no past to learn from, no future can 

be imagined” (Halberstam, 2011, p. 131). 
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 Drag’s history greatly impacts its present-day articulations. Drag performers have 

historically “symbolize[d] homosexuality” and deviance from heteronormative ideals, as 

they “possess[] skills that are widely distributed and prized in the gay world” (Newton, 

1972, p. 3). Often, however, drag queens act as the gatekeepers to the queer community, 

as they are the most visible, the “most clockable leaders of [the queer drag] community” 

(Count Cupid). Elaborating, Count Cupid explains: 

[T]he drag queens have always been the gatekeepers of the community because 

they're there to be tall and say, 'you can't say that to my friends', like, 'you can't 

say that to us' and 'you can't - if you're like that, you can't come into our space' 

like they're there to block you with their pads and their giant tits. 

 While “drag queens may be almost lionized” in gay and queer spaces, “in public – 

that is, any domain belonging to the straight world – the situation is far different” 

(Newton, 1972, p. 3). As drag performers, especially drag queens, are hyper-visible in 

their queerness, they endure harassment from within heteronormative society. As these 

interactions are unfortunately common, drag performers have had to learn how to 

navigate such interactions, in ways that protect themselves and their community. Xanax, 

a Métis, NB drag queen, shared their experiences of being hyper visible when they are 

performing at a bar that is not in the East Side or on Davie Street:  

[I]t’s not your typical [drag] bar. It is a video game bar first. I wouldn’t call it a 

queer space –  yet. I am putting queer people in that bar. So, it is taken over for 

the night, for sure. […] The audience that I have curated there is specifically 

queer and allies. So, it’s a good vibe when I’m in there. That being said, when I 

walk in at 6:15 and there’s people there that aren’t there to see me, they’re like 
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‘[surprised grunt] what’s going on’… And like, when I’m out on the street, just 

literally outside of the bar, like there’s cars going by […] and there’s people 

walking by, driving by and they’re like ‘what the fuck is that’? […] Obviously, 

I’m loud and proud so there’s very little hiding for me, even when I’m out of drag. 

But, yeah […] I turn it into a safe space for people, and I’m a no bullshit kind of 

girl so when something happens […] I make sure it’s taken care of. 

Xanax shared an example of how she takes care of difficult situations: 

Even last night… I was leaving [the bar I had performed at] and there was these 

two people outside of the bar, female-presenting. And they were speaking to […] 

one of the staff members and they kind of briefly spoke to me. And they’re like  

“oh did you hear that Xana?” They said and I quote  “why is it- it’s not fair that 

that man can look so much better presenting as a woman than I do”. And I was 

like “oh! so let’s talk about it then”. So, I stopped and put my suitcase down and I 

was like “okay, so you want to talk? Let’s talk about this. That’s not how you do 

things, especially in front of people like me”. And I explained to them that not 

just men do drag. Everybody does drag. And I said female people do drag, trans 

people do drag, nonbinary people do drag, and who’s to say that I’m not any of 

that? I basically read8 them. And I was like ‘this is a constructive conversation; I 

don’t want you to feel bad’. But I was like ‘I need you to go into life with a better 

mentality than saying those things out loud to people because if it wasn’t to me, 

you could probably get hurt because people do not take that kindly’. And that’s 

 
8 This is a slang term within gay and queer communities that means an individual interprets meaning 
behind a subject and exposes their interpretation publicly, typically to the detriment of the subject. This can 
be done lovingly or with malice. Within drag communities, ‘reading’ someone is typically intended to be 
humorous or educational.  
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still what we’re fighting against. It’s still not a safe space to anybody in the 

LGBTQ community. Or even POC people, it’s not a safe place ever. So, me just 

telling them ‘what you did was wrong’ is a step towards a better world but it’s – 

we’re going to go against that quite a bit. No matter where you are. Even in ‘safe 

queer spaces’, there’s going to be things like that that are happening. And until 

we- it’s taken care of, or someone says something, it’s going to continue to 

happen. 

 As seen through Xanax’s example, to protect themselves and their community, 

drag performers must actively refuse heteronormative, cisnormative or colonial 

discourses. However, identifying harmful behaviour “can become a problem for those 

who do not want to talk about a problem even if they know there is a problem” (Ahmed, 

2017, p. 34). Indeed, “[y]ou can cause a problem by not letting things recede” (ibid, p. 

34). As a result of their affective backlash, “[n]egative sentiments such as cynicism, 

opportunism, depression, and bitchiness are often seen as solipsistic, individualistic, and 

anticommunal affective stances associated with an emotional tonality of hopelessness” 

(Muñoz, 2009, p. 176). This framing does not account for how “these bad sentiments can 

signal the capacity to transcend hopelessness”, as they “contain the potentiality for new 

modes of collectivity, belonging in difference and dissent” (ibid, p. 177).  

 Indeed, these sentiments can allow for people to be ‘called in’ to difficult 

conversations. Calling someone in, introduced by Black radical feminist Professor 

Loretta J. Ross, offers an alternative to harshly calling someone out for bad behaviour. 

Contrastingly, calling in can be understood, in Ross’ words, as a “call out done with 

love” as it “involves conversation, compassion and context” (Bennet, 2020, para. 15). 
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When calling someone in to discuss harmful behaviour, “we are saying no to that, as well 

as no to the world that renders such a speech or behavior permissible; we are asking 

individuals to change such that these forms of speech and behavior are no longer 

acceptable or permissible” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 35). Ultimately, to enact real change that 

allows for decolonial and anti-racist queer futurity, it is imperative to continue to identify 

and name violence and inappropriate behaviour and allow ourselves to occupy a “truly 

political negativity” (Halberstam, 2011, p. 110). Engaging with this political negativity 

“promises… to fail, to make a mess, to fuck shit up, to be loud, unruly, impolite, to breed 

resentment, to bash back, to speak up and out, to disrupt, assassinate, shock, and 

annihilate” (ibid, p. 110).  

 Such promises not only provide a certain protection to queer individuals, but 

creates space for both on and off the stage, as conversations that call out inappropriate 

behaviour are not only directed towards heterosexual people and spaces. Engaging in 

political negativity also creates spaces for individual confrontation that challenges the 

reproduction of colonial logics that promote the ascendancy of whiteness and the removal 

of Indigenous people and ways of life. Vancouver drag communities have, and continue 

to, engage in critical conversations amongst themselves to hold each other accountable. 

Drag scenes are an important arena to stage critiques of other community members. In 

fact, becoming a well-established drag performer requires the newer performers to 

“accept[] the judgement of established [drag performers] about [their] capabilities” 

(Newton, 1972, p. 42). Drag forces performers to “break [their] initial narcissism” by 

accepting critiques from those that are active in the community (ibid, p. 42). A performer 

may even “giv[e] up… drag completely if more experienced professionals think [they] 
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are unsuited for [drag performance]” (ibid, p. 42). Artemis, a white NB drag thing, shared 

their experiences of East Side drag community critiques, saying: 

So, in, yeah, in East Van, I feel like there's a lot of people that want and a lot of 

people that really see that things need to change. There needs to be more POC 

people, there needs to be more Indigenous people. There need[s] to be more 

people that are not just white people doing stuff. 

 Toddy shared a similar sentiment, stating: 

If I am cast on a big line up, and it is only white people – or mostly white people 

– I'll make a comment about that, and I think we need to take it on as white 

performers to call it out when we see it and not just be like, 'oh, my God, thank 

you so much for the gig'. But like, 'hey, this is a problem. Let's talk about this.' 

 There is proof that these interventions are fruitful. A white drag king, Performer 

X, shared that they were often on the receiving end of critical conversations. Elaborating, 

they said: 

I mean, when I was performing, I felt like the – definitely the performer who got 

it wrong most of the time. If someone was going to do something dumb or 

insensitive, it was probably me. And a lot of white performers would take the time 

to be like ‘oh hey, maybe don’t do that song again because like blah blah blah’ 

and I’d be like ‘okay, okay, okay, for sure’. And most of the time, I definitely felt 

it was done […] out of just wanting shows to be more accessible to a diverse 

group of people, rather than ‘I’m a better ally than you’ […] especially with 

people I knew more personally. Or I would run an idea by someone and they’d be 

like ‘oh, some of the problems I could see with that are x, y and z’ and it would 
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give me pause and maybe redraft my idea. And I also did have experience with a 

friend who did a performance that later, a friend of theirs said ‘that performance 

really hurt me’ and […] they were very committed to repairing that damage in a 

way that I have never seen in other performance fields… So, I think there really, 

really was an openness to helping each other create pieces that were just inclusive 

and not offensive and also hearing feedback. 

 By using close relationships, not as an opportunity for punishment through a 

withdrawal from relationality but as an avowal of care, drag communities in Vancouver 

allow their love for drag performance, and often each other, to heal divides. This is an 

especially effective as love is “one of the few places where people actually admit they 

want to be different” and attempt to embody that difference (Berlant, 2019).  

 In some cases, the love and community bonds between individuals, or groups of 

people, become so strong that they create a drag family. Given her invoking queer of 

colour history and providing such a detailed account of the formation of alternative 

families, I will quote Lea Ven Detta at length. She explains that: 

… the whole drag family comes from the whole house ball family, so this is pre 

circa 1986, Paris Is Burning style. So, this is the people of color, underground 

ballroom scene, where generally you would have one leader of the house and that 

is the house mother or the house father. And since this was back also with the 

AIDS epidemic, these house mothers would go out and seek out gay children who 

were thrown out on the street, and they would want them to be able to have some 

form of life outside. So, they would take them in, and they would rent out these 

horrific little New York apartments and they would bring in like three, four 
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people. And they would learn that this person's really good at dancing, this person 

can sew. So right then and there you have three parts of a whole family that can 

create these looks and they would take them out. And so, through tradition, you 

would then be going into the rave scene where you would go with your […] very 

best friends […] And that went from drag mothers and drag houses to drag sisters 

[…] We move up all the way to today where everyone is just your sister, your girl 

[…] You can have a drag child if you want […] I have one drag daughter […] I 

saw her on stage, and I was like, ‘oh my God’. Like, I see so much of myself 

when she performs, and I pulled her aside after. And it was one of those things 

where it's like, ‘listen, I was you when I first started drag. If there's any advice 

that I could give you, please let me know. I can help out’. 

 While Lea Ven Detta claims that there is a movement away from drag families, it 

is important to consider how her whiteness informs her understanding of how important 

drag and queer families are for Black, Indigenous, Asian, and Latine queer people and 

communities. As noted by Rinaldo Walcott (2016), the insistence that blood bonds are 

necessary to constitute a family “perpetuate[s] normative codes for the hegemonic family 

form” that uphold “patriarchal white supremacist capitalism” (p. 321). For this reason, 

drag houses present an especially important place of belonging for Black, Latine, and 

other racialized queer people, as they are excluded from heterosexual communities and 

spaces, as well as white queer communities and spaces (Bailey, 2013). Within Canadian 

contexts, queer houses and families of choice “provide […] members alternative ways to 

simultaneously embody Blackness, Latinx, and Asian identity in harmony with ones’ 

preferred gender expression” (Lundy, 2020, p. 52). Indeed, drag families can be 
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understood as engaging in a “call to end groups, hierarchies, and families” that privilege 

whiteness and heteronormativity and “to replace those previous systems of classification 

with new circuits of belonging” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 126). Further, current drag families in 

Vancouver challenge normative understandings of the family, as queer families of choice 

“foreground temporality itself and favor models of nonlinear … development” 

(Halberstam, 2011, p. 119). In these families, “[r]epetition is privileged over sequence”, 

emphasizing shared qualities, such as aesthetics and performance techniques, and 

refusing linear and heteronormative ideations of family and time (ibid, p. 119). In some 

situations, drag children offer education to their drag parent, reversing the traditional 

direction of care within a normative family unit. As Ziggy stated: “my fucking drag kid is 

way more talented than me. I'm like, ‘I can't teach you anything’.” 

 Aesthetically bound families are crucial in engaging in decolonial action and 

undermining white supremacy through challenging racialized aesthetics. Aesthetics are of 

utmost importance when discussing decolonial actions in drag communities and spaces, 

because “[b]eing in the queer community and being raced… having a racialized body is 

out of your control in terms of the communities you operate [in] and the way you are 

seen” by heteronormative, white settler society that privileges whiteness (Maiden China 

in Calderón, 2020, p. 59). Indeed, “[c]olonialism is in part a system of clarity in the 

visual sense: what [individuals] and [their] communities look like becomes the basis for a 

mythology of race that refuses [Indigenous and racialized individuals] the freedom to 

define [them]selves” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 143). While these colonial myths regarding 

Indigeneity and race can be damaging and violent when used by settlers and colonial 
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institutions, Indigenous and racialized drag performers and communities are able to seize 

such mythology and make it their own.  

 The House of Rice, an all-Asian drag house in Vancouver, is an example of the 

liberatory potential of reclaiming and redefining racialized aesthetics. The House of 

Rice’s house mother was inspired to create the house “through their drag daughter, 

Maiden China” (Calderón, 2020, p. 59). Maiden China served as an inspiration as 

“Maiden already had the willingness to embrace and incorporate their Chinese heritage 

into their drag”, which served as motivation for “growing more queer Asian 

representation within the drag scene” (ibid, p. 59). Maiden China and the members of the 

House of Rice boldly embrace traditional aesthetics of their respective cultures, 

cultivating performances that challenge essentialized and simplified ideas of Asian 

aesthetics. The House of Rice, and other drag houses that are established and operate on 

similar ethos, understand that their connection and “friendship is ultimately based on 

convergent worldviews in relation to politics and aesthetics” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 100-101). 

When reflecting on their drag mother’s impact, Maiden China shared: 

I think I’m really lucky in that … immediately she was my mother figure and 

really not only taught me about how to do drag… or how to do makeup and 

costuming and stuff but also it was how to talk to promoters and how to go and 

talk to people at the venue who just tipped you and make sure that you’re being 

humble and grateful and you know all those kind of social things. I think that was 

really helpful for me. She definitely didn’t just put me on stage and hope for the 

best, it was a whole, a whole process of ‘this is how to be a good person in an arts 

community’. 
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 The nurturing that Maiden China received, and continues to receive, reveals their 

drag mother’s hope for Maiden China, and their other drag children, to succeed and 

flourish in drag scenes and communities. Their aesthetic connection, here, is not merely 

superficial as it connects the House of Rice through a “desire for an alien who looks like 

an alien, who is odd and freakish, and reflects [their] own freakishness back at [them]” 

(Muñoz, 2009, p. 130).  

 Canada has a long history of anti-Asian sentiment, with racist legacies such as the 

Chinese head tax unforgotten. Recently, due to widespread belief that the COVID-19 

virus originated in China, anti-Asian racism and violence has been greatly heightened. 

This violence is extremely prevalent on the west coast, as a report from the Chinese 

Canadian National Council for Social Justice (CCNC) in 2020 found that British 

Columbia “has the most reported incidents [of anti-Asian sentiment] per capita of any 

sub-national region in North America” (CCNC, 2020, p. 1). Within Vancouver, anti-

Asian hate crimes rose by 717% from 2019 to 2020 (Docto, 2021). Therefore, for Asian 

queer people to be able to nurture each other, and create community, in Vancouver is a 

radical act of love that challenges racist stereotypes and misinformation that justifies 

violence.  

 Other embodiments of freakishness are also embraced and celebrated within drag 

scenes. Vancouver drag communities reveal “how “exposure to otherness” is the 

condition of possibility for relationality as such” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 115). Under 

colonialism, bodies become “inchoate terrain needing the skill, sense and vision of the 

coloniser to be brought to order” (Dyer, 1997, p. 165). As whiteness “is an aspirational 

structure, requiring ideals of human development”, it demands the ability to control one’s 
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body through mental processes (ibid, pp. 151-152). Therefore, those that are not able to 

achieve the body and behaviour(s) to connate white, “natural mental superiority” and 

complete bodily control are excluded from colonial imaginations of normalcy, and 

essentially forced into disabled freakdom (Dyer, 1997, p. 164). As a result, many 

homonormative spaces are not intended for disabled or old performers or patrons.  

 Disability and age are not always considered in Vancouver drag spaces and 

communities. As Artemis explains regarding their thoughts on accessibility in drag 

spaces: 

[T]here's got to be accessibility for POC people, but also disabled people, because 

there's lots of shows that really don't cater to disabled people, at all. Even if it's 

down to bathrooms, ramps, sound, speech interpreters, it's just everything. To me 

that's what a diverse show would look like. And I think East Van is starting, is 

really heading in that direction, they're really starting to try… I think a lot of the 

shows at Pride this year had interpreters… they had areas for people with 

wheelchairs to go and sit so they were close to the stage and stuff like that. So that 

was really nice to see. And I think that's just going to continue in East Van. 

 In addition to physical supports, such as interpreters and wheelchair areas, there is 

an increasing number of show planners that attempt to plan their shows with 

considerations of “crip time, or the way disability disrupts normative understandings of 

time and the life course” (Ljuslinder et al, 2020, p. 35). As “cultural understandings of 

what constitutes a disability are connected to understandings of time, ageing and the idea 

of a normative life course”, spaces intended for able-bodied and young individuals do not 

often consider how the time of the event, or the space that is being used, can impact one’s 
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ability to attend, and enjoy, the event (ibid, p. 35). Toddy admits that many drag venues 

are “super ableist”. Explaining what they look for in a venue, they said: “I like my venues 

to be all age, sometimes, and accessible and um not starting super late and I just found a 

lot of the shows in the West End started so late. That's honestly my biggest gripe.” 

Thanks Jem, when discussing why they started planning drag events, shared a similar 

issue with drag show start times and accessibility: 

I started hosting, planning and doing my own drag events because I was doing 

something that wasn't out there, that wasn't available. It wasn't - for me, I started 

doing drag at 8, 9 p.m., even 7 p.m. Because I'm like, I don't want to stay up until 

2 a.m. There's no point. No one is sober at that time. No one's tipping at that time. 

People want to go home to bed sometime. People have jobs. So, it's like for me, I 

wanted to do an earlier show, that was not happening anywhere… And then on 

top of that, when you go to the show and you're like, oh, 10 p.m., 11 p.m. drag 

show, it would be [starting at] midnight, 1, 1:00 a.m. sometimes because no time 

schedule. 

 The fact that Toddy and Thanks Jem focus on having early drag events is crucial. 

Toddy, specifically, uses age inclusionary practices to celebrate and give thanks to older 

generations of queer people. They shared that they “had so many old lesbians come to 

[their] shows and it was- it was the best because it was like this is the space where [they] 

are honoring [the older lesbians], like what [older generations] have done to get [them] 

here”.  

 In addition to giving thanks to elder communities, there are efforts to include 

younger individuals in drag scenes as well. While there “just aren’t a lot of opportunities 
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or events for people who are underage and aren’t centered around drinking” (Maiden 

China), “there are some people that really want to push for more all-ages stuff” 

(Artemis). Maiden China shared that they, with the help of another drag performer, are 

“in the works of… trying to think of… a new show that would be centering basically that; 

an underage drag show”.  Artemis shared that “in Vancouver there are a few like, like 

drag kids, basically like people that are underage that do want to perform”. Creating drag 

spaces with disabled people and people of various ages in mind establishes areas that 

allow for the visibility and communal celebration of drag among and with these 

communities. Ultimately, their presence is “not so much about being seen, as being seen 

to, having [their] needs attended to” and realized as important and worthy of attention 

(Ahmed, 2017, p. 215). This is in stark contrast to colonial systems and institutions that 

refuse to make space for those that are not young, white, and able-bodied. 

 In addition to considerations of who is included in drag spaces, the use of physical 

space during a drag performance has productive potential. Maiden China recalled a series 

of shows they did that required the audience to move with, and around, the drag 

performers. As they explain: 

There was no stage, so the performances took place all around the room. So, the 

audience, they got it fairly quickly that they had to move out of the way when we 

were moving and make space for everyone… And I guess the thought is ‘are 

people going to get it? Are they going to turn around? Are they going to make 

space for other people?’ and they generally do.  

 The interactive element of the performance refuses the audience separation from 

the artists, ultimately including them in the performance. The audience is as important as 
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the performer, in this instance, as if the audience were to remain still and not make space, 

Maiden China would be unable to perform. As “power works as a mode of 

directionality”, the performer relinquishes their power to the audience, who return that 

power through making space for the performer to move (Ahmed, 2017, p. 43). Due to the 

integration of performer and audience through the sharing of power, the audience is able 

to access a “moment of hope” as they realize the possibilities and “potential 

transformation” of self that occurs through making space for another (Muñoz, 2009, p. 

103). Through moving aside, the audience helps produce change and other ways of being 

through refusing adversarial claims to space. The fluidity of movement and willingness to 

give and take space constitutes an ongoing negotiation of space, and rejects individual 

entitlement of space that is intrinsic to settler-colonial logics. 

 Considerations of power and use of space are not limited to performance aspects. 

Acknowledgments of space are also extended to how land has been, and continues to be, 

taken and occupied. As Artemis explains: 

[T]he East Van shows are really good at doing land acknowledgements and stuff 

before shows it's something that is very like if you don't do this, people will call 

you out for it after the shows, or after we'll be like, 'hey, you [have] to do this, 

make sure you do this'.  

 This is an incredibly important move for decolonial efforts, as decolonization 

requires that settlers denounce private ownership of the land that they are occupying, and 

their naturalized entitlement to this territory. The acknowledgement of colonial processes 

that sustain settler occupation of Turtle Island is in stark contrast to the colonial “beliefs 

that land can be owned by people, and that occupation is a right” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 
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24). Although land acknowledgements can be performative, they allow for the 

consideration of how land has, or more accurately has not been, shared since settler 

occupation. Similar to the exchanges of power in performances that require audience 

movement, meaningful acknowledgement (that result in concrete actions of repatriating 

Indigenous life and land) of how land has been stolen from, and denied to, Indigenous 

nations and communities presents the opportunity to resist continued occupation.  

3.3  Resistance: Passive, Formal, and Active 

 Finally, Vancouver drag scenes and spaces offer the potential for artivist 

resistance and mobilization against colonial ideals and structures of white supremacy and 

homonationalism. As the “work of solidarity is never non-queer and non-complicated”, 

drag provides uniquely queer and complicated spaces to engage in decolonial action 

(Jackman & Udpadhyay, 2014, p. 203). This is critical for resistance efforts as the 

“political climate in which art is made” is what allows it to become a “unit of accusation 

or revelation” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 95). Drag artistry, specifically in Vancouver, has 

birthed passive resistance efforts that draw on negative sentiments and refusals to 

participate in structures and events that rely on white supremacist and homonormative 

discourses, philanthropic efforts, and active resistance, that allow for the imagining of 

decolonial futurity.   

 As a Two-Spirit, Indigenous performer, Thanks Jem utilizes passive resistance 

and the ability to remain unaddressable to the settler public when considering what drag 

gigs to accept. When asked if they are always comfortable in the venues they perform in, 

Thanks Jem replied:  
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Yes. Or I feel comfortable with hosts or whoever has booked me for events, 

because I wouldn't be doing the event. I have said no, and I will continue to say 

no, if I don't feel comfortable. Money, just – money […] It's not worth it to me. 

There's been many situations where […] because some people have reputations 

also, and I, you know, do some investigating myself and ask the important 

questions, and if I don't feel like –[…] their character is savoury […] I just 

don't…  

 For Thanks Jem “[c]ynicism, opportunism, and other bad sentiments” work as 

“responses to the current emotional situation” they are presented with and should not be 

understood as “hopelessness” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 177). Their refusal to participate in shows 

is not their lack of hope, but instead is a rejection of systems and individuals that may do 

them harm. Therefore, “[b]ad sentiments” can be critically redeployed and function as 

refusals of social control mandates that become transformative behaviours” (Muñoz, 

2009, p. 177). Such bad sentiments are not limited to Indigenous performers, as settlers 

also refuse to participate in colonial processes and reproduce settler logic. The rejection 

of the world as-is presents the possibility of “remaking of the world, one that flowers 

freedom for those denied it as a symptom of the many-headed hydra that is white 

supremacist capitalist heteropatriarchy” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 146). Performer X, a white 

cis woman outside of drag, exemplifies the possibility of such remaking. They shared that 

they “actually haven’t been doing any drag, really, since the pandemic started... And 

[they] don’t have too many plans to go back to it”. When asked to elaborate, they 

continued that:  
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[S]o much of it [quitting drag] was about just not being able to perform in person 

anymore and, you know, I just kind of realized performing in person, that was the 

goal for me. [T]hat was what made it fun... And so, once things went really 

digital, I wasn’t as interested... And then, you know, kind of like when we started 

seeing … the big movement for Black Lives Matter. It just made me really rethink 

how much does this community need another white, cis person fighting for those 

limited spots? […] I thought maybe I could take a back seat and that’s just kind of 

continued.  

 For settlers “staying put isn’t an innocent stance” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 45). While a 

seemingly small gesture, individual refusal to participate and to be known by colonial 

structures of power and their actors provides opportunity for decolonial and queer 

futurity. This potential is accomplished because “[utopia] is incommensurable with 

publicness, being instead an unownable thing that barks back at the interpellative shout of 

property” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 110). Therefore, refusing to participate or appear in specific 

drag spaces, whilst contributing to building performance spaces elsewhere, provides 

settlers the ability to avoid further colonizing those spaces and engage in meaningful 

decolonial action.  

 Drag provides philanthropic assistance through formal and informal means. In 

Vancouver, there are multiple drag charity groups that work to provide support and 

assistance to Vancouver’s gay and queer communities. Fran Scene started drag through 

one of those charities, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence (SPI). SPI “central activities” 

focus on “the promotion of sexual health” (Wilcox, 2018, p. 2). Canada has three SPI 

houses currently active, including fully professed houses in Vancouver and Montréal and 
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a mission in Toronto” (ibid, p. 10). Their work is funded mainly through “charitable 

donations”, which are then distributed to individuals and groups of SPI’s choosing (ibid, 

p. 8). SPI is not the only charitable drag organization active in Vancouver. The Dogwood 

Monarchy Society (DMS) is also a significant drag-based charity that drag performers 

can volunteer to perform for, with show profits going to the DMS. Luther admits that 

their “drag character grew up like supporting [the DMS]. So, philanthropy was something 

that was really intertwined with [their] drag”. Elaborating, Luther shared that they “think 

there are some performers that philanthropy's like a really important part to them and like 

giving a voice to the voiceless”.  

 For others, formal routes through charitable organizations are not needed to 

reclaim their voice. Thanks Jem recounted how they have been engaging with drag to 

spread decolonial messages and call out white settlers for violent and oppressive 

behaviours. As they explain: 

I've been screaming about white people for twenty-something years, honey. I 

know you've been wrong for a long ass time… I don't want to say, but I've had a 

helping hand in, maybe, questioning promoters and the hosts of these parties, 

morally or held them accountable on some moral ground, or just give them 

thoughts about something that they probably have never - it's never graced their 

minds because of the white privilege. So, I hope that I have helped evoke some 

change and thought[ful]ness in the human psyche of these other dummies. 

 By using their voice in this way, Thanks Jem refuses to be silenced or have their 

story erased from the Vancouver drag narrative. Rather than accept colonial attempts for 

Indigenous erasure, Thanks Jem is “alive against the odds” and uses their platform to be a 
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“screeching question” in the face of colonial assumptions and attitudes (Belcourt, 2020, 

p. 53).   

 Thanks Jem is not the only Indigenous performer to take on such active resistance 

in Vancouver drag communities and spaces. Christopher Page explained: 

[T]he people [in the East Side community] are not afraid to use their voice to 

stand up for what is right. Or to stand up for what needs to be said, even if it’s 

being said ahead of schedule – if that makes sense… I will name one performer in 

particular: [Perfomer Z]… They are an Indigenous performer. They have a very 

artistic style to their drag, but they are also someone that is not afraid to say ‘fuck 

you’ to everything… or they have talked very openly about… their community’s 

experiences and not to be afraid talking about what has not been said by 

Canadians or by the Canadian government. To talk about the actions that people 

are afraid to talk about, and to literally uphold and uplift their community very 

strongly. And their art style is very thought-provoking and is very much 

something that inspires people to think and to understand and to learn. 

 People who “do things in the future”, like the drag performer Christopher Page 

mentions, challenge current narratives of progress and “signal a refusal of mastery and an 

insistence on process and becoming” that rejects colonial mandates for legibility and 

boundedness (Muñoz, 2009, p. 106). Rather, these actions engage with “an ecology of 

creativity, one indivisible from [Indigenous] futurity” (Belcourt, 2020, p. 161). For 

Thanks Jem and Performer Z, drag performances provide the platform for Indigenous 

people and communities to speak directly to settlers, and disrupt and complicate settler 

colonial beliefs, structures, and violence.  
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 While Vancouver drag communities are impacted and, in many ways, structured 

by colonial ideals and expectations, drag scenes and performances within Vancouver also 

offer liberatory and decolonial potential. This chapter has considered the efforts for 

utopian world-making within Vancouver drag communities and scenes. These efforts can 

are evident in the ability for drag performers to move away from colonially-imposed 

mandates for gendered expression and clothing choice, the non-normative ways that 

community is formed, and through proffering a political platform for those undertaking 

decolonial action.  

 Although neoliberal corporate drag has a strong foothold on drag scenes in 

Vancouver, both the Eastside and West End drag communities engage in anti-

assimilatory actions. In this chapter I have demonstrated that within Vancouver’s drag 

communities, there is “evidence of other ways of being, of something dawning” that can 

critique and destabilize colonial relations within the Canadian settler-state (Belcourt, 

2020, p. 91). These ways of being that are dawning in the Vancouver drag scenes are 

opportunities for negating colonial considerations of normative gender and adornment, 

the potential to create community that is prefaced on love, support and mutual care, and a 

platform for vocalizing resistance through drag performance. By engaging in loving 

support, negative sentiments and passive resistance, Vancouver’s drag communities 

radically refuse to assimilate to settler-colonial standards and place the importance 

instead on relationality and the sharing of love and space. This sort of community 

creation powerfully unsettles ways of being that uphold and proliferate white supremacy, 

homonationalism, and settler logics of elimination through refusing to demarcate space 

on the bases of Indigeneity, race, gender, and sexuality. The importance of the artistic 
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resistance that is presented by drag communities in Vancouver against the settler-colonial 

logics cannot be understated, as it not only allows for, but requires, the sharing of stories, 

self, and space.   
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Conclusion 

 This research project was intended to trace settler-colonial ideals that sustain and 

promote white supremacy and homonormativity within drag communities in Vancouver. 

I aimed to confront settler formations of belonging within Vancouver as a way to hold 

myself as a queer settler and other gay and queer settlers accountable to efforts to 

destabilize colonial logics of white supremacy and homonormativity. This is a necessary 

step for gay and queer settlers to undertake, as it unsettles the naturalization and 

entitlement of settlers to gay and queer spaces, as well as colonial understandings of self 

as discrete and bounded. Indeed, “[t]ruly confronting [settler formation of sexual 

minority and queer politics] … challenge[s] non-Natives’ sense of belonging to 

themselves as much as to the settler state or stolen land”, allowing for solidarity and 

compassion that is not prefaced on selfish gain or resource accumulation (Morgensen, 

2011b, p. 143). 

  To accomplish this, my research was grounded in three central questions. First, 

how does the “logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006), central to settler-colonialism, appear 

in Vancouver’s gentrified, urban ‘gaybourhood’? I was specifically concerned with 

addressing how gay spaces on Davie Street work to reproduce the logic of elimination 

through the propagation of white supremacy and homonormativity. Second, I was 

interested to understand how settler logic is reified and reproduced within queer spaces of 

Vancouver’s Eastside and by those that occupy such spaces. Finally, I sought to uncover 

how gay and queer drag venues resist settler-colonial violence and reject formations that 

privilege whiteness and homonormativity. 
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 When I began this project, I expected Davie Street and the West End drag 

community to engage with and uphold settler-colonialism. Conversely, I expected the 

Eastside community to completely reject colonial ideals, in favour of decolonial ways of 

being and relating. Ultimately, I was mostly incorrect. Colonial logics have a hold on 

both communities; however, the two communities both engage in decolonial efforts that 

can hold potential as a “dialogue of rebirth” (Sharp, 2011, p. 199). I considered these 

topics in the following order. 

 My first chapter traces the new markets of drag and the impact of neoliberal 

discourses, such as individualism, on the development of drag markets. This chapter 

considers how those that can embody white supremacist and homonormative ideals are 

included in social and financial capital-generating areas of drag in Vancouver, while 

those that are unable to attain such standards are not allowed the same levels of inclusion. 

Importantly, it emphasizes the way that the West End drag community operates and 

receives funding and resources, due to their permanent venues on Davie Street and 

homonormative community members, and how the Eastside is not able to access the same 

resources, due to their impermanent venues and nonnormative community members. As a 

result of the uneven distribution of resources, performance expectations and ideals vary 

greatly between the two communities.  

 Chapter two considers the exclusionary practices of both the West End and 

Eastside communities, along the lines of Indigeneity, race, gender, and sexuality. This 

chapter traces the logic of elimination within Vancouver’s drag scenes that privileges 

white settler performers and attempts to naturalize settlers to drag venues and spaces. 

Such processes are accomplished through only marginally including, if at all, Indigenous 
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and racialized performers. Colonial gender and sexuality regimes are also endorsed and 

upheld in Vancouver’s drag spaces through the privileging of cisgender, AMAB 

performers over trans, NB, and AFAB drag artists. Tracing such exclusionary practices 

allows for the understanding that performers that are white, gay, assigned-male-at-birth 

are privileged within drag scenes in Vancouver, while those that do not occupy such 

identities are either excluded or allowed tokenistic inclusion for the benefit of the event 

planners and organizers.  

 My third and final chapter demonstrates decolonial and queer world making 

within drag scenes in Vancouver. This chapter offers resistance narratives to the 

damaging neoliberal logics outlined in chapter one, and the exclusionary practices 

demarcated by race, gender and sexuality analyzed in chapter two. Most importantly, this 

chapter reveals the love and compassion on which drag communities in Vancouver are 

premised and sustained, as well as the negative sentiments and passive resistance that are 

employed to combat settler-colonial impositions of white ascendancy and 

homonormativity. 

 While these decolonial and queer world-making actions are present within 

Vancouver drag scenes, “[c]hallenging settler society and state power is not an all-or-

nothing endeavor, as neither is ready to disappear” (Morgensen, 2011b, p. 148). Indeed, 

“colonial discourses let non-Natives depoliticize Native peoples by reading them as a 

history or culture for their own edification” (ibid, p. 142), rather than understanding them 

as sovereign nations that challenge the naturalization of settler presence on Turtle Island 

by refusing to be subsumed into settler-colonial governments and organizational 

structures. The continuation of these claims can be extremely violent and damaging, as 
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“if non-Natives in a settler society argue universal claims, they participate in a colonial 

discourse that can erase the specificity of Native culture and leave their non-Native and 

settler locations unmarked” (ibid, p. 145). However, as evidenced in my final chapter, 

settlers in the Davie Street drag community are learning to identify the connections 

between Indigeneity, race, gender and sexuality within a settler colonial society. This 

action is crucial as “claiming a sexual minority identity apart from recognizing its non-

Native formation will be a settler colonial act that remains disengaged from Two-Spirit 

organizing” and decolonial efforts (ibid, p. 145).  

 In the face of this challenge, drag scenes and communities in Vancouver proffer 

opportunities for “non-Native and queer people… to unsettle their own and all non-

Natives’ lives by critiquing their formation by settler colonialism” through performances 

of Indigeneity, race, gender and sexuality (ibid, p. 133). As evidenced in this thesis, the 

“present is not enough” for individuals and communities that do not align with white 

settler heteropatriarchal ideals (Muñoz, 2009, p. 27). The drag communities in Vancouver 

engage in critiques of such ideals, as the Davie Street community provides decolonial and 

queer histories to inspire new generations and movements, while the Eastside community 

proffers a rejection of the current norms and binaries, instead creating the future they 

wish to see. Together, the use of past and future queerness allows for decolonial 

imagining and the potentiality to “reweave the order of the universe” (Driskill, 2011b, p. 

88).  

  As Davie Street works as a sort of archives for queer occupation of Vancouver, it 

provides the opportunity to acknowledge colonial histories for what they are, and 

historicize Indigenous and queer existence in Vancouver “so that traditions are not 
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abused and used to support forms of oppression, such as antiblack racism and 

heteronormativity” (Finley, 2011, p. 38). The Davie Street drag community has a rich 

history of queer organizing, in terms of events and movements. The Davie Street 

community cultivates and celebrates many of the “transformative powers of nightlife that 

queers and people of color have clung to” in recent history (Muñoz, 2009, p. 108). These 

histories must be understood as complex in nature, as many are imbricated in settler-

colonial process of settler naturalization and white supremacy. The act of remembering 

provides decolonial potential as it provides a critique to the present by bringing forth 

“other models of queer presence in the public sphere that preceded current models” and 

destabilizing the naturalization of the present (ibid, p. 126). Ultimately, the ability to 

utilize the history that Davie Street both represents and holds “[c]an be instructive to 

queer critical and political practices that will neutralize the impasse that is the queer 

present, opening a portal to a queer future that would be, could be, should be” (ibid, p. 

127).  

 Alternatively, Eastside drag communities make new patterns of belonging and 

inclusion as they do not have access to the urban spaces that act as an informal archive of 

gayness and queerness that that those in the Davie Street community have. As a result, 

those in the Eastside appeared to be less concerned with recent queer history, as they 

were with creating queer futurity. Many of the individuals that organize drag events and 

perform in East Van recognize that “we were queer before we were lesbian or gay” and 

were uninterested in pursuing identifications related to stable sexuality or gender 

categories (Muñoz, 2009, p. 127). Indeed, much of the “iridescence” of the Eastside drag 

community “requires remaining fluid” and rejecting colonial categorizations of identity 
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and belonging (Stevens, 2011, p. 145). In this way, the East Van drag community can be 

understood as “already becoming undone in relation to a forward-dawning future” 

(Muñoz, 2009, p. 29). As I have discussed throughout my thesis, settlers in East Van do 

“consider their colonial inheritance when occupying Native land or investing in 

belonging to a settler society” and most understand that settler comfort and emotions 

related to “feeling at home is inseparable from the displacement of Native peoples” 

(Morgensen, 2011b, p. 143).  

 Even within the East Van drag community and their venues, however, there are 

some “GLBTQ people [that] evade critiquing their power as non-Native inheritors of 

settlement by taking the less threatening but more appropriative path of creating 

communities that try to emulate Indigenous people” (Morgensen, 2011b, p. 146). There 

are “distinctly non-Native queer politics whose participants will act at once as inheritors 

and critics of settler colonialism”, perpetrating micro-aggressions of colonial violence 

while decrying macro-aggressions that rely on the same logic (ibid, p. 147). As a whole, 

however, Eastside drag communities appear to be “engaging settler institutions from the 

locations of sovereign Native peoples”, as power is afforded to Indigenous people and 

communities through show-running and the celebration of their story-telling through drag 

(ibid, p. 143). Indeed, the drag performed in East Van, especially by Indigenous artists, 

provides the space “to nourish our sense of potentiality and not reinforce our feeling of 

disappointment” through creating “a critical modality of hope and not simply 

dramatization of loss and despair” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 111).    

  The findings presented in this thesis have direct implications for settler studies, 

critical whiteness studies and queer studies, as it considers the implications of 
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intersections of Indigeneity, race, gender and sexuality within colonial structures and 

systems. To ensure that colonial structures and impositions are not repeated or worsened, 

white queer settlers must consider their engagement and investment in settler-colonial 

structures that privilege whiteness, the elimination of Indigenous life, love, and 

communities, and homonormative embodiments of race, gender, and sexuality. 

Vancouver drag provides an arena for such critiques, through placing importance on 

ways of being outside of present conceptions.  

 This formation is not completely unique to Vancouver’s drag scenes, and other 

performance communities would benefit from considering along similar lines how their 

potential for joyful communion, decolonial praxis, and queer worldmaking is inhibited 

by, or enacted in the face of, heteronormative, homonormative, and settler-colonial 

demands for whiteness and normative embodiments of gender and sexuality. White 

settler event planners and organizers must recognize and positively use their privilege to 

refuse claims to space that deny Indigenous and racialized, as well as nonnormatively 

gendered and sexualized, communities performance space and resources. Vancouver’s 

drag communities have begun to take up these discourses and analyses of homonormative 

settler-colonialism, and importantly highlight that to “denaturalize the way we dwell 

(move) in the world is to denaturalize the world itself in favor of a utopian 

performativity” (Muñoz, 2009, p. 151).  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Letter of Invitation 
 

 
 
 

 
Letter of Invitation 

 
Title: Dragging Out the Settler-Colonial State: Exploring Gay and Queer Drag Venues in 
Vancouver as (De)Colonial Spaces 
 
Funding Source: N/A 
 
(date – was updated as letters were sent out) 
 
Hello, 
 
My name is Brenna Egan and I am a Master’s student in the Women’s and Gender 
Studies at Carleton University. I am working on a research project under the supervision 
of Dr. Dan Irving. 
 
I am writing to you today to invite you to participate in a study on gender, sexuality, and 
race-based exclusionary practices in gay drag bars and venues in Vancouver's West End, 
Gastown, and Commercial Drive. This study aims to broaden scholarly debates 
concerning the decolonization of queer spaces within academia, as well as within larger 
queer communities.  
 
This study involves one 60-minute interview that will take place over Zoom. With your 
consent, the interview will be audio-recorded. Once the recording has been transcribed, 
the audio-recording will be destroyed. 
 
While this project does involve some emotional risks, care will be taken to protect your 
identity. This will be done by keeping all responses anonymized and allowing you to 
request that certain responses not be included in the final project. Breaks will also be 
given when needed throughout the interview process.  
 
You will have the right to skip the questions that you do not want to answer and end your 
participation in the study at any time, for any reason, up until April 1, 2022. If you 
choose to withdraw, all the information you have provided will be destroyed. 
 
No compensation will be provided for participation in this research.  
 
All research data, including audio-recordings and any notes will be password-protected 
and stored in a locked apartment when left alone. Any hard copies of data including any 
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handwritten notes and electronic storage devices (such as USBs and/or hard drives) will 
be kept in the PI’s locked apartment. Research data will only be accessible by the 
researcher. 
 

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board- A 
Clearance # ____________ 

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair, 
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-A (by phone: 613-520-2600 ext. 2517 or by 
email: ethics@carleton.ca). For all other questions about the study, please contact the 
researcher. 

If you would like to participate in this research project, or have any questions about the 
research, please contact me at brennaegan@cmail.carleton.ca. 
 
Sincerely, 

Brenna Egan 
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form 

 
Informed Consent Form 

Name and Contact Information of Researchers:  Brenna Egan, Carleton University, 
the Pauline Jewett Institute of Women’s and Gender Studies  
 Tel.: 
 Email:  brennaegan@cmail.carleton.ca        
 Supervisor and Contact Information:  Dan Irving danirving@cunet.carleton.ca 
Project Title 
 Dragging Out the Settler-Colonial State: Exploring Gay and Queer Drag Venues in 
Vancouver as (De)Colonial Spaces 
Project Sponsor and Funder (if any) 
N/A 
Carleton University Project Clearance 
 Clearance #:                   Date of Clearance:    
Invitation 
You are invited to take part in a research project because you are engaged in events that 
are intended for gay and/or queer communities within Vancouver.  The information in 
this form is intended to help you understand what I am asking of you so that you can 
decide whether you agree to participate in this study.  Your participation in this study is 
voluntary, and a decision not to participate will not be used against you in any way. As 
you read this form, and decide whether to participate, please ask all the questions you 
might have, take whatever time you need, and consult with others as you wish. 
What is the purpose of the study? 
The main goal of the research is to understand how drag bars and venues as gay spaces in 
Vancouver's West End, Gastown, and Commercial Drive, reproduce settler-colonial 
violence and oppression through gender, sexuality, and race-based exclusionary practices. 
If you agree to take part in the study: 
This study involves one 60-minute interview that will take place over a scheduled and 
password protected Zoom meeting. With your consent, interviews will be audio-recorded 
and stored on a password protected device. Once the final thesis has been written and 
defended the recordings will be deleted. 
Risks and Inconveniences 
Participants may be exposed to minimal emotional risks, as they are discussing personal 
experiences with gender, sexuality, or race-based exclusion from social groups. To help 
mitigate these risks, participants may take a break at any time during the interview and 
will be able to remove their information from the study at any point prior to April 1, 
2022. 
Possible Benefits 
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The expected benefit of this study is to broaden scholarly debates concerning the 
decolonization of queer spaces within academia, as well as within larger queer 
communities. This is beneficial in efforts to expose settler logic and hold settler GLB and 
queer communities accountable for the reparations required to join in solidarity and fight 
for Indigenous sovereignty. 
Compensation/Incentives 
You will not be paid or compensated for your participation in this study. 
No waiver of your rights 
By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from any 
liability. 
Withdrawing from the study 
If you withdraw your consent during the course of the study, all information collected 
from you before your withdrawal will be discarded. 
After the study, you may request that your data be removed from the study and deleted by 
notice given to the Principal Investigator (named above) before April 1st, 2022. 
Confidentiality 
We will treat your personal information as confidential, although absolute privacy cannot 
be guaranteed.  No information that discloses your identity will be released or published 
without your specific consent.  Research records may be accessed by the Carleton 
University Research Ethics Board in order to ensure continuing ethics compliance.  
The interview will last between 1-1.5 hours and will be conducted by Brenna Egan. I 
permit this interview to be digitally recorded with the understanding that my identity will 
only be made public if I explicitly give permission for researchers to do so. Agreeing to 
using my real name means that my name and quotes from my interview will be used in 
academic materials (e.g. conference presentations, journal articles, book manuscript, and 
in the classroom). The primary researcher will offer the use of pseudonyms for the 
individual research participants, however participants may be identifiable due to personal 
narratives and experiences regarding gay and/or queer events and communities in 
Vancouver. 
The data provided in the interview transcripts will be used by Brenna Egan to inform 
conference papers and peer-reviewed journal articles. Research findings may be 
presented at academic conferences and submitted to peer-reviewed journals or a book 
press for publication. I understand that these papers and articles will be available to me 
upon request. All data, including coded information, will be kept in a password-protected 
file on a secure computer.   
 “In-session” data, such as the audio, video and chat transcript from the interview, will be 
stored locally on the researcher’s computer. Operation data, such as meeting and 
performance data, will be stored and protected by Zoom on servers located in Ottawa, but 
may be disclosed via a court order or data breach.   
We will password protect any research data that we store or transfer. 
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Data Retention  
New information during the study 
In the event that any changes could affect your decision to continue participating in this 
study, you will be promptly informed. 
Ethics review 
This project was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board 
A.  If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Carleton University 
Research Ethics Board (by phone at 613-520-2600 [ext. 2517 for CUREB A or ext. 4085] 
or by email at ethics@carleton.ca).  
Statement of consent – print and sign name 
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.   ___Yes ___No 
I agree to be audio recorded               ___Yes ___No 
 
________________________     __________________ 
Signature of participant       Date 
 
Research team member who interacted with the participant 
I have explained the study to the participant and answered any and all of their questions.  
The participant appeared to understand and agree.  I provided a copy of the consent form 
to the participant for their reference. 
 
____________________________   _____________________  
Signature of researcher      Date 
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Appendix C: Participant Reference List 

Thanks Jem is an assigned-male-at-birth (AMAB), Two-Spirit, Indigenous person who 

does feminine drag.  

Xanax is a Métis, AMAB, nonbinary person who does feminine drag. 

Maiden China is a pansexual, trans-feminine, nonbinary person of mixed-Chinese 

descent who performs feminine drag. 

Count Cupid is a gay, trans-masculine, nonbinary, Korean person who performs 

masculine drag. 

Luther is a Black, nonbinary, queer person who does feminine drag. 

Toddy is a white, assigned-female-at-birth (AFAB), nonbinary lesbian who does 

nonbinary drag. 

Fran Scene is a white, AMAB, nonbinary person who does feminine drag. 

Ziggy is a white, trans-masculine, nonbinary person who does nonbinary drag. 

Artemis is a white, AFAB, nonbinary person who does nonbinary drag. 

T Pot is a white, trans man who performed feminine drag. 

Lea Ven Detta is a white, cisgender gay man who does feminine drag. 

Christopher Page is a white, cisgender gay man who does feminine drag. 

Performer X is a white, cisgender bisexual woman who performed masculine drag. 
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Appendix D: Semi-Structured Interview Questions 

Performer Questions: 

Where are you from? 

How long have you/ did you live in Vancouver? 

What do you like to do in your free time? 

Do drag shows and events feature heavily in your life? 

How do you identify in terms of your gender? 

How do you identify in terms of your sexuality? 

How do you identify in terms of your race? 

How long have you been doing drag?  

Where do you mainly perform? 

How many drag events in the West End/Eastside have you performed at? 

Have you found it relatively easy to find events to perform at? 

What is the vibe of the areas you perform in? 

What do you think is unique about the drag community on West End/Eastside, that 

differs from other drag communities within Vancouver? 

Do you attend drag shows that are not in West End/Eastside? Why or why not? Is the 

social vibe different? 

Who do you draw inspiration from for your drag?  

Do you feel welcomed at drag events by other performers?  

Do you feel welcomed at drag events by the hosts/planners/organizers? 

Have you worked multiple times with any event planners/hosts/organizers? 

Do you feel welcomed at drag events by the audience? 
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How exclusive do you perceive the drag community in the West End/Eastside to be?  

What was the experience like when you were becoming a drag performer in the West 

End/Eastside? 

Did you find that you had similar/the same racial, sexual and gender identifications as the 

other performers at the event you were performing at? What was the same and what was 

different?  

What does diversity mean to you? Do you believe that drag planners/organizers/hosts in 

the West End/Eastside are committed to inclusivity and diversity? Why do you feel this 

way? What impact does this have? 

Do you believe that other drag performers in the West End/Eastside are committed to 

inclusivity and diversity? Why do you feel this way?  

Hosting Questions: 

Why did you start hosting/planning/organizing drag events? 

How many drag events have you planned/organized/hosted in the West End/Eastside? 

What were the venues like for the events you planned/organized/hosted? Were they bars, 

restaurants, or another type of venue? 

How many drag performers were involved? 

How were the drag performers chosen? 

Have you worked multiple times with any of the performers from the events you 

planned/organized/hosted? 

Did you make an effort to include performers of varying races, genders, and sexualities? 

Why or why not? 
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Have you organized drag events that have not been in the West End/Eastside? Why or 

why not? 

Were the events you planned well-attended? Was this surprising? 

What is standard of audience interactions with drag performers at events you’ve 

hosted/planned/organized? 

How would you describe the environment of the drag community in the West 

End/Eastside? 
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Appendix E: Recruitment Poster 
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